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The Empty Chamber

• .j '(

f\O"'-',

:. '. rom the earliest frontier days of the old west,
, the mechanical characteristics and limitations

of the single-action revolver have been well under-
. stood, as the writings of the day amply demonstrate.
The safety precaution of loading the "six-shooter"
with only five cartridges and resting the hammer on
the empty cha.mberwas universally practiced.
According to folklore, some cowboys habitually
carried "bUrying money" or their last bank note
rolled up in the empty chamber. These old-timers
understood that the notches in the hammer pro
vided only limited protection, and that an accidental
discharge could result ifa fully loaded revolver were.
to be dropped, or if the hammer were to receive a
sharp blow.

Despite the lessons of history, there are still

people who get themselves in trouble by ignoring
the following common sense rules ofgun handling:

1. The shooter should thoroughlyunderstand the
mechanical characteristics and rules for handling
the particular type of firearm he is using.

2. The safest way to carry any old style' single
action revolver is with five chambers loaded and th€.
h~mer resting on the empty chamber.

"The Ruger ''New Model" single-action revolvers
are not subject to this limitation andcan be carried
safely with all six chambers loaded. Some other
manufacturers have added various manual safety
devices to old style single-action revolvers, but no
manual safety can ensure against accidents if the
shooter fails to use itproperly. Remember: There is
no such thing as a fOOlproof gun!
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Precision is something Germans are famous for . ..
but Heckler & Koch makes an art of it!

H & K's VP70Z
9mm SELF-LOADING PISTOL

Accurate•••
Reliable... And
AvaDable Now!

• Magazine capacity: 18 rounds

• Only 4 movable operating parts-ensures
shooting accuracy and absolute reliability

• Sights are based on light and shadow
effect-aiming is possible even under
unfavourable lighting and visibility conditions

• Calibre 9mm x 19 (Para)

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DEUVERYI

HECKLER MOCH . 933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218
. & n ,INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 243-3700

Write for our 20-page catalog of new & exciting H&K weapons.
Include $3.00 for postage & handling.
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INDUSTRY INSIDER
JERRY RAKUSAN

A COMPANY WITH A NEW TECHNIQUE
& HIGH STANDARD UNVEILS X MODEL

T here's a new name on the horizon- bold new concept in precision handgun
Millett Industries. Watch it closely for ning are coming off the benches of the

it may well be the most important ad- company's master gunsmiths: the "X
vancement in firearms manufacturing Model" pistol. The fitters with the greatest
since investment casting. Their new pro- expertise have been selected for the task,
cess apparently has all of the best features and given carte blanche to go through the
of investment casting combined with forg- factory and seek out the finest component
ing, though the high initial die cost limits parts, and use them to literally hand-build
its uses to long run parts. Millett is first super target pistols with.an ultra critical fit.
offering fixed sights for autos; their ad- For the first mini-run, 120 barrels were
justable sights will be out soon, and so will Ransom-rest tested, and the seven best
their scope mounts. Will there soon be full were selected for X Guns.
manufacture of firearms? Why was this necessary, when most

••••••••••••• match-masters insist that the High Stand-
High Standard has been doing some ard is capable of winning any bull's-eye

'considerable trimming and juggling of match outofthe box, and is fully compara
their product lines. The long-awaited ble in accuracy to its major domestic com
Crusader is finally out, but in the Com- petition, S&W's Model 41 and Ruger's
memorative models only. Those in.45 Mark I? We suspect that it is the factory's
Long Colt caliber are awaiting their turn answer to ultra-tuned match conversions
on the production line, but about half of of .22 pistols by such famed gunsmiths as
the .44 Magnum Commemoratives-some Jimmy Clark, much as Colt's Custom Shop
three hundred guns-have already been offers the specially tuned Python to com
produced and shipped. pete with the best custom models pro-

An insider at the company tells us that duced in the private sector.
no target date is in effect at this time for the Don't misunderstand; High Standard
plaincJane, workhorse model Crusader. doesn't want to put your friendly neigh
"So many internal target dates have been borhood gunsmith out of business. Their
blown," we were told, "that we haven't real target is the ultra-sophisticated (and
even set an in-house target date." ultra priced) .22s being imported for

Lest anyone perceive this as a sign of bull's-eye and, especially, International
morbidity, the truth is quite to the con- type competition: the Hammerli, the
trary. Since their move from Hamden to a Walther, the Unique DES, among others.
more compact, efficiently designed, and At a suggested $599.50, the H-S X model
economical plant in East Hartford, Con- should sharply undersell this competition;
necticut a few years ago, High Standard some of those foreign guns carry four
has maintained a healthy production rate. figure price tags. Look for a test of the X

Top quality .22 auto pistols for match model soon.
competition are what High Standard is ..
most famous for, and demand for such Before we leave the High Standard peo-
guns is soaring. True, conventional bull's- pIe, let us convey their reassurances to you
eye sport shooting isn't showing anything that the popular Sentinel and Camper
you'd call a growth spurt, but today's revolvers aren't dead, they're only sleep
casual shooter is more sophisticated and ing. They were left out of the production
quality-conscious· than ever. Even for schedule this year to allow a greater output
plinking, he wants the best. The prolifera- of the back-ordered Western-style Double
tion of .22 rimfire metallic silhouette hand- Nines, which are built on essentially the
gun matches have doubtless increased the same production lines. Their field-grade
demand for precision pistols in that cali-Sport King. pistol, once the company's
ber, as well. answer to the Colt Woodsman, is still in

The bottom line? In their last fiscal year, production; it is just in the shadows of the
High Standard has produced and sold Victor, Citation, and Trophy precision tar
more of their Victory, Citation, and Tro- get guns which the firm has been con
phy match .22s than in any twelve-month centrating on more. Current Sport Kings
period in the past twenty-five years, in- are being pro4uced with the same .45-like
cluding the years when bull's-eye shooting grip angle of the Military style target jobs.
was at its highest peak. Over at Mossberg, the AIG Corp, hand-

To their credit, High Standard isn't satis- gun-making subsidiary is already well
fied. At this writing, the first samples of a (Continued on page 8)
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Customize"your own gun with the
famous -8 afari Ar scomponents

- At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer®and MatchMaster®pistols and now, those same
custom features are individually available for your own hand
gun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, S&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanics.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for yourr .M!!
local gunsmith's installation. ® ICn~orcer

------$-

-----$-

-----$-

... .Extended Combat
Safety. Match proven
design assures positive
control of safety without
having to shift or reposition
grip. $16.95

... The Enforcer (3.8" barrel, E-102)
or The MatchMaster (5" barrel,
E-103). Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with custom
features. Available in Teflon,
Armaloy, or stainless steel finishes.
Send $1.00 for fully illustrated
catalog and or~ering information.

... Combat Magazine Base Pad.
Available for all Colt, S&W model 39,
S&W model 59, Browning High Power
automatics. With this component, you
don't have to worry about noise or
damage to magazine when ejecting the

'magazine - even from a standing
position - during match shooting
or in combat. $1.95

'" Extended Combat Slide Release. Computer calculated
angle and curvature of releases allows reliability of

hand control from shooting grip
leaving left hand free to handle fresh
magazine insertion. $17.50

~ Ambidextrous Safety
Set for S&W Models 39 &
59. A must for the serious
combat shooter, police
officer and left handed
shooter. $39.95

VISA -

'" Ambidextrous Combat
Slide Release Set. Now
full control of the .45
automatic with the left
hand. $29.50

,,-.lIIlIiIII!II!I> .... :--
Mail To: M·S Safari Arms AH-1-81I P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenlx,AZ 85063 Make,
Please enter my order for: Quantity, Quanlili~)(~r~~~ng

I 0 Extended Combat Slide Release . Stainless alue (c) Colt Total,
@ Browning: $19.50 Colt: $17.50 $__

, 0 Extended Combat Safety
@ Browning: $19.95 Colt, $16.95 $'__o Ambidextrous Combat Safety SetI ~,~ro$~~i.~;: ~~9:9~ ..~~~: .$~9.:~ .

o Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set
, @ Colt: $29.50 .

I
0 Beavertail Grip Safety @ $15.00 .
o Information on The Enforcer/

.The MatchMaster & other M·S products @ $1.00 $__
I 0 Combat Magazine Base Pads
\9 0 Browning 0 S&W 39 0 S&W 59

.SAFARI I 0 ~a~t~hi b'~~SA'c~r'd"""""""""" Shipping & Handling: 1.00

.ARMS -I ~::ecardExp.--D MyCheck 0 My Money Order is enclosed ... TOTAL:$__

Address _

I City State Zip _

... Beavertail Grip Safety.
Provides better control of the
weapon by spreading recoil over
a larger area of the shooter's
hand, reduces apparent recoil
and eliminates hammer·pinch.
Requires minimal frame con
touring for perfect fit. $15.00

DEALERS: Visit our Booth
I n the '81 Shot Show*

Master Charge
Visa

C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER DESK

~ Ambidextrous
Combat Safety Set.
Allows full function
of safety for left handed
shooters or right handed
shooters in case of
injury. $34.95 •

Now available for the Browning Automatic Pistol

... Extended Combat Slide
Release. Now the same tech
nology as applied to the
Enforcer parts provides for one
hand control during reloading
of the Browning High Power.

$19.50

... Extended Combat Safety.
Full control of the Browning
High Power Safety without
shifting the shooting grips.

$19.95

... Ambidextrous Combat Safety
Set. Full position control right
or left handed. Get the most
from your Browni.ng. A must for
combat shooters, police offi
cers, and all.left handers.

$39.95

M·S Safari Arms. P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269-7283
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• EXCLUSIVELY BY:

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump

It will also show you the surprising face of
European handgunning, especially IPSC
practical shooting. It's six pounds. for a
subscription (that's about $13.00, but call
your bank and find out what the current
exchange rate is). Write to: The Handgun
ner, Ltd., 7 Dentons Terrace, Wivenhoe,
Colchester, Essex, England.

Bull's-eye shooters will have. something
to talk about if the rumors we hear about
S&W are true. Right now, though, they are
just that, rumors. Our informants tell us
that a modified Model 41 is in the works
chambered for a .32 wadcutter. Center fire
targetsmen should take to this like a duck
to water.

•••••••••••••

demand for their deluxe top-break model
999 has escalated sharply in proportion to
the stable demand for their economy
grade revolvers,

One reason for this is the increasing
sophistication and "quality consciousness"
of the typical buyer, as we mentioned
earlier. Another factor is the growing per
ception in the marketplace of the 999 as a
"sleeper," a well made, good-shooting,
extraordinarily durable gun at a relatively
modest price. H&R's sales are built on
long established designs that have been
proven for decades, and have earned a
reputation among gunsmiths as having an
excellent frequency of repair ratio. In re
cent years, as the company began market
ing superb imported rifles and shotguns at
reasonable prices, H&R lost much of its
old "cheap" image. That new perception
in the marketplace is well-earned; the 999
holds its own quite well a'gainst many more
expensive guns whose brand names have a
tonier connotation.

J an Stevenson's British Handgunner
magazine is out at last. Nicely done. Ste
venson is the man the late George Nonte
once called "the most' literate of the gun
writers," and the new publication shows it.

management calls "our bread and butter
gun." With talent and manpower tied up
on increasing the product flow of the stan
dard items, new goodies naturally wind up
on the back burner.

It now looks like 1981 at the soonest for
the stainless snubby, which will be desig
nated the "Pro 38" and is target priced at
$187.50 retail in 1980 dollars. It will have a
round butt that will accept Pachmayr and
other custom' grips designed for the
J-frame round butt S&W; barrel lengths
will be two, three, and four inches, though
management is well aware that the shorter
length is by far the most in public demand,
and will doubtless allocate production
accordingly. '

"For tlte first mini-run, 120 barrels
were Ransom-rest tested, and tlte seven

best were selected for X Guns."

(Continued from page 6)

••• •.••••••••• Interanns-those who have seen the new
"Now it can be told" department: it was U.S. production 'of the Walther PPI\-S tell

Mossberg that built the tiny, high-capacity us that it is a finer gun than the original
9mm. prototype we wrote about in this German specimens. There is also word
space a year ago. Only the one gu.n was that Walther ·of Germany will soon stop
built, and a Mossberg spokesman assures production of their versions, reportedly
us that the wee Parabellum is no longer first in .380 and later in .32 and .22, and get
being considered for production. their guns for European sales from
, A look at handgun market trends Interarms!

through the eyes o'f Harrington & The Merrill single shot pistols are com
Richardson's decision makers is an inter- ing off the line at the Rock Pistol Manufac
esting barometer of what is happening in turing Co. in California, but ever so slowly.
the handgun worUI. H&R's bread and For all intents and purposes they are hand
butter guns, sales wise, are the single barrel made guns, and until Rock gets some
top break shotgun, and the .22 revolvers. automated machinery, .......
Among the latter, says a company YP, deliveries will be slow. ~

AMERIC'AN HANDGUNNER· JANUARY/FEBRUARY1981

INDUSTRY INSIDER

back-ordered on their newly acquired re
volver designs, the Abilene single action
and the former Security Industries snubby,
The Abilenes are already in the gunshops,
and moving briskly according to reports.

Silhouette aficionadoes say that these
guns are already winning in their class at
IHMSA matches, even before the com
pany has fielded the 10" barrel .44 Mag
num expressly designed for that game. A
Mossberg exec reports, "The 7'12" .44 Mag
num is far .and away the best seller in the
line, followed by the 6" .357 and the 6" in
.45 Colt." The .45 is being made in that
length only, while the Magnum calibers
offer the choice of 4%",6", or 7'12" tubes.

The stainless snubby should have been
out by now, admits a Mossberg exec, and
has been held up only because the factory
engineers have been busy on more mUn
dane tasks, Mossberg's moderately priced
rifles and shotguns are extremely success
ful in the marketplace, especially the
model 500 pump shotgun that Mossberg

The original Mag-na-portil a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-no-portil or
the Mag-no-port Custom Ruger Handguns
write fo~ free literature.

We thank all of our customers for Mag-na
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

Patent No. # 3808943
®

ARMS, INC.

Griffon revives the classic Original Cane Gun, popular
gentleman's (and ladies') companion of the 1890·s. And
it's still as practical as it once was - firing a .36 cal round
ball (.375 dia.) with sufficient force to penetrate three 1"
pi ne boards. The cane gun uses standard No. 11 percus
sion caps 1'0 ignite a charge of 13 grains FFF black
powder. Nipple is of corrosion proof stainless steel.

Happily. federal law exempts this black powder fire
arm from the 1968 Gun Act (but be sure to check local
ordinances before carrying loaded).

Made in America, the Griffon Cane Gun is available
in brown only with handsome, natural finish, wood
handle for $65 ppd. Dealer inquiries invited. No FFL
requ ired. We accept Visa and MasterCard

No COD please Sallslacll0n guaranteed InQuines SASE only

Mag-na-port®
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DEPENDABLE
FINEST PISTOL •

& RIFLE CLIPS -~
STEEL FABRICATEO~

Featuring Extended Clips for many Pistols &
Rifles New & Old Models

SPORTING + SURVIVAL + MILITARY
Remington. Ruger. Browning. HK. H & R.

Marlin. Explorer ·and many more!

PISTOLSMITHING
BY RON POWER AS TOLD TO MASSAD AYOOB

HOW TO SMOOTH OUT THE ACTION
FOR THE ULTIMATE PPC REVOLVER

10

THE HAMMER
I start with the hammer. I either fit a

spring-loaded hammer nose (firing pin)
spring, or install a Model 66 hammer
assembly, which comes this way. The fac
tory should build all their K frames this
way, because it would save misfires. The
way the frame is machined, the hammer
nose has to pivot and go around a small
corner to get through and reach the primer.
Inertia throws the nose to 12 o'clock.

Put the sideplate back on with one screw
(lower or rear), and with a 118" carbide
cutter on a Dremel, go into the back of the
receiver where the top part of the hammer
goes through the frame, and take out
1011000ths in the top half-inch area of
the hammer slot. This frame widening en
sures that the hammer's top edge won't
rub the frame, which could cause drag and
misfires.

Next, knock the sharp corner off the
lower edge of the hammer foot where the
rebound block slides under, and knock the
corresponding corner off the rebound
block, so they'll pass each other more
smoothly. Be c.areful not to stone too much
off this area, or the block will start wedging
under the hammer foot, and give you
trigger-return problems.

Also at this time, stake the hammer pins
in on both sides, and stone both sides of
the hammer. You want those surfaces
glassy-smooth and totally burr-free.

it should be closer to zero on a new gun. Be
sure that the extractor rod is perfectly
straight, and the cylinder trued-up and
free-spinning.

Since the last installment of this series
appeared in HANDGUNNER, I've

gone through some changes, and so have
PPC guns in general. Shooters are trending
more toward fiat-sided barrels and quick
change sights. I no longer use Bo-Mar ribs
exclusively, though they make upthe bulk
of my work; Bill Davis' Aristocrat rib
makes sight changes a lot handier without
having to count clicks, and so does Travis
Strahan's Mascot series.

I've got my own rib out now, machined
all out of stainless. It has quick-change
features, and is sold only as a part of my
Grandmaster guns, not separately. The
Grandmaster I donated to HANDGUN
NER for their con test is the one
thousandth PPC revolver I've personally
built, which covers a lot of years of work.
It's the ultimate refinement over myoid
Full House competition gun, and the de
mand is such that I may not be making the
older model much longer.

The basic actions stay the same, though,
and that's what we promised to talk about
this time. Everyone who's ever had the THE TRIGGER
sideplate off a Smith & Wesson seems to Now, the trigger. I like to make it as
feel qualified to do action jobs, but in fact a round as. possible in profile so the finger
book could be written on the details of this can roll over it. I don't want any sharp
subject. Let me just touch on the high edges. This works wonders on e~ther a
points, the way we handle them here at standard trigger or a 3/8" Combat style.
Power Custom. Then, drill and tap for the overtravel

First off, make sure the gun you choose screw.
for PPCcompetition is decent to start with. Stone the front portion of the trigger in
We find about three Smiths in ten will have the area the cylinder stop works off of, and
the frame machined off, or the chambers also, cut a slight angle on top of this area so
not quite true, and a gun like that will when the trigger returns forward it will
either require lots of extra work, or never require less pressure. This angle change
be a match grade custom revolver at all. reduces bind on the cylinder.
Once you're sure, you've got a good base I fit the cylinder stop in the standard
gun, the first thing is to make sure that the manner. If any metal is removed, it is from
cylinder is properly fitted, and the head- the upper left-hand side (as you would see
space and cylinder gap are correct. You it aiming the gun). The cylinder stop
don't want more than .001" endshake, and should fit free in the frame. If the slot in the

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1981

THIS IS THE LAST PART Of a series on the
making ofthe ultimate PPC target revolver
by custom pistolsmith Ron Power, as told to
Massad Ayoob. Other parts appeared in
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER of Mayl
June 1978 and MarchiApril 1980: Ron
Power is the man who built the gun that
carried Jimmy Collins to his first national
championship, and a host ofother guns that
top-ranked combat revolver people
throughout the country swear by. For more
information contact Ron Power, Custom
Gunsmith, P.O. Box 1604, Independence,
MO 64055, (816) 833-3102.
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"ASK FOR OUR EXTENSIVE CLIP LINE"
For answers to your Questions, send self·addressed
stamped envelope. For UP·OATEO production price
list. include 2 Bucks to cover our expenses. Will ig·
nore inquiries without cover cost. For foreign mail.
price is $3.75.
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9mm

9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
)0

)K

45
45
45

..45
45
45

22 I\R·7E.'(plorer(15rd~l. 19.95
n Manin Model!> 995. 9X9 M2 (15 rthl 14.95
.22 (jlcnlild Model 70 (15 rds) . 14.~5

.22 Harrington & Richardson (15 flh. Magnum 22.95
SPORTING RIFLE CLIPS

:!2~ Rugcr mini 14 (20 rd!l) 14.95

22.1 Rugcr Mini 14 no rd.,) 16.95
.10~ Hriti!lh I.~'c Enfield (10 rd~) 16,95
~OX Winchester MM or 100 (M rd!l) 22.95
~OM Reminglon 740. 742. 760 (M rd!» 22.95
24.~ R~'mingtnn 740. ]42. 700 (X rd!l) 22.95
~O 06 R~'millglon740. 742. 700 (10 rtb. 25.(5) 12 rd~. 2X.95

TO MAKE YOUR ORDER
Please print or type clearly. Compute your own tax on your
order. Include mailing charges. 2 days in-plant with Money
Order. 3 weeks for check to clear Bank.

SURVIVAL RIFLE CLIPS .

CALIBER DESCRIPTION
22 Astra Cunstable .
22 Browning Belgium made.
22 Br()wning U.S. made .

22 Berella fils K rds & 10 rds specify
22 Colt New Of Old mod. spc '".
22 Hi Stand. Victor,(.'itation.Supermatic. I"r()phy.
22 Hi StandarHD, HA. I).A. HE, (jE. (jl) .

22 l.lama Fit. new mods.( 14 rd!l. 1195) Reg. Sile
22 Smith & Wesson mod 41 (22slw mod 619.95
22 Slar F~. FR. FRS. Walker PP & PPK S

25 Army·(jal~i mod. 9. K 95. (iclcsi latc mode
25 Bcrella Jet hrc (mfr J9~4-1941) 7 rds.M 95
25 Browning .

25 Titan E278. Sterling )00 .
25 Colt Jr. late mod.C 15 rds. 16.95) Reg.si/t:
32 Ben~tla made 19J4 to .lX. Berena mod. tOO .
.n Browning pre war 7 or K rounds. Specify
~2 Cult. Ceska. Uernardelli. Remington
~2 Mauser A-G 7 rds
~2 Savage lOrds.
.~2 Waller 7.65 PPK (15 rd~. 16.50) Reg. Sill.'
~2 Waller PPK S (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Sill'

W, ,'od ",.n, ",or, clip, nllt Ii't.; in 'IIi, .d.
Astra Conslable (15 rds .• 16.50) Reg. Sill'
Beretta I ~_14 to I~~M

Beretla 70's (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Sill'
Back-up 9mm Kur/, Astra ~OOO

1.lama fit all new (Nod. 15 rds. 16.50) Reg.Si/c
Mab.mud. D. Mauser HSd)rgies. ReminglOn
Star FI Fist Mud. (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Sill'
Star FI Snd. Mud. (15 rds. 16.00l Reg. Silt.'
Slar Super Model SM .

Waller PP & PPK S (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Sill'
Walter PPK (15 rd!> 16.50) Reg. Sill' .
Browning H.P. 00 rd~. ~4.~5) .. ,
Beretta M~2 (.~O rds. .'\4.(5) 25 rd!>.
Smilh & Wessun Mod. ~9(14 rds. 17.(5) Reg.
Smith & Wesson Mod.5~(J0rd!>. ~4.~5)Reg.SI
Slar Model A. Star Mod.H, Star H~. Reg.Si/c
Slarlight HK M & HKS (14 rds.17.95) Reg.Si/e
Walter P~M & P.~MK (14 rd~. 17.(5) Reg. SiH'
Radum P~5 (14 rd~. 17.~5) Reg. Sill' .
Mauser ParabeJlum (10 rds. 14.(5) Reg. SiH'
I"okare\ Mau~er 7.6~ and 7.65
('olt Rimle!>!> !>mokck'S!l 7 Uf MRuund!>
Coil ril~ all mud. 25 rds. 26.~5 20 rd~.

Detunlc!l (15 rd!l. 1X(95) REg. Sill'
Llama fil~ al ne .... mod. (25 rd!l. 26.95) Reg. Sill'
Slar Mod. P.S. (25 rd~. 26.(5) Reg. Sill' .
Star Mod. P.D. (15 rds. 17.(5) Reg. Sill.'
Hfllwning I) 1\



frame has to be widened, always do so on
the left side.

At about this point, I polish the main
spring and bend it in an arc, which gives
me more adjustment for the strain screw,
which I'll replace with an Allen head unit.
A brass plunger also goes into the bottom
of a Power gun's frame, with a lock screw.
This is so the shooter can adjust main
spring tension to his brand of primers. The
reason we polish the springs isn't to make
them weaker and lighter, but to eliminate
any factory tool marks that could be the
beginnings of fracture lines in the future.

The rebound block is a critical area. I
polish all bearing surfaces, and then install
one of our lighter rebound springs that are
made especially for us. They're not too
unlike the factory spring for the single
action K-38.

THE HAMMER HOOK
The hammer hook is also touchy. On the

Smith & Wesson, you're talking about a
.007" notch; it's hard to get a stone into this
area without rounding it and possibly ruin
ing the hammer. Try to avoid that area
entirely and concentrate on stoning the
trigger. There will be.times that this won't
get all the creep out, and a burr in the SA
notch of the hammer may be. the cause.

. Use a round Carballoy tool and slide it
across this area of the hammer foot, rather
than stonirig. It should clean out any burrs
and give you a good, crisp pull. If you

Grandmaster is latest available from
Power. His famed full House revolvers
have won National Championship titles.

ignore my advice and try to stone a single
action hammer hook, at least do yourself a
favor and use a very fine, sharp-edged
stone.

Make sure your sear engagement areas
are parallel to each other, and 90 degrees
to the pivot points of the hammer and
trigger.

Fitting of the cylinder hand is crucial.
S&W revolvers almost always need a
wider hand than comes from the factory.
One mistake many people make is to leave
the front corner sharp. Trouble is, the
extractor is soft and the hand is relatively
hard, and every time you work the action
it's like running a very sharp chisel across
the extractor lugs. The gun will lock up
quickly this way, but it won't lock up for
very long. Since the wear will be on the

extractor, you'll need wider and wider
hands, and before you know it you'll be
reaching for a hand over .010" diameter,
which means you're ready for a new ex
tractor.

THE CYLINDER HAND
It's better to just round the corner of the

hand, only enough to break the sharp edge
so it won't dig. You also don't want it
protruding any in front of the recoil shield,
at all, because it will dig into cartridge
brass and hang up your DA pull. The
action will work great in the gunshop, and
bind as soon as you load it on the range.

Gunsmiths can get hands from the S&W
factory as wide as Size 100. I've seen some
hands as wide as .104", and some 'smiths
alter and offset the point of the hand or
weld it up, but I find that on either K or N
frame, the max practical width is .010.
Beyond that, you need a new extractor.

The fitting of the cylinder stop is often
overlooked in timing a Smith & Wesson.
Customers often complain about the
marks this makes around the cylinder be
tween the bolt cuts. If you want perform
ance, face it: there's no way functioning
will be proper and reliable without mark
ing the cylinder this way.

The relationship between the front edge
of the trigger and the bevelled edge of the
cylinder stop is critical. The length of this
area determines how low the cylinder stop

(Continued on page 23)

OUR HANDGUN PRESENTATION CASE IS CUSTOM MADE TO YOUR ORDER

YET YOUR VALUED WEAPON NEVER LEAVES YOUR HANDS!!

II

Send $1.98 to PLUMBUILT PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 303C, Chalfont, PA, 18914
MONEY BAC!):. IF NOT DELIGHTED! Members ofN.R.A. ... Our bank is

Bucks County Bank & Trust Co.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME!

Large collection? Ask for our "Buy 6, Get 1 Free Deal."
Gift Certificates can be arranged.

It works this way. We send you our
unique Spec Kit with easy, step-by
step instructions PLUS our specially
designed gun and accessories tracing
templates. You return completed
specs to us. Our old-time Bucks
County craftsmen create your solid
wood case from your particular specs.
The case is covered with rugged, black
leather-textured vinyl (best grade) that
takes hard knocks yet is handsome
enough to do justice to the most costly
weapon. The he'avily padded interior re-
cesses are custom tailored to hold your ~ ....
weapon and accessories. The velvet lin- This PLUMBUILT case was

custom made for H. Byron
ing is available in your choice of ruby Quimby & Carroll R. Quimby
red or royal blue. of Quimby's Gun Shop, Dan
Send only $1.98 today for the Spec Kit boro, PA. It holds theirflint-

lock pistol, handmade by A.
that contains detailed information about Waters, Milbury, Mass. in
our process plus everything necessary to 1842.--------_......._-----------------~enable us to create your custom case.
The $1.98 will be deducted from the
purchase price of the case ($99.98 in
cluding shipping for guns up to ISW' L).
Ask for quotes on larger weapons.
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

SIGHT SErrlNGS

AN EDUCATION IN DIRECTORSHIP
& A DISAPPOINTMENT IN ARIZONA

PRACTICE UNNECESSARY
There was a practice day and most

shooters thought that unnecessary. You
have sighters in each match and that day
could have been for record, removing
some of the one day luck involved in just
one 60 shot match. I realize some matches
were shortened this year to give more time
to the Olympic qualifying events and that
more shooting is planned for '81. There
was talk of a cut-off for next year, after 2
days of record firing. I hope they don't, if
you get to a tournament of this impor
tance, after qualifying through a prelimi
nary tryout, you want to shoot as much as
possible. With elimination scores, you are
also putting another statistical burden on
your stat people, pulling out scores for the
firing of the championship day, rather
than getting throu.gh and getting your win
ners off the top. Next year will probably
see some improvements so plan to be in
this match, I will be. A nice souvenir for all
competitors was a Certificate of PartiCipa
tion signed by the president of the U.S.
Olympic Committee; it looks good in a
police resume file.

pistol. Consequently many firing points
were vacant that should have been used
every minute. You were not allowed to fill
in any time there was a vacancy, in order to
get your 3 aggregates fired. Next year, the
range may be divided in half by firing
points and that half used all day on a fill-in
basis by air rifle and the other half all day
by pistol. Hopefully this will be done.
Shooting these championships that are so
interesting and. so challenging, should not
take 5-6 days, with 3-4 hours of sitting and
waiting and only shooting 2 hours out of a
day, as motel, meal, car expenses grow.
Let's try to use every firing point for at
least a 6 hour day. Too, one official should
be on hand to check guns all day, not just
morning hours. Many competitors arrive
anytime at the range the day prior to their
event and would like to get that com
pulsory item out of the way.

ARIZONA INTERNATIONAL
I fired the U.S. International Shooting

Championships at Black Canyon, Arizona
last June for the first time in several years.
The indoor, air-conditioned air gun range
is a great asset and improvement. My
impressions and constructive criticisms of
the championships otherwise were that the
range had deteriorated and the spirit of the
match subdued. The latter could have
been due to the Olympic boycott, as these
were to be the tryouts for our team going to
Moscow. Many firing points that could
have been used to shorten th.e number of
relays were not used, because-I was told
there were no target frames. The support
holding the partitions at my firing point
won't be there another year if the rotten
boards aren't replaced, etc.

Scheduling of the use of the air gun
range was bad, a fault I understand will be
corrected in '81. Half a day was for air rifle
only, half for air. pistol only. This idea ASSIGNED RELAY NEEDED
probably looked good on paper, I have I think these championships would ben-
had similar bad ideas as a Tournament efit from the assigned relay system. For the
Director. Invariably, the .22 rifle shooters military it wouldn't matter, but for the
were squadded to shoot their matches civilians and police we're trying to interest,
while the air gun range was open for air who are trying to plan a family vacation, or
rifle only. When it opened for air pistol get in and out of Phoenix quickly to save
only, many of us were scheduled to fire job "down time," being given a specific
Center Fire, Ladies match, or Standard (Continued on page 26)
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I will not be a candidate for reelection
to the NRA Board of Directors when

my term expires in 1981. My one term was
an honor, an experience, and an educa
tion. I know of no substitute, no other
accurate way of seeing the detailed opyra
tion of our NRA, than to be a director. By
personal contacts and through this col
umn, I have tried to make people aware of
projects or improvements, some perhaps
only being considered in a sub-committee.
Sure, they may not survive the close scru
tiny of a full committee, the Board, and the
Executive Committee to become a reality.
However, I see no harm in letting you
know your representatives in this huge
organization do listen and do try. I was not
willing to take the unjust criticism made by
some members, that "Directors don't lis
ten, don't care what we think and are too
far removed by time ... or, have never
been 'there' in the first place, to ask our
opinion." The involvement of more shoot
ers is vital to this body which governs our
shooting events. On, or off the Board, I will
continue to encourage more shooter in
volvement in such decisions.

New! THE NEW HANDBOOK
OF HANDGUNNING by Paul B.
Weston, California State Univ., Sacra
mento. This well-illustrated guide
demonstrates the safe and accurate use
of pistols and revolvers. Each of the
ten chapters of the text presents a step
by-step guide to one important aspect
of handgun shooting. Areas .covered
include nomenclature and func
tioning, safety, position, grip,
sighting, aiming, trigger finger mo
tion, self-study, breathing, and
planned practice. Each segment con
cludes with a list of common faults 
problems that are likely to occur and
how to avoid them - and a summary
of the chapter. '80, 96 pp., 48 il., $12.95

Reduced Price! COMBAT
HANDGUN SHOOTING (2nd
Ptg.) by James D. Mason, Consul
tant, San Diego County Sheriff's
Dept., San Diego, California. Fore
word by Bill McMillan. A broad
scope of handgunning interests is
covered in this handsomely illus
trated book, incltiding hand
loading ammunition, the condi
tioning and maintenance of hand
guns, handgun selection, terminal
ballistics, criteria for developing ef
fective defense combat shooting
skills, and basic mental and bodily
processes that result in effective
combat markmanship. A review of
this book in American Handgunner
stated, "Jim Mason has explored
the entire field of combat shooting
as it exists today ... a remarkable
job." '80, 272 pp. (63/4 x 93/4),
594 il. (26 in color), 8 tables, $14.95

301-327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD ·ILLINOIS· 6271.7

FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION: The
Laboratory Examination of Small
Arms, Rifling Characteristics in Hand
Guns, and Notes on Automatic Pis
tols. Volume I (2nd Ptg.) by J. Howard
Mathews. Foreword by Julian S.
Hatcher. '73, 416 pp. (85/8 x 111/4),
644 il., $56.75

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION:
Original Photographs and Other Illus
trations of Hand Guns. Data on Ri
fling Characteristics of Hand Guns
and Rifles. Volume III. by J. Howard
Mathews. '73, 744 pp. (85/8 x 11 1/4),
3701 il., 7 tables, $88.00

FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION:
Original Photographs and Other Illus
trations of Hand Guns. Volume II.
(2nd Ptg.) by J. Howard Mathews. '73,
500 pp. (8 5/8 x 11 1/4),3138 il.,
$56.75
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Dan Wesson? That's my gun!
our outstanding quality and dependability.

We've created an advanced design, used the
finest materials and taken our: own good time
in carefully crafting our handguns. So it's no
wonder shooters across the country are talking
Dan Wesson. _

If you haven't tried a Dan Wesson yet, stop by
your local gun shop and take a look at what they're
talking about. Then the next time someone men~

...,......... tions double~action revolvers, you'll be the
one to say, "Dan Wesson? That's my gun!"

For the whole Dan Wesson story,
write for our FREE color brochure.

Chances are, ifyou walk up to a fellow on the range
who's scoring dead center time after time, he'll tell
you, "I'm a Dan Wesson man. Wouldn't use
anything else."

Some shooters choose our outstanding .22 and
.357 double~action revolvers for their versatility:
interchangeable barrel assemblies, front sight blades
and grips that switch in minutes, making you feel
like you own a whole rack of handguns.

Others talk accuracy. They're pleased as
punch with our design because it's
really boosted their scores!

And, of course, everyone talks about

DanWessonArms,Inc.
293 j Main Street, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-4081

Inset photo taken at Woburn Sponsman's Association, Bedford, Mass.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1981
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ALL NEW F"r 1911 S"I,· C"lIIbu, .,1.'; Au',,'

SHOCK ABSORBER KIT

Idea By A. D. Swenson, Design By Wilson's Gun Shop,
Manufactured By Rogers Holster Co. &W.C. Wolff Co.

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVElY BY WILSON'S GUN SHOP

O!\I.Y \.I),'" i I \\ ONLY

$ ~,~O 0 $ ~.~O

Wi/.wlII
COli/lUll SHOK-BUFF HANDGUN. HUNTING

J. D. JONES

HANDGUN, DISTANCE, GAME, COVER
AFFECT WHETHER TO SHOOT OR NOT

"

1111· 111;11'"hli,- """,r,- _ Ii"""ill,", \,1.. .. " .... 7:.!', I"

KQ - COD OR CREDIT CARD ORDERS PLEASE, DEALER INQUIRIES IHVmD.

have missed the wire-and maybe hit the
deer or the limb.

How about shooting through a little
pine covering the shoulder of a deer?
Whitetails frequently stop behind little
trees or bushes. Chances are excellent a
heavy slug will go right on through a pine
or bush without being deflected. However,
if that pine is 10 feet from the shooter and
100 feet from the deer it's foolish to try.
Reverse those distances and I'll try it.

DISTANCE
When is an animal too far away to shoot

at? It's simple-if you have any doubt
about being able to hit him where you
want to hit him, he's too far away. That
could be 20 feet if you are totally winded.
It could be 200 yards with a scope or some
heavy, powerful iron that will shoot clean
through a deer lengthwise at that distance.
Your skill, gun, ammo and the general
conditions at the time of the shot make
anything but the most liberal generaliza
tions inappropriate.

I'm fond of generalizing that the .357
Mag isn't enough gun for most deer hunt
ing. I also know an individual who has
killed in excess of a dozen Cape Buffalo
with a .357 wheelgun. That does not make
it a good deer gun though. The .357 can be
made to penetrate; No doubt about that. I
think I could probably build a bullet capa
ble of penetrating the skull of an elephant
when fired from a .357 wheelgun, but I
doubt if I'll ever have a call for it. Hand
gun Hunters International, Box .357 Mag,
Bloomindale, OH 43910, members have a
real exchange going over the .357 and its
performance on game.

I 've see more. BS written on handgun
hunting in the past year than I have in

the past ten. A lot of these published
"experts" would have you believe hand
gun hunters are "super people," who don't
shoot unless an animal is within 50 yards
standing broadside and will wait until you
get into a rock steady position, clear out all
of the weeds and limbs, measure the dis
tance and compute trajectory, remaining
velocity, energy and compare it to the
charts to see if it's great enough to assure a
cle.an kill. Bull! Most decisions are made in
a split second. You buckle something on
and go for a walk in the woods. You either
have a target or you don't.· Sitting down
watching a run or waterhole gives you a
little time to think things out, but at least
50 percent of the time the animals don't
cooperate by showing up exactly where
you envisioned them-or by stopping
where you want them to.

So what do you do now? That ten
pointer is five yards away and staring
straight at you. Think he'll stay there when
you raise your gun? Think he'll be curious
of those four clicks when you ear back the
hammer of the SA. Colt? Nope. If you've
any sense at all you'll do whatever you
think you can and nail him. Maybe you
will and maybe you won't, but it's almost
guaranteed you'll try unless smitten with a
bad case of buck fever or just don't know
what to do. No one can tell you what to do
or what the outcome will be. Your skill, his
room to maneuver, cover and just plain
luck is going to tell the tale.

Several years ago I'd just about have bet
all I owned, and maybe some I didn't, on a
shot at a mulie. I was carrying a scoped 10"
TIC in anticipation of the possibility of a PISTOL POWER
long shot. Strolling around in the middle Pistol power also enters into the ques-
of the day suddenly two nice buck ap- tion of to shoot or not. Today's guns are
peared in front of me in the scruboaks. capable of terrific power. Generally I don't
Couldn't have been more than 30-35 yards have much use for the .357 Mag, .30
away. Picked out the one that looked Herrett or anything packing less punch
biggest, raised the TIC and two dead 4-6" than those for game of over 100 pounds.
limbs intersected right through the middle Both are accurate, mild recoiling varmint
of his shoulder to form a Shallow "X." I guns that leave a lot to be desired when
thought I could heart-shoot him with no shooting large or medium-sized game. The
trouble but just to be on the safe side, bent .41 and .44 magnums seem fairly close in
my knees slightly to give a little more room the field with the edge, of course, going to
to shoot under the limbs. Touched her off the .44. I wouldn't hesitate at shooting a
and the deer took otf. Figured a perfect deer at 100 yards with a .44 but really
heart shot. Reloaded, took two steps and doubt if! would try it with a .357-at least I
saw the only old fence within ten miles haven't tried it yet.
with its top strand shot clean in half. Had I The big single shots in various calibers
not bent my knees a little the bullet would. (Continued on page 27)
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HEIGHT • POSTPAID

8'1," $16.99

8" $14.99 ,

OPENING WIDE

SENIOR 5'12"

STANDARD 5"

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

~\~~ The most practical
~'li;' comfortable way to

:\ carry (, gun. Uni·Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with 'l' to 6V,'
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

. pockets. Uni-Vest also
,. has a two magazine

pocket which opens to
. accommodate loose
~ ammo, Heavyweight

"/ blue denim. Sizes
S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Stamped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DepIAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Flarida 33690

ROGCHILD, INC., P.O. BOX 1336F
CLARKSBURG. WV 26301

WILSON'S GUN SHOP

.\tulIllflu'lIIrNI ur~ SI'ACE :\(;1-: .\tlllt·rilll,; J)l·..i~lI..d Itl
. Wilh~hllHI Trl'lllt'l1dlUI~ :o;lu"'k WitllUlIl 1)lIlllttj!",

KIT INClUDES· 2 Poly Fiber Buffers and I Specio(HO Recoil
Spring. A Full 2,000 Rounds Protection.

Please Specify. Government Model Gold Cup Q[ Commander
When Ordering

• POSTPAID IN 48 STATES. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

• STOP· Frame and Slide Cracks
• STOP· Excessive Battering of Contact Areas
• STOP· Malfunctions Due 10 Underpowered Slide Relurn

THEY CAN'T STEAL IT •••
IF THEY CAN'T FIND IT.

These books ore Brand New, Titles Will Vary. When the
Cover is closed, you can't tell these from an ordinary
book. Inside openings ore lined with Red Velvet-like
Material.
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HI-LINE
GUNS&AMMO

P.O. Box 695 Havre, Mont. 59501
Telephone (406) 265-9704

8:00 A.M.-6 P.M. Monday-Saturday
Remittance with order: Certified or Cashier's Check or Postal Money order plus shipping: 53.00 for
handguns, 55.00 for rifles or shotguns, pistols over 5400.00 at 54.00.

Call for avallablll~or price changes.
All prices subject to change without notice. Ammo-Dealers cost pius freight. Before returning
merchandise it must be OK'd. Please include a stamped self-addressed envelope with all
correspondence.

4.,13
25.20
67.20

4.13
25.20
67.20

28.40
82.80

7.65
54.50

135.00

274.48

159.00
169.00
169.00
205.00
205.00
159.50
164.00
164.00
164.00
164.00
188.50
188.50
172.50
215.00

91.70
107.66
192.40
198.50
270.00
236.50
249.50
236.50
236.50
315.52

.5 3.60
29.00
61.80

BN34X-357 Mag..
BN36-357/.38 Spec.. 6V:z" Blue
BN36X 6V:z" Blue
KBN34-357/38. 4'lll" Stainless
KBN36-357/38 Spec., 6V:z" Stainless.
BN45-45 Colt. 7V:z" Blue.
BN44-4'lll" 45 Colt. Blue
BN44X. 45 Colt Blue
BN-42-41 Mag.• 6V:z" Blue .
BN4 1-4 I Mag.• 4'lll". . .
S47N-44 Mag.• Blue. 7V:z" ..
S4 ION-44 Mag., 10V:z" .
BP7-44 Cal.• 7v," Blue
KBP7-44 Cal., 7v,". Stainless
Model 10/22-R .
Model 10/22-DSP
Model44-R ..........•..........
Mini 14/5 Blue .
K-Mini 14/5
Model77R .
Model77RS .
Model77ST
Model77V.
Model 77RS 458 Wi. Mag..
Single Shot Rifle:
I-A; I-AB; I-B; I-H; I-S; I-V

POWDER PRICES
HI-SHOR 700X:

Canisters 124-1/2# cans/case) .
Caddies (4-5#/Case)
Kegs (12# netl

PB:
Canisters (24-1/2# cans/case) .
Caddies (4-4#/Case) .
Kegs (12# netl

SR 4756, SR 7625:
Canisters (24-1/2# Cans/CaseI .
Caddies (4-4#/Case)
Kegs (12# net! .

SR 4759:
Caddies 14-4#/Case)
Kegs 112# net!

IMR 3031. 4064, 4198. 4227. 4320.
4350, 4895. 4831:

Canisters 125-1# Cans/CaseI
Caddies (4-8# Caddies/Case) .
Kegs (20# net)

Black Powder (25-1 # Cans/Case):
Fg Musket. 3.45
FFg Rifle....... . . . 3.45
FFFg Pistol. 3.45
FFFFg Priming. 3.45

We also handle Hercules and Winchester
powders and prices can be gotten by writing for
them.

408.00
778.00
778.00
778.00
804.00
804.00
804.00

826.00
865.00
778.00
778.00
778.00

179.00
179.00
189.00
189.00
193.00
193.00
207.00
193.00
207.00
138.50
138.50
147.50
147.50
191.50
191.50
164.00
146.00

109.00
114.00
157.00
157.00
210.00
157.00
127.50
155.00
155.00

2617.00
2617.00

. . 5 371.00

... 5

COLT RIFLES:
AR Sporter•.223 Rem.• 20·
AR- I 5 CQllapsible Stock.
.223 Rem.• 16" .
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.25-06. 24"
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.270. 24" .
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.30-06. 24"
Colt Sauer Sptg.• 7mm Rem.• 24"
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.300 Win.• 24" .
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.300 Weatherby. 24"
Colt Sauer Grd. Alaskan,
.375 H&H. 24"
Colt Sauer Grd. African•.458 Win.• 24"
Colt Sauer Sptg.• 22-250. 24"
Colt Sauer Sptg.•.243. 24" .
Colt Sauer Sptg.• .308. 24"
Colt Sauer Drilling.
.30-06/12 ga.• 25" .
Colt Sauer Drilling•.243/12 ga., 25"

RUGERS:
RST4-Std. 4¥." .
RST6-STD. 6" .
T678 Target. 6J11"
T512 Target. 5Y,'
GS-32 2~". Stainless .
SS32 2¥.". Blue .
SDA34 4", Blue .
GS-34 4" Stainless ..
GF-34 4". Stainless

For Target Stocks add 517.50
RDA32 2¥." .
RDA34 4" .
RDA36 6" .
RDA36T 6" .........•..........
GA32 2¥." Stainless .
GA34· 4" Stainless .
GA34T with Target Stocks
GA36 6" Stainless
GA36T with Target Stocks
NR44¥." .
NR55V:z" .
NR66V:z"
NR99V:z" .
KNR 5Y,"
KNR6 6V:z" .
BN31-30 Carbine 7v," .
BN34-357 Mag.• Blue 4¥."

Model 66 2V:z" Stainless. . . . . . . . . . 300.00
66 4" Stainless 289.00
66 6" 300.00

Model 67 4" Stainless Steel . 189.00
Target Hammer and Target Trigger available at

additional cost on all Models.

We handle Colt Pistols and Blackpowder Pistols

355.00
235.00
235.00
198.00
189.00

128.50
138.50
174.00
147.50
159.50
185.00
190.00
157.50
192.50
208.00
214.50
187.00
208.00
218.00
198.00
208.00
204.00
298.00
300.00
272.00
320.00
190.00
200.00
350.00
360.50
400.00
420.00
420.00
440.00
195.00
205.00
225.00
227.50
247.50
272.50
197.50
212.50
217.50
467.50
325.00
335.00

. . 5
SMITH & WESSONS:
Model 60 2" Stainless
Model 63 Stainless
Model 64 2" Stainless

64 4" Stainless
Model 65 4" Stainless

SMITH & WESSONS:
Model 10 4" or 6" Blue 5

10 4" Nickel .
Model 12 4" Blue or Nickel .
Model I 3 4" Blue

13 4" Nickel .
Model 14 6" Blue
Model 14 8%" Blue
Model 15 4" Blue or Nickel.

I 5 2" Blue or Nickel .
Model 17 6" Blue
Model I 7 8%" Blue .
Model 18 4" Blue
Model 19 2V:z" Blue'

19 2V:z" Nickel.
19 4" Blue
19 4" Nickel .
I 9 6" Blue or Nickel .

Model 25 6" or 6v," Blue/\XIood case
Model 27 6" Blue or Nickel .

27 4" Blue or Nickel .
27 8%" Blue or Nickel

Model 28 4" Blue
28 6" Nickel .

Model 29 4" Blue
29 4" Nickel in Wood Case
29 6" Nickel
29 6" Blue/\XIood Case
298%" Blue
29 8%" Nickel/\XIood Case

Model 34 4" Blue
34 4" Nickel. . .

Model 36. 37. 38. 49 .
Model 39 Blue .

39 Nickel .
Model 41 7" and' 5V:z"
Model 48 4" Blue .

486" Blue
488%" Blue

Model 52
Model 57 4" Blue/\XIood Case

57 4" Nickel/\XIood Case .
57 6" Blue or Nickel!

Wood Case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340.00
57 8%" Blue or Nickel!

Wood Case 345.00
Any Model 57 in Blue Box. deduct 515.00

Model 59 Blue. 267.50
59 Nickel .277.50
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8.95
2.25
4.95
6.95
1).95
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12.50
.95

7.95
10.95
5.95
5.95
1.25
5.50
3.95
5.95

59.95
1.50
1.50
4.75
6.95
6.95

27.50
.60

.85

.35
1.25
1.50
1.95
1.95

.30

.45

.30

.30

.30

.30
1.50
.55
.30
.30
.30
.30
.30

7.95
.30
.30
.25

energy in the first few inches of the subject
it hits. You and I both know there are
better rounds for doing that, if that is your
total objective." Was there another consid
eration, such as the ability to shoot
through car doors?" He replied, "The
training is to try to surround the suspect
and subdue him by other means."

Public outcry against police brutality,
Newell says, is one factor Headquarters
considered in its decision to stay with
round-nose bullets, instead of hi-perform
ance loads such as hollowpoints, which
ACLU and other groups have branded
'''dumdums.'' Yet this seems to be an al
most groundless fear in Los Angeles. No
citizens groups have complained about the
fact that each police car is equipped with
an Ithaca combat shotgun loaded with 12
gao Magnum 00 buckshot, the destructive
power of which compares to .38 hollow
points as a Kenworth truck compares to a
VW Rabbit. Newell added, "Several agen
cies around here have changed to an ex
pap.ding bullet, and I was surprised; there
was very little public reaction. I had antici
pated a lot more. Highway Patrol changed
to (lW-gr. JHP "+P+" Treasury Load)
and got a lot of pressure, but we didn~t

hear much when the sheriff changed to
expanding bullets, and we didn't hear as
much as we expected when FBI came out
and recommended an expanding round."

SEVEN THOUSAND POLICEMEN AGREE
.38 ROUND NOSE ISSUE INADEQUATE

MASSAD AYOOB

N o doubt about it, Los Angeles Police
Department is the trend-setting uni

formed law enforcement agency in the
nation. Since the epoch of Chief William
Parker, whom many criminal justice pro
fessors think did for public safety manage
ment what Thorsten Veblen did for the
study of economics, LAPD has been the
pace-setter in patrol tactics, equipment
planning, training, special enforcement
projects, you name it.

There is, however, one area where most
students of the specialty-and most of LA's
seven thousand cops-think the
department is terribly backward. This is
the fact that the only sidearm ammunition
permitted is .38 Special high-speed, 158
grain round nose lead.

To find out the reason for this curious
contradiction, the magazine assigned me
to go to LAPD and learn both sides of
the issue from the people involved ...
the patrolmen, and the spokesmen
for management.

Sgt. Dick Newell is head of firearms
training and he is the man LAPD's cooper
ative public information section referred
us to for official department comment.

Sgt. Newell is extremely knowledgeable
in his field, and is responsible for some
pioneering innovations in police handgun
training that we'll discuss in future issues.
He is also fiercely loyal to his agency, a
trait that runs throughout the ranks of this
corps of men and women so widely noted NO HOT LOADS
for integrity and esprit. In local jargon, hollowpoints and other

We asked what the city's rationale is for performance rounds are known as "hot
issuing the cartridge in question. Said loads," and to be caught with one in his
Newell, "They (LAPD's decision-makers) service weapon or off-duty gun costs an
think that our city is somewhat different in LA cop dearly. "An officer found with hot
density than other cities may be, and that loads will absolutely be penalized. Routine
our needs are perhaps unique to our city. inspections are done in the divisions at the
They believe the l58-·gr. round ball'load discretion of the supervisor, and I doubt
meets these needs." that a week goes by that the officer's

The general feeling among firearms weapon isn't at least glanced at by a supe
people is that the load in question is poor riar. If no shooting was involved, the pro
for the job because (a) it delivers very little hibited ammo would result in a couple of
"stopping power," (b) it has wicked rico- penalty days off; if shooting was involved,
chet characteristics, and (c) has a severe discipline could be more severe, and the
tendency 'to exit a felon's body with officer would be subject to civil liability
enough force to kill anyone behind him. suits (in which he would not be supported
Sgt. Newell could not state how many by the department)." It is almost un
shootings a year involve such dangerous known, continues Newell, for LA cops to
exit wounds, but concedes, "It is quite a carry the outlawed ammo.
penetrating round." The most often quoted reason for the

We asked if LAPD'thought this degree round-nose ammo is that an officer or by
of penetration was desirable. "From the stander shot with an officer's gun will be
literature I've read," Newell replied, "it is less seriously injured. According to Sgt.
most desirable to see the round expend its (Continued on page 27)
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TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135H Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827

Please include postage. Texas
residents please include 4% sales tax.

Write or call to get our monthly
mailing of bargain priced gun parts

and accessories.

EACH
Hammer Strut $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin .20
Barrel Link. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) .
Barrel Link Pin .
Firing Pin .
Firing Pin Stop .
Plunger Tube .
Ejector .
Grip Screw .
Recoil Spring .
Magazine Catch Spring .
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring .
Plunger Tube Spring .
Recoil Spring Plug .
Grip Screw Bushing .
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin .
Main Spring Retainer .
Slide Stop Plunger .
Safety Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin .
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin ' .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Housing (Flat) ... 7.95
Main Spling Housing

(Gold Cup Style) .
Recoil-Spring Guide .
Disconnector .
Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short) , .
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Aluminum) 8.95
T'Jigger (Adjustable Match,

Blue Steel) 10.95
T'Ji.gger (Adjustable Match,

Stainless Steel) .
Sear Spring .
Hammer (1911A1) .
Hammer (1911, wide) .
Barrel Bushing .
Sear .
Magazine Catch Lock .
Magazine Catch .
Glips (G.!.) .
Magazine .
Slide .
Rear Sight .
Front Sight .
Extractor .
Thumb Safety .
Slide Stop .
Barrel .
Barrel Bushing Wrench .



BULLSEYE
HANDGUN

ACCESSORIES
The Complete Tune Up Center

Price Includes UPS Postage
KIT # I-H FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS $ 8.45

Hunting Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% .

KIT # I:T FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS $ 8.45'
Target Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 60"10

KIT #I-A FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-COMPLETE,TUNE-UP KIT ..... $10.45
With New Style Hammer Spring To Eliminate Hammer Shock. Included: Your Choice Of Either
Hunting Or Target Trigger Spring-Please Specify.

KIT # I-A FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-HAMMER SPRING ONLY $ 4.00

KIT #2 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE COLT MARK JII TROOPERS 6. LAWMAN REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT # 3 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE SMITH 6. WESSON' FRAME REVOLVERS ..............•.•.......... $ 8.60
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #4 FITS ALL RUGER SECURITY-SIX 6. SPEED-SIX REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT # 5 FITS ALL SMITH 6. WESSON K 6. N FRAME REVOLVERS $11.50
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #6 FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS $ 2.85
Fast Snap Hammer Spring-Insures Primer Fire With All Primers

KIT #6-A FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS-COMPLETE TUNE-UP KIT $ 9.45
Heavy Duty Hammer 6. Safety Spring. Plus 40% Lighter Trigger Spring

KIT #7 FITS ALL COLT PYTHON 6. OLDER STYLE COLT TROOPER REVOLVERS $ 9.45
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #8 FITS ALL BROWNING HI-POWER $13.50
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% 6. Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9 FITS ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER 6. CROWN CITY ARMS .... $14.45
Reduces rrigger Pull Up To 45% 6. Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9-A FITS ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER 6. $14.45
CROWN CITY ARMS-TARGET KIT
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% 6. Reduces Slide Power For Target Loads

KIT # 10 FITS ALL COLT COMMANDER MODELS 6. CROWN CITY ARMS $14.45
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% 6. Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT # II FITS ALL SMITH 6. WESSON MODELS 39 6. 59 $13.50
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45% 6. Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #12 FITS ALL DAN WESSON CENTER FIRE REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double 6. Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45% '

BULLSEYE WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHT BLADES-FITS ALL COLT 6. RUGER FIREARMS .......•.•....... $ 7.45
Will Not Blur Out

NOW AVAILABLE ... THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

BULLSEYE STONE KITS
Stones so dilierent you have to use them to believe it. Completely stone out a handgun in less than Y, the time of a regular
type stone.
TRAIL SIZE $14.45 MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE '.' $26.45
BULLSEYE ;HEADSPACE WASHERS for S6.W. Ruger Sec-Six 6. Colt Python (2 sizes)
to remove end shake from cylinder to insure proper headspace. 30 Pes. Set $21.50

BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT
For use with S6.W. 6. Ruger Sec-Six Rev $19.45
when installing custom barrels and not using front barrel lug. enough for 20 guns

BULLSEYE DRIMEL TOOL KIT
Over 80 pes. to help polish out the works in fine guns
and jewel the hammers 6. triggers a must in a gunshop , ',' $24.50
BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS
Used for crowning and throating barrels: also very good for polishing out frames
where stones are too slow (6 pes. kit) $19.50

BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND
A 900 micron range lapping compound that will give a glass smooth finish to your work (2 oz. bottle) $13.50

'BULLSEYE GUN POLISH
The finest you will ever use to help keep your guns beautiful $ 5.50
Also the best glass polish for your shooting glasses and scope lens
BULLSEYE GUN LUBE
Slickest stuft around-2 oz. bottle $ 5.50

FROM CUSTOM WORK-TO TUNE U~ KITS-WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

TRAPPER GUN INC.
28019 Harper
SI. Clair Shores. Michigan 48081 (313-779-8750)

For Overseas Postage Include
$1.50 extra (All checks or M.O. in U.S. Funds.
Dealers inquire about special prices.
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*92.5% PURE 1.2oz.(±10%)

S17~L

be gaining favor in pistol bullets, and they
of course have been used by Sierra in their
line ofjacketed pistol bullets.

Picking ten bullets at random from the
box, I weighed and miked them to get a
feel for their uniformity. They averaged
221.1 grains on myoid scale, with variation
of 1.5 grains. Average diameter was .4284
inches, on my mike, with a variation of
.0008 inches. I don't know how accurate
my measurements are, but the diameter
(the average is a thousandth under Sierra's
spec's) is about the same as their 240 grain
JHC. In any event, the variation is proba
bly correct (and not much).

The bullets laid around for several
months as I was occupied with a couple of
unlimited guns (I'm a freak for un
limiteds). Finally getting back to siluetas
mainstream I loaded up several test series,
and repaired to the range with my M33
Oehler, Lee Precision pistol rest and my
old six-inch fiat top Blackhawk (I said it
was old).

The table shows the results of the morn
ing's session. I didn't have enough bullets
to pursue a best load for this pistol with the
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180 Sierra JHC H110
240 Sierra JHC H4227 1285
240 Speer SP Factory 1404
240 Hornady FMJ H4227 21.7 Fed-150 1269
220 Sierra FMJ H4227 21.7 Fed-150 1273
220 Siena FMJ H4227 24.5 Fed-150 1386
220 Sierra F,..J H110 22,6 Fed-150 1307
220 Sierra FMJ 2400 22.5 Fed-150 1431

Velocities are instrumental at 10 feet from muzzle, and are average for one five-shot string;
group size is the average of three five-shot'groups from the Lee rest.

SIERRA'S NEW .44FMJ CARTRIDGE
PASSES THE TEST FOR SILHOUEnE

PHILIP C. BRIGGS

SILUETAS

Sierra had samples of a .44 caliber full
metaljacket bullet at the 1978 IHMSA

Internationals in Salina, but by the time
I'd sniffed them out they were almost all
gone. The bullet looked like one of their
170 grain .357 caliber FMJ's scaled up; a
blunt round nose atop a long cylindrical
body with a cannelure at the juncture. It
weighed 240 grains and came in two ver
sions, one a traditional FMJ, and the other
a round nose with a very small lead tip.

Later efforts to secure a couple of boxes
to test were met with a request to wait a
spell; apparently the bullet wasn't per
forming up to Sierra's standards, and it
was being redesigned.

Finally, tp,is past spring, Sierra released
their final design, and indeed it had been
revised from that first attempt. The new
bullet is a 220 grain truncated cone bullet,
and although referred to as an FMJ, it's
really a fiat (soft) point, with a rather large
fiat nose of exposed lead. Actually it looks
a lot like their 9mm and .45 caliber JHP's.

.There's no hollowpoint, but the jacket
nose is rolled over into the core just like on
the JHP's. Truncated cone shapes seem to

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

Add $1.00 for postage
and handling.

HAND-MADE SOLID*SILVER
REPLICA OF THE FAMOUS
.45 CAL. OF THE OLD WEST

A NOSTALGIC GIFT
A VALUABLE KEEPSAKE

$~Z:70 PLUS $2.00 EA.
_ POSTAGE AND•ea. HANDLING

Jam~s t.Clark
PISTOLSMITH
Rt. 2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318) 925-0836

• PRICE SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT TO REFLECT
CHANGES IN SILVER PRICES OF 9/8/80

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
DEPT. A / R &R ENTERPRISES

P,O, BOX 270, COLTON, CA 92324

(White outline blade - $350 extra)
Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.



A spotter in a silhouette match looking comfortable seated in the 8adc:Jack.

bullet, but it shot essentially the same size
groups (two inches) with the four loads
tried. Not as good as a good single shot,
but that's about as good as this pistol has
done with anything I've. used to date. And
it shot the 220 as well or better than two
other Sierra bullets, and better than a
couple of the comp~tition's. Can't ask for
much more than that.

THE BACKJACK
I recently was sent a strange looking

apparatus, called the BackJack, for an
evaluation as to its utility to the silhouette
shooter. It looks like a modern tube
framed canvas covered chair, except it
doesn't have any legs. Rather than sitting
in the frame, you sit on a cushion that flops
out from the short loop of the frame, and

rest your back against the tall loop. They
call it a leisure seat, and the brochure
shows all kinds of people draped over it, in
a lot of different situations.

Now it would make a great rest for the
shooter, but that's a tad illegal, so we took
it to the range for the spotter to use.

It works fine. As you can see from the
photo, the ground level seating position
puts the spotter down close to the freestyle
shooters line of fire. This reduces parallax
between the scope's line of sight and the
bullet's path-which allows the spotter to
better judge misses by the location of the
bullet strike behinq the target.

Further good news is that it's comfy,
even on the hard ground, and the canvas
cover stayed clean (the color matched that
of our dust) and if it does get dirty the
cover removes for washing.

In use, the spotter gets settled, reaches
over for the scope, and sets it down with a
leg on either side of theirs, and the third in
the middle. With your back firmly sup
ported, you move the scope back till you
can see, and then concentrate on staying
awake. It's that comfortable.

In fact, if things really go to hell, you can
flop it over, lay back on it and go to
sleep.

BackJack is available from La-Z-Boy,
1284 N. Telegraph Road, -M
Monroe, MI 48161; (313) 242-1444. ~

In the late 1800's, frontier justice gave way
to civilized law, and the skill of the lawman in
handling his gun was, more often than not, the
deciding factor ofjustice. .

Gamblers, cowhands, and cattle thieves
often turned the busy town streets of daytime into a deadly
arena by night.. .' . .

During this transition, the need for a large caliPer. .
pocket gunbeclUlle apparent to sheriffs and marlihals
Illike. A large caliber, short barrel SAA withno ejector

rod fit the bill ...The Sheriffs Model.'
Now, for the first time since its initial

introduction in 1882, Colt is offering a
limited number ofSheriffs Models' in 44/

40 caliber,blued, with color case hardened
frame. •.

Each Sheriffs Model has undergone'the
specific manufacturing changes peculiar

with the original Sheriffs Model, i.e.» a .
special frame with~oaperture cut for 8J1' .
ejector rod; anda special 3" ~r~l. . I •

,Alimited utUhJ'>er ofthe~She~iffsmQdels
. Will alsobe made·available With extra 44 .

S~l'" Special cylinder, in Colt RoyBJ. Blue and
Nickel. 'rhis special offer Will be .
oox~ in an·exclusive presentation case.

Less than 1200 of the original SheI1ffs
Models were ever produced; making this

reintroduction a true rarity for coll~t6rs
and gun enthusiasts.



44.50

35.95
7.50

29.00
29.00
21.00
16.00

USE LIGHT SUPPORT
After extending the arms, lightly lay the

back of the left hand against the side of the
barricade. Jim Cirillo put it very succinctly
when he described this contact as 'just
hanging the skin of the hand on the side of
the barricade." This light support does

around the right side, and vice versa for
the left side.

Once the feet are comfortably posi
tioned the pistol should be grasped as you
would normally hold it in both hands,
when firing without support. This is impor
tant, because if you change your grip
significantly it will also change the point of
impact of'Your bullet.

Next extend the arms, either fully or
with elbows slightly bent, to suit your style.
If you have positioned yourself correctly,
and ifyou are right handed, the back of the
left or supporting hand will be even with
the side of the barricade while you are in a
fairly upright stance.

RICK MILLER

COMBAr COURSE

PRACTICAL BARRICADE TECHNIQUE:
ACCURATE SHOOTING UNDER COVER

FOOT POSITION
Perhaps the proper place to start would

be with foot position. The shooter's stance
should be well balanced, so that muscle
strain will be lessened, and so that disturb
ance from wind and recoil will be mini
mized. To attain this balanced effect the
shooter should position himself a comfort
able arm's length behind the barricade
with one foot near each side of the box or
foul line. This stance is less strained and
better balanced than placing the left foot
in front of the right when shooting around
the right side of the barricade. You are also
less susceptible to errant gusts ofwind. The
feet should be fairly even, with neither Left-side shooting stance is assumed
leading the other. Some shooters will raise by Ken Hackathorn. As body leans left,
the left heel off the ground when shooting the right heel is lifted for balance.
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U sing a barricade for support to in
crease accuracy with a handgun is a

simple process, right? All you've got to do
is lean on the barricade and blaze away, or
so it would seem at first glance. Actually,
there is a little more to it than that, as any
seasoned match shooter can tell you.

As a practical matter, there are two
reasons for firing from cover, both of them
important. First, the object you are behind
will provide protection from an enemy's
fire. Secondly, if properly used for support
accuracy potential can be greatly en
hanced, at a time when your nervous sys
tem may not be at its best level. In recogni
tion of these vital functions, the barricade
has become an integral part of both the
NRA Police Combat matches and the
IPSC freestyle competition program.

Use of the barricade to best advantage
can be a rather subtle thing, and involves
more than just support against a solid
surface. Proper.foot placement should be
understood, full advantage of the available

, cover should be taken, and paradoxically,
not too much dependence should be
placed on the barricade for support.

Jim Cirillo and Ray Chapman, both
men of great match experience, make the
point that not too much weight should be
placed upon the barricade. Their experi
ence has been that from match to match,
and from place to place, barricade con
struction will vary widely. At one match
the support will be rock solid, and at the
next it might be as shaky as a politician's
promise. Also, if too much weight is placed
on the supporting surface the shooter's
hands can take quite a scraping and beat
ing when the gun recoils.

19.50
9.95

15.00
11.00

SH(Q)(Q)lIsr
SUPPLY

6225th
. 8~lle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D.'s Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Forward correct remittance
in cash, check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 to:

We offer a complete money back
guarantee -- if you are not 100%
satisfied, your money will be cheer
fully refunded.

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co. as an
authorized Warranty Repair Sta
tion, and we carry a wide variety of
Colt Parts.

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. We are here to stay, and we
take pride in doing first class work
at reasonable prices - inquire at the
address below for particulars.

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
H. & D. Extended Slide

Release
Recoil Buffers
Ext. Mag Release

Exchange
Micro Sights (melted

& Blued)
King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bar Cross Sights
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long MatchTrigger (with

backlash adj.) 10.45
Wolff 18lfz Spr. Kit 4.00
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
Magazines (Colt) Blue 13.00
Laka SS Mags 15.00
Mag Pads .50
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 17.50
Pachmayr Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 13.00
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters
IPSC Hat Pins

Attention!
C(())MBAI

SHOOTERS
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several things. It helps to steady the pistol
for that all important accuracy, but it
doesn't place too much reliance on what

. might at best be a wobbly crutch. It also
minimizes recoil effect on the left hand
against the wall. It goes without saying that
the pistol itself is never laid against a hard
object for support.

Shooting around the weak side of the
barricade calls for a somewhat different
approach. In years past it was quite a
common practice to just switch the pistol
to the weak hand and use the same meth
ods described above. Nowadays, quite a
few pistoleros keep the pistol in the strong
hand and just lean over and shoot around
the barricade with their normal-two hand
grip. This necessitates canting the pistol a
bit to accommodate the' stance to the left
side of the barricade, but that's not neces
sarily as bad as it may seem. Point of
impact will be shifted somewhat, es
pecially at the longer ranges, but once
you've learned to hold off to correctly
compensate, that ceases to be a problem.
Aiming just a trifle high and right on the
target will compensate for a slight cant to
the left.

Most people have far better control of
the weapon when they keep it in the strong
hand than if they switch to the weak. So,
whenever the rules permit a freestyle ap
proach in this type of shooting, most peo
ple are better off with this method.

(Continued on page 22)

Left side barricade technique exposes·
more of the shooter when using strong
side grip, but speed and control gain.
Here It's OK to cant the gun slightly.

9mm Short --

Felon's eye view of basic barricade.
technique on the right side. Not much

.of. the shooter is exposed. Left hand
touches wall lightly for steadiness.

.380ACP

At your fire.arms dealer or send
for catalog. Please enclose,25 cents.

ROLLING BLOCK
SAFETY

7-ROUND
MAGAZINE

I

HAND-CHECKERED

'::--__ AMERICAN .

WALNUT GRIP

5rlllll.'1181

11/ ~~;~~~~DA;~:E~~R:o"CR:;~~~: NY 14094

EASY
TAKE DOWN

STAINLESS
BARRELS ON
ALL MODELS

THE NEW MARK II
ALL AMERICAN-MADE

DOUBLE ACTION

.380
For people who want a 9mm with less velocity.

Available in stainless or blue finish.

LOOK AGAIN!
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ATTAIN INSTANT STANCE
While expounding on his barricade

techniques, Ray Chapman also pointed
out the advantage of attaining the proper
stance the instant the competitor enters the
shooting box. In a match. calling for a
quick approach to the barricade it is quite
common to see much shifting of feet to get
the best positioning; but when Ray enters
the box he is in the correct firing stance as
soon as his feet hit the ground.

Ofttimes, as in freestyle shooting, the
contestant will be required to approach a
wall quickly and then fire an extremely fast
burst of shots at several targets. The range
will usually be short and the need for
precision will be secondary to lightning
quick accuracy. In such a situation trying
to utilize the barricade for support is out of
the question.

(Continued from page 21)
While we were attending his school in

the fall of 1978, Ray Chapman demon
strated a good barricade technique for
really windy and blustery weather condi
tions. Ray suggested quickly jumping into
position and dropping to both knees to
lower the center of gravity. In shooting
around the barricade from this low posi
tion the shooter is steadier and less subject
to buffeting from the wind. Also, if you are
stuck with a wobbly barricade this might
help to steady things down and improve
your performance enough to make a
difference.

UTILIZE TWO-HAND GRIP
To meet this problem the experienced

pistolero just assumes the Weaver Stance
and shoots around the wall as if it were not
there at-all. The two hand grip is utilized.
for recoil control and the rapid shifting of
aim from target to target. If an attempt
were made to utilize the barricade it would
only interfere with rapid recoil recovery
for follow up shots and shifting of aim
between targets.

The use of barricades on a formal range
is fairly straightforward. Techniques are
relatively well standardized, without too
much variation between shooters. One
thing that must be kept in mind is that use
of the artificial barricade on a range should~'

not so limit and stereotype our approach
that we become inflexible and unable to
adapt. This range training, after all, is just
it limited attempt to teach and indoctrinate
the shooter to use cover wherever possible.
I sometimes think that more imagination
could be used in match design to further
this goal.

In 1978, Ken Hackathorn hosted a very
vigorous surprise assault course with sev
eral interesting features. It included firing
and exiting from a moving vehicle, going
down through a large and brushy creek
bed, and going into a small dark house.
The most interesting featurethough, to me
~t least, was a requirement that all "hos
tile" targets be engaged from cover or
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MODEL #40 "PISTOL RUG"
With sueded split-cowhide cover, this deluxe
rug is lined with acrylic pile sheepskin to
provide protection for your
handguns, and features
a rust proof Zipper.

MODEL 9R
"SPECIAL
AGENif"
PATENTED
Gun butt hangs
within easy reach
for a fast and
natural draw.
Conceals readily
, nd is more
comfortable than
many shoulder
holsters. Deep
internal cylinder recesse
and carbon wire spring
in holster front secure gun. Compact
belt slots for use on belt. Soft
adjustable harness. Full grain leather
is tightly stitched and molded to
your gun. For 2-3" revolvers.

MODEL #1 &lL
"LAWMAN"
Ahigh-ride
holster for single-
action revolvers.
Molded to fit your gun, this
holster is cut from premium
heavy cowhide. High ride
allows easy seating with
long-barreled guns. Avail
able with silicone suede
lining. For up to 7'12" SA
Plain tan only.

MODEL #50
"CHAPMAN" HI-RIDE
Named after world champion Ray
Chapman. Gun is carried at .
optimum angle, with full grip
clearance for a speedy draw. Full
leather lining and deep,metal
reinforced "sight channel."
Companion 13f4' #B9 suede lined
belt, with one magazine pouch.
New adjustable tension screw
meets match regulations. For .45
autos. Plain tan only.

BIANCHI

MODEL #6 "WAISTBAND HOLSTER"
Avery simple holster that provides

basic protection for your gun.
Worn inside the waistband,
it is comfortable and
concealable. Worn cross
draw or side drawn.
Durable metal clip is nickel
plated, securely grips the

. trousers belt. Leather is
reversed so smooth side
protects guns finish. For
autos and revolvers.

MODEL #B9 "FANCY STITCHED BELT"
13f4' wide. Oneside is full grain leather, the other
is silicone treated suede leather. Completely
fancy stitched from end to end. Reversible. Solid
brass buckle and keeper, finished in polished
natural brass. Available in sizes 32" to 46".
Tan only.

MODEL #B7 "CARTRIDGE/GUN BELT"
2'/4' wide with 1'12" billeis and polished
"Gunfighter" buckle. 24 cartridge loops, each
handmolded. Cartridge loops are centered to
allow right and left hand use. Fully lined and
stitched. Available in sizes32"t046". Plain only,
tan only, chrome "Gunfighter" buckle.

MODEL #4 "RANGER BELT"
Adurable 13f4' wide leather belt with western
style billets. Hand finished top grain leather.
Solid brass buckle, available in chrome finish
(standard on black belts). Available in sizes26"
to 46". Plain and basket finish, black or tan.

'--"' L..J'-IL--''--.JL....!''---'---' L-JLJL-L,-J,,--,Tht

100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH-1-8'h TemecUla, California 92390

At Bianchi franchised dealers worldwide!
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while on the move. This, to stress the fact
that in actual combat we wouldn't want to
present a fat and easy target to an oppo
nent. Brush, trees, the creek bank, barrels,
the prone position, etc., were all consid
ered to be "covered." Ranges varied from
a scant ten feet right on out to about thirty
yards.

This was a very fresh breath of air
injected into a type of match that, while
stimulating, often suffers from a lack of
any combat logic at all. I'm not for a
minute suggesting that it is the last word
for a match of. this type, but the use of
improvised cover and movement while
firing is not a thing to be overlooked in
either training or competition.

All in all, shooting from cover is a tactic
that more shooters should take a serious
look at. The match shooter has done this
already, in a rather stylized and stereo
typed manner. I think most of us could
benefit by looking at the whole concept in
a more flexible and ~

innovative manner. ~

the rust
stopping paper

14" x 9"
heavyduty
polybag

MAGNUM GRIPS
for: RUGER BLACKHAWK

SUPER BLACKHAWK
SINGLE SIX

VIRGINIAN DRAGOON

See your dealer or write to:

MAGNUM GRIPS
P.O. Box 801, Dept. AH, Payson, AZ 85541

Ii-_-- airtight ziplock
closure

-4;---- stores 4 guns,
up to 10 years

THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS OF THE

BROV\lNING HI-POVVER
EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASEEXTENDED MAG. RELEASE

:\\1..\\'
\t~~

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER

NOW YOU CAN, TOO! Cosmoline has been retired by the Army. The Army
now uses specially treated paper for small arms storage. (MIL SPEC P-3420D). It
emits a vapor that actually eliminates rust-causing moisture ... within 12
inches ... for up to 10 years. This special paper is now available to protect your guns
from rust in the unique Gun Care Kit developed by Brauer Bros. The Kit is a 14
in. x 9 in. airtight ziplock polybag with the paper inside. You put up to 4 guns in the
bag and seal them safe from rust for up to 10 years. Just $3.95 each postpaid.

'Send check or M.a. No C.O.D. 'MO residents add 5% tax

PROTECTING FINE FIREARMS SINCE 1898

B~I\UE~ B~OS. MFG.@.
2012 Washington • Dept. A • St. Louis, MO 63103

THE ARMY STOPS GUN RUST
WITH A PIECE OF PAPER.

will be pulled down into the frame. At no
time do you want the top to come all the
way down inside the frame. It can hang up
there, and the cylinder won't lock. You
want it fitted so that the top portion of the
stop, which engages the cylinder notches,
will bottom right into those notches for
maximum bearing surface-and marks on
the bluing be darned!

The thumbpiece is a troublemaker often
overlooked. Oftentimes it's not properly
fitted, and the cylinder won't rotate com
pletely free. The centerpin is pushing back
against the thumbpiece bolt assembly, the
rear of which is too long and bottoming
out on the frame. This creates forward
pressure on the cylinder pin, and the result
is constant friction. Remove the thumb
piece and file 15 or 20 thousandths off its
back edge. The way to check for this is to
close the cylinder assembly, and pull the
thumbpiece to the rear as you turn the
cylinder. If it now turns freely, you've
found the problem.

(Continued from page 11)

PISTOLSMITHING

please add $1.00 postage per order

lomplete with detailed instructions

• Drop-in installation
.Special design will not

snag on holsters
• Reduces felt trigger pull
• Ideal for: combat and

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each eCYlINDEIi&SlIDESNDP INC.
~ P.O. BOX 9J7

INMONT. NE. 61fJ2S
-.::::-' PH. 4(12 721-4277

Dealers please inquire
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• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and lomfort

$19.95 each

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy instalalion
(drill & tap 1hole)
installation available $10.

$ 19.95 each

THE TIMING
Once the parts are stoned and fitted to

each other-a laborious process;
remember, we're only touching on the high
points in this article-you're ready to set up
for timing. Getting every chamber to lock
in position for proper alignment with the
DA hammer fall requires proper fitting of
the hand and cylinder stop. In the last few
years, we've found that not only width, but
also length of the S&W hand seems to be
important. I wish they'd make them about

(Continued on page 52)
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Magnum Medicine For These Big Tuskers
Start With .41 Caliber And Work Their
Way Up...And You Have To Hit Them

Right. Even Then.

17.7 #2400
35.0 FFg black

19.2 #4227

19.0 #2400
. 22.0 #4227

20.5.#4227
18.0 #2400

Powder charge, (gr.)
19.0 #2400
20.0 #4227
19.5 #4227
18.5 #2400

.45 COLT

240-gr. SP,
HP, K-Iead

265-gr. SP

240-250-gr.
SP, HP, K-Iead

210-gr. SP, HP,
K-type lead

Bullet
200-gr, HP, SP

At right, author Bill Davidson with
hog shot with .4' Ruger using factory
loaded soft point bullet. Below, hogs
roam wild at Dye Creek Ranch Preserve.

.44 MAGNUM

.41 MAGNUM

T"0<Ol~~i~i:;l~;~:~~:~m"moan H
wild pigs with handguns is a fairly .

esoteric sport. Hog hunting with shotguns
and brush-type rifles has been a staple
sport in the South and West for years, but
handgunning pigs is almost as rare as the
old British-India style of sticking 'em with
lances or spears.

The smallish, rather delicate javelina or
Southwestern United States-Mexican pec
cary can be taken with almost any hand
gun, although available evidence suggests
that the .357 magnum is fairly well
favored. But for full-scale wild pigs of the
European breed and for many of this
continent's large genuinely wild pigs, the
.357 may be underpowered.

This writer's experience hunting big,
capable Northern California wild pigs
truly wild ones, not feral hogs-was
indicative. I hunted with Phoenix outdoor
writer Ben Avery and six other gun
Writing/editing people on the Dye Creek
Ranch and Preserve near Red Bluff. The
agreement was that on the hunt's first day
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BILL WILSON, DAVE COLEY - PISTOLSMITHS

Send 2-15 cent
stamps for complete
picture brochure of
Custom Services &
Accessories.
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101-103 Public Square
Berryville, Ark. 72616

Phone 501-423-2982

CUSTOM COMBAT
HANDGUNS

WIL~ON'~QUNlor

I----~OOPON ----I
I Please send me more information on the product II advertised here. . I.
I Name I

Address

I City State Zip I
I Mall coupon to: I

Dynamit Nobel of America. Inc.

I 105 Stonehurst Court. Northvaie. NJ 07647 I
do Sporting Arms Division

I_----- ~/~I

For almost 50 years the RWS 22 cal. car
tridge has been relied upon by winners of
Olympic Games and World champion
ships as well as by experienced hunters.

RWS Rimfire cartridges are uniquely
packaged to reveal at a glance the
number of shots already made and to per
mit the easy removal of each cartridge
without excessive handling and friction.
As a result, the bullet's grease covering
remains untouched, assuring the ultimate
accuracy of the weapon..

The unequalled excellence of the Sinoxid
priming composition used in RWS
cartridges assures preservation of the
gun barrel.

The absolute precision function and
uniformity of the RWS Rimfire cartridge
will give you a perfect match!

Ask your local dealer about our full line of
RWS Rimfire cartridges or write to
Dynamit Nobel of America.

Dqnamil Nobel

•••

.22 short "R25" . here's a very
special match cartridge for the
event Rapid Fire Pistol. Its
minimum recoil, high precision,
accurate function and uniformity
makes it a special Match Cartridge.

.22 long rifle "RSO" . the special
Match cartridge for competition
shooting, long used by those
winning world championships,
setting world records and
achieving Olympic victories.

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale. New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767-1660· Telex 134-405

YOU COULD GET HURT
No one has yet officialized a grand slam

on North American wild pigs, in the mys
tique created about wild sheep and some
other species. The pigs' genealogy is too
indistinct at this point. There are fairly
large numbers of European wild pigs in
Western North Carolina and East Ten
nessee, and there is another bunch of
Europeans (often miscalled "Russian" or
"Prussian" boars) in California's Mon
terey Peninsu1..a country. Both Ap
palachian and Monterey Europeans have
interbred with local feral hogs and to some
extent with native wild pigs. But all pigs
descend in girth and awesomeness from
the European downward; the Appala
chian Europeans will weigh about 150-200
pounds more than wild pigs of the Dye
Creek breed, and maybe 100 pounds over
their Monterey County cousins.

But they're all impressive, especially
when you figure you can get hurt
genuinely hurt-taking on either European
or native wild pigs with a handgun. And
that adds a tang to pig hunting that you
cannot get from scrambling up the sheerest
slope in wild-sheep country or bagging the
fattest buck ever.

The Deep South wild pig is usually not
as wild, although the degree of difference
is probably academic and Southerners will
argue their porcines as troublesome as any.
It is usually harder in the South to figure
out whether a pig is wild or someone's
free-ranging winter meat. There es-
pt:cially, care about hog markings is ad
visable. In the Upper South-Arkansas,
upstate Louisiana, Tennessee, etc.-there

(Continued on page 52)
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we would use only handguns. Afterward,
those who wanted could switch to rifles.

The hunt was assembled by H. L. (Bill)
Richardson, a California state senator, ar
dent hunter, bird-dog trainer and a stand
out advocate of people's rights to keep and
use guns. Richardson is also a sometime
writer on hunting, gun "control" and other
subjects important to sportsmen and
others.

Richardson wanted to find out how
eight handgunners, most of them reason
ably proficient, would do on Dye Creek
pigs. We all found out, each reaching
perhaps a slightly different conclusion. But
the main result was that only the big
magnums seemed adequate for the hardy
wild pigs which have ranged Northern
California since the Forty-Niners aban
doned their ancestors in favor of the gold
diggings.

The Northery:California hogs are not
Europeans. The)(are not as big and proba
bly not quite as aggressive. But they are
wild in the genuine sense-not just feral
hogs. According to Dye Creek game-man
agers-biologists Dan Patten and Jim
Dorsey, the Northern California tuskers
have been breeding wild. and free for 120
130 years; they are no one's Miss Piggy
gone astray. .



time to shoot would reduce expenses. All
shooters could save energy if they knew
what time that 3rd relay came up. Guess
ing is risky so you come early-and sit in
the desert heat. At least some sort of
updated, more detailed time schedule sent
with your entry confirmation would help.
Surely by that time, 3 weeks before the
matches, some tentative squadding is
known. According to this year's program,
POST entries are taken at this national
championship. This may be one thing
causing poor scheduling.

California matches have large entries,
partly due to their use of the assigned
relay, and certainly the combat iegionals I
attended in the east fired in that manner
were some of the biggest and the best. Two
hours to shoot 150 record shots in a Mary
land regional compared to 2V2 days in
Arizona to fire 100 record shots makes a
difference in how many people have an
interest in NRA International and give it
the needed support.

SIGHT SETTINGS
(Continued from page 12)

RUDENESS & SHORT TEMPERS
Many well-trained volunteer match offi

cials were missing from Black Canyon.
Some shooters said it was due to a few
competitor's rudeness to these workers last
year. This year these volunteers found
something else to do beside stand on the
Arizona desert and score targets or run the
line for shooters. I know tempers get short
in competition and sometimes you think
an untrained official has selected you for
extra aggravation. However, until we get
some electronic way of turning targets,
scoring, and giving range commands, tem
pers will have to .be held. Develop the
necessary automatic equipment, and I
think it could be done, work and shoot
both, or let up on the volunteers. I've said
it often, a requirement to get an NRA
classification, should be two days work
somewhere, as a volunteer match official.

NRA POLICE RULINGS
The NRA rule defining a police auxir-

iary-reserve officer is being rewritten by
the LEA Committee. Whether or not civil
ians should be allowed to shoot combat is
not the point. The rule says police, 9r
auxiliary, and requirements and enforce
ability continue to be a problem since the
rule allowed other than full time officers
some years ago. I am sure, however, we
will define a fair rule.

The letters are still coming about the
service revolver aggregate we hope to start. .
The 4-inch barrel suggestion is a good one,
it would be closer to the "real world" than
a 6-inch. Custom gunsmiths would surely
develop valuable information on improv
ing such a true duty gun and we might all
be surprised at how good it would shoot.

Lucy
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Ike B~tf
he Gun That Won

....._.r~__

For years, handgun enthusiasts have depended on DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS for quality holsters and accessories. Our
exclusive Jordan<!l Holster is made to last . . . heavy saddle
leather construction, hand-stitched welt and plug with a metal
shank extending from the holster into the belt loop. Add our
famous River belt, fully lined and featuring heavy leather billets
with a solid brass buckle, for that complete quality outfit.

See· our complete line of quality holsters and accessories, at your
local dealer or send $2.00 for our color catalog today.

Holsters and Leather Accessories
That You Can Depend On.

Dept. AH • Box 351 • Miami, Oklahoma 74354

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept. TAH 1, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

As the leading hunting handgun Contender has always
owned the title of "Best of Field". Now we have a
structured course. Metallic Silhouette, which shows
handgun capability at long range (over 200 yds.). Contender
Is the first "out of the box" production pistol to take "Best of
Show" (shoot aperfect score in Metallic Slihouettel. Before you
choose a hunting handgun, check the record.

W,ife FOR NEW FREE CATALOG
Its 28 pages of newly designed stocks and forends - new caliber
offerings which includes .223 Rem. and others. - New Recall Proof
Scope Series plus a great deal more'

CONTENDE

The original Jordan" Holster
manufactured under
exclusive rights.
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Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

Pistolsmithing at its finest-building
Combat autos on your gun or ours. A
complete repair and customizing
dept.-servicing dealers nationwide.

"The Gunsmith's Gunsmith"

SHO GUN
CUSTOM SHOP

'Prepaid Orders Over $150'

SHO GUN' DISTRIBUTORS

IPSC &COMBAT ACCESSORIES
PARTS, FIREARMS & OTHER FINE PRODUCTS

GET A GRIP
ON SAVINGS.
Sight In On Our
Inventory And Services!

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Pnone: (714) 728-5319

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.
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For Dealers & IPSC Club
Discounts-Send for Catalog:

THE SHO GUN SHOP
26646 5 MUe Road, Redford, MI 48239

24 Hr. Telephone Orders-
313/535-0819

Check, COD or Credit Cards Accepted.
Send FFL & SASE for Service & Product List, or send
FFL & $2.00 for Complete Catalog.

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT HANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms: $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

service cartridge. A different stance is
taken by (he LA Police Protective League,
the only employees' organization repre
senting the more than 7,000 sworn officers.
LAPPL Director Ken Bitterolf told us,
"We are basically opposed to this round, as
are most of our members. This bullet
ricochets, goes through things, and usually
exits a felon's body. It goes through plas
terboard and other wall-type material. I
personally know of one case where the
bullet went through a window, a wall, and
through another room completely insu
lated from where the officer was firing and
happened to miss the suspect.

ONE-SHOT STOPS RARE
"There are a lot of cases where a dan

gerous suspect has to be shot several times
before ceasing hostilities. There are, of
course, cases where one shot suffices, but
those are rare in comparison to the other
kind, where we shoot several times to say
the least. I've got to be honest," Bitterolf
continued, "one of the problems with our
department is training. We have excellent
basic training, but we qualify only once a
month with 30 rounds, and only twice a
year will that be with the service ammo we
carryon duty. I don't think this is enough."

How often, we asked, did drastically
poor stopping power show up in actual use
of the .38 round-nose? "There is usually
more to it than just a plain hit (when the
suspect takes several rounds and still
shoots, or shoots at, a policeman); the guy
may be on drugs or at a high emotional
pitch. But it happens; there seem to be two
or three incidents at a time, and then no
more for a year or two."

HOPE FOR EXPANDING .38
Did the men feel that such people would

have gone down ifhit with hotter .38 loads,
or with Magnums or .45s? "That seems to
be the consensus of feeling, very much so,
though it's purdy speculative," the police
association director replied. "Most of us
have come to the realization that because
of management's position, we aren't going
to a gun other than the .38 Special. The big
hope now is that we might go to a type of
expanding .38 bullet that would mush
room upon hitting the suspect. I think the
men would just as soon do away with the
.38 revolver as well as our present car
tridge, but this just isn't going to happen in
LA, and the best we can hope for is
probably more efficient ammunition."

Like Newell, Bitterolf noted that an
LAPD cop would be disciplined if found
with the same loads issued to county depu
ties, Highway Patrolmen, or Federal
agents working in the same area, but said
that the penalty was more likely to run
from 5 -to 30 days' suspension.

In one incident, says Bitterolf, an officer
shot a crazed sl;lspect five times and then
had to subdue him in hand-to-hand com
bat; he was injured in the process. Two
more such incidents followed, and LAPPL

(Continued on page 54)

(Continued from page 14)

Newell, there are 40 to 45 accidental dis
charges reported each year with police
weapons, including cases when a suspect
gets an officer's gun away from him, and
despite the fact that all LAPD service
revolvers are modified to fire double action
only, so that cocked guns cannot be fired
prematurely by mistake.

That is the official LAPD position on the
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HANDGUN HUNTING

can generate terrific power and accuracy.
The XP-100 conversions are usually more
clumsy to carry and harder to shoot off
hand than the Contenders are. Personally,
I prefer the Contenders for hunt by about
25-1 over the XPs. I do have numerous of
each in both hunting and target calibers.
The XPs are simply more difficult to shoot
offhand than Contenders and equal power
can be had in either. For example, a
.458x2" XP conversion will exceed the
recoil tolerance of most individuals at
about the same velocity-energy level the
.45-70 TIC does.

Sighting in for big game hunting with
conventional revolvers has always been
the same formula for me. I generally sight
iron-sighted guns three inches high at 50
yards. Most are still impacting right about
at the top of the front sight at 100. That
means a top of the back hold at ISO. I sight
in scoped guns three inches high at 100.
Most 'Of them will be dead on around ISO. I
simply don't scope. revolvers as I have
enough guns to go around for any purpose
likely to arise. I have nothing against
scoped revolvers and they can be ex
tremely effective. A scoped handgun will
do the same for the handgunner as it does
for a rifleman. It enables him to see better
and place his shots with more precision.
Granted, a scope takes some getting used
to on a pistol. It shows every shake and
wiggle. It's tough on the old confidence to
know and accept that we aren't rock
steady. Ever hear someone say, "Naw, I
can't use a scope. Can't hold steady with
one of those things on a gun." The scope
generally doesn't change the hold-it
simply shows you how poor your hold
really is.

No one can tell you to shoot or not to
shoot. You have to make that decision
yourself. Hopefully, you will have enough
rounds behind you to know your
capabilities and make your decision
based on realistic appraisal of your
capability at the time a shot is ~
presented. ~

COP TALK
(Continued from page 16)
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ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

By John J:~ Traister
With this "first of its kind" handbook,
Traister introduces you to practically
every tool used in professional gun
shops: blueing equipment, oheckering
tools, drill presses, lathes, handtools,
files, and a host orothers. The text is
supplem~rited with hundreds of photos
and draWings. Chapters on choosing
and building a workbench, stock work,
even how to' obtain.a complete power'
shopforaround $1 00, and much more.
All the fundamentals, plus many tips
for theexpert. 256 8V( x 11"pages.

Gun Digest. Book Of

GUNSMITHING
TOOLS~ ..And
Their Uses

Gun Digest. Book Of

CUsrOM GUNS

complete,disassembly procedure,
down t9 the last pin,spring and screw.
Accompanying the text are hundreds
ofclose-up photographs showing the
most intriCate detail. Where reassem
bly involved more,than just revers
ing the order, Wood illustrates the
more'complicatedsteps to "avoid an
embarrassingtrjp to the gunsmith.
carrying a bbxfullof parts". Each·vol
umealsQ includes an illustrated sec
lion on tools, and a. list of sources for
specialized items. All told, this series
gives the most comprehensive, uni
form and professional presentation
available to either hObbyist or gun
smith. Eachbook contains288 to 320
~ lh"x 11 "pag'es. . .

Edited By Ken Warner
Heretofore, most coverage of custom
guns and their makers'has been limited
mainly to a chapter or so in general
books on guns of all types. Warr;1er
elevates the craft to its deserved
eminence with tl1is e~ensive look at the
state of art; investigatil'1g checkeril)g,
woods, barrels, actions, sights, finishes

, and more. Articles by those who own
them, suCh as John 1. Amber; opinions,
tastes, likes and dislikes.An overyiewon
price and demand trends. Components
and accessories directory, and most
importantly; an Artisan Directory, listing
gunsmiths and specialty shops by type.
Fully illustrated. For anyone who owns
or wants to own a customized firearm.
256 8W' x 11" pa,ges.

#GIJ1016

81095

'i\~

Originally scbeduled for four parts,
this highly regarded series has now
been expanded to five with this vol
ume on shotguns. In Parts I and II, the
author broke down automatic pistols
and revolvers; in Parts.111 an.d IV, rim
fire and centerfire rifles. Here he dis
mantles and reassembles shotguns
with the same expertise and meticu
lous detail. He covers most moder'n
guns, includes a broad selection of
the older, more popular guns and
adds some not-sa-popular, tricky
ones:Disassembly!akes you step~by

step to the "field strip" level, cauti0n~
ing about proceeding further without
having developed a basic mechan
ical aptitude. With that note of advice,
Wood continues to describe the

Announcing the fifth volume in ,this unique series!·
Gun Digest Book Of '

FIREAR.MS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLYBYJ. B. Woo~
PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS '
;#FP8616 $8:95

PART II: REVOLVERS
#PR8626 $8.95

PART III: RIMFIRE
RIFLES
#RR8636 $8.95

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES '
#CR8646 $8.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $8.95

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~

1981 bUN DIGEST
35th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner

An omnibus of expertise - the best in
gun articles by the mostknowledgeable
writers in the field! Some sneak
prev.iews: a discussion of firearms used
by Apaches during their 300 years of

, guerrilla warfare; Rick Hacker takes a
new look at frontier firepower; John
Amber capsulizes his 50 years ,of gun
Collecting; Jack Lott contributes two
.great artiQles on, the first short magnum
and the Khyber rifles of Afgt;lanistan,
Many more features, plus over 20 pages
of testfirereports, and nearly 150 pages
of illustrations; specs and the most" up
to-date prices on all U.S. and imported
firearms available on the U.-S. market
today! 448 8W'X ! 1" pages.

1981 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
13th EcUtion .
Edited By Harold A. Murtz
Great reading .or) guns and accesso
ries - rifles, shotguns, handguns,

- ,muzZleloaders,scopes, s.ights, ammo.
What's in store: Total'disa'ssembly of
Ruger's Blackhawk, revolver; a study of
Win'chester's Model 23 XRT Pigeon
Grade Double Barrel Shotgun; the
latest scoop on detachable scope
mounts; a look at combinatio.n guns
for hunters; answers to the most fre
quently asked questions on reloading;
a fascinating article on guns used by
the Red Devils (WW II.Canadian para~

troopers), and much more. Plus an ex
tensivecatalog of guns and accesso
ries available wi~h up-to-date retail
prices and specs.2888W'x11 "pages.
. .~~.

~~



Buy One IDatl Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

Book'

. Book'

$,-----

$

$

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of~ettingall working
parts back mto your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8¥2' x 11' pages.
#EX9326 .........• $7.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
.All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 81j2'
x q' pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

Book'

Book'

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buy one of these DBI books anywhere and get
another DBI book FREE! Now you can own
any of the books shown in: this ad FREE!
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad of the same price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.

ABC
I'm Buying Retail Send These

These Price FREE!
$

Book' Book I
Please send the DBI book(s) listed above.

Name' _

Address _

Column 'B' Total

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ ...

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for DBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'

t above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ••• '
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. Q271, One Northfield Plaza
Northfield, IL 60093

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST 2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell

. and Jack Lewis
All-new 2nd edition covers
reloading, maintenance and
repairs, silhouette shooting,
handgunning for big game,
new developments in ammo,
leather, grips. 288 8¥2' x 11'
pages.
#PR5926: $7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
BULLET AND
POWDER UPDATE
All that's new in bullets, pow
der, primers. Shooters' re
ports. Current loading data
for over 40 cartridges from
makers of both bullets and
powders. Catalog of every
thing on the market today.
128 8y,"x 11" pages.
#BU2516 $4.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By.George C. Nonie, Jr.
Covers selection 'of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Ballistics and loading data
tables. 288 81jz' x 11' pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala
Ever~ingfrom proper lubes
and nfling twistto do-it-your
selfaccessories. Plus surefire
loading methods, ballistics,
safety, successful shooting
tips. 320 8y," x 11" pages.

#BL8326 $8.95

Gun Digest 'Book of
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis

Brand new edition of thc
most comprehensive, up-to
dilte book on thc subjcct.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 81/2" x II' pages.

. #MV5826 $7.95

from sizing and'lubrication to
casting, swagin~, jacketing,
seating and cnmping-even
modification offactory loads,
New ballistic information
and reload testin~ techniques
are described, with an infor
mative section on mathemat
ics and the reloader. Helpful
sections cover shopping for
equipment and components.
Complete with a directory of
manufacturers of reloading
equipment. All written in
Grennell's inimitable style.
288 8y," x II" pages.

#AB5636 $8.95

ABC'S OF RELOADI NG
2nd E;dition'

By Dean A. Grennell

A wealth of new information
on reloading has come down
the pike since the first edition,
and Grennell brings it all to
gether with this new volume.
He begins with a refreshing
view of the advantages of re
loading, and tells you how to
build your own reloading li
brary. He describes some of
the possibilities for custom
loads for individual guns and
shooters. Step-by-step' in- ,
struction on powders, shells,
shot and loadmgdensity. Sep
arate chapters are devoted to

,handgun, rifle and shotshel1 '
procedures. All about bullets

GliN DIGEST BOOK OF
PISTOLSMITHING

By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, tuning
and timing, joinin~, metal
tempering, rebarrelhng, trou
bleshooting, accurizing,
making replacement parts
and special projects. Big cata
10jl of tools and suppliers.
288 8y," x II" pages.
#PS9546 $8.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8¥2' x 11' pages.
#HA2086 •..••.•• $8.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF,
METALLIC SILHOUETTE
SHOOTING By'Elgin Gates
Comprehensive coverage is
given to the rifles, handguns,
scopes and ammo currently
being developed for this ex
citing; fast growing sport.
Plus history, rules and meets.
256 8¥2' x 11' pages.
#MS8516 .•.......•$6.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD 4th Edition

By Frank C. Barnes
This up-to-date· encyclo
pedic reference sets down the
dimensions, performance
parameters and physical char
acteristics for over 1,000
different cartridges in one
well-organized volume. 384
8W'x II" pages.
#CW5046 $9.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT .
. HANDGUN DIGEST .

3rd Edition By Jack Lewis
All-new edition covering
combat shooting, philosophy
of a fire fight, new duty and
off-duty arms, special weap
ons, ammo, leather, body
armor, qualification courses.
Up-to-date catalog. 288 8y,"
x II" pages.
#LU5236 $8.95

City State Zip I
U.S. & Canada only...2 for I offer expires in,60 days! I

I
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BAIN & DAVIS (W. H. Little), 559 W. Las
Tunas Dr., San Gabriel CA 91776, (213)
284-2264-Accurizing and action on all
auto and revolvers. *

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS (Austin Behl
ert), 725 Lehigh Ave., Union NJ 07083,
(201) 687·3438-Combat & PPC, wlde
variety. *

BROWN CUSTOM GUNS, INC. (Steven N.
Brown), 8810 Rocky Ridge Rd., Indi·
anapolis IN 46217, (317) 881·2771-Colt
.45 auto only, accuracy, custom, and en·
graving. Brown Custom Combat.

Bell's Custom Shop

ACTION WORKS (Charles Lowden), Box
23028, RiChfield MN 55423-Hand-fitted
action work on S&W, Colt, Ruger
revolvers,* ,

ACCURACY DEN (Verne Juenke),' 25
Bitterbrush Rd., Reno NV 89523, (702)
345-0225-TIC Contender accurizing,
.270 VJ Contenders, and Kit 'N Muzzel
brakes for TIC, XP-lOO, or rifles.

ARMAMENT SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES,
INC., Box 356, Appleton WI 54912, (414)
731-8893-0nly 9mm combat conver·
sions, Teflon·S coating, and ASP M39
conversions.

ACCURACY UNLIMITED (Frank Glenn),
5425 W. Thomas Rd., Phoenix AZ 85031,
(602) 269·8986-General services plus
full house PPC revolvers. *

BELL'S CUSTOM SHOP (Dave Norin),
3309·19 Mannheim Rd., Franklin Park IL
60131, (312) 678-1900-Compl'ete
custom services for handguns'specializ
'ing in reliable and accurate .45's for
combat.

The acclaim received by our first AMERICAN HAND-
, '

GUNNER CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH DIRECTORY
(MarchiApril 1980) has prompted this u{:?date to keep
our Directory the most complete ana accurate Jist
known at this time. This list totals 99 custom
pisto/smiths nationwide. All of them do custom work of
some kind-not just repair. Prices have been left out
this time because they are changing too rapidly to
keep up with. Each 'smith either has a price list you can
send for, or he will give you an estimate on the work.
Notice only the highlights have been listed very briefly
under each name. Remember that most all of them
handle the normal range of 'smithing such as 'th~roat

ing, beveling, stippling, metal checkering, and quite a
few handle rebluing, and sight and rib installation.
Some "have in-h,ouse plating,'

Some of the names are missing from the last list
because of retirement, etc. Twenty-three are brand
new to our list. The names appearing on our last list
are marked with an asterisk.. .

If we have missed anyone, let us kngw by mail and
our next update will reflect the new. BULLSEYE GUN SHOP, 5091-F Buford

Hwy., Doraville GA 30340-Colt .45 '
'-- ----l ' accurizing, S&W K·frame action jobs. *
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DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS (Bill & Gil Davis), KEITH HAMILTON, Box 871, Gridley CA
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CANNON'S GUNS (Andy Cannon), Box
357, Rt. 93, Victor MT 59875, (406)
642·3861-Police combat revolver
tuning.*

CENTAUR SYSTEMS, 1653 S. Magnolia
Ave., Monrovia CA 91016, (213)
357·2645-PPC on S&.W, interchangeable
calibers system for Ruger SA. *

CHESHIRE & PEREZ DISTRIBUTORS,
136 E. Walnut Ave., Monrovia CA 91016
Custom PPC revolvers, ribs & barrels. *

F. BOB CHOW'S, INC., 3185 Mission St.,
San Francisco CA 94110-.45 auto
accuracy jobs, PPC, NRA bullseye. *

CHRIS'S SMITH'S (Donald Weir), 801
Southhampton # 35, Benicia CA 94510,
(707) 745-8762-Custom combat, action
jobs, PPC and IPSC. Specializes in Dan
Wesson PPC and .45 combat autos.

JAMES E. CLARK, Rt. 2, Box 22-A, Keith
ville LA 71047, (318) 925-0836-Custom

. bullseye, PPC, .45's, 38"s, 9mm.
combats.*

CLEVELAND BLUEING CO., 1024 East
185th St., Cleveland OH 44119, (216)
481-2104-Custom autos and revolvers. *

COLT CUSTOM GUN SHOP, 150
Huyshope Ave., Hartford CT 16102
Custom engraving, tuning, grips, etc. *

CRAWFORD'S GUNSMITHING, Swain
Dr., Pleasant Valley NY 12569, (914)
635·3210-Accurizing autos & revolvers,
NRA, IPSC.*

CYLINDER AND SLIDE SHOP (Bill Laugh
ridge), 523 No. Main St., Box 937, Fre·
mont NE 68025, (402) 721-4277-Auto &
revolver accurizing. *

DARLINGTON GUN WORKS (Jim Kelly),
Box 698-516 S. 52 By·Pass, Darlington SC
29532-Combat autos, PPC revolvers. *

2793 Del Monte St., West Sacramento CA
95691, (916) 372-6789-AII types of
accurizing and action work with PPC
specialty. * (Formerly Cake-Davis)

DEVEL CORP. (Chas. Kelsey, Jr.), 34:41 W.
Brainard Rd., Cleveland OH 44122, (216)
292-7723-Conversion of S&W M39 & 59
9mm auto into compact. *

DOMINIC DI STEFANO, 4304 Friar Lane,
Colorado Springs CO 80907-Full house
combat autos & NRA bullseye.*

DUNCAN GUN SHOP, Box 1959, 414 2nd
St., N. Wilkesboro NC 28659, (919)
838-4851-PPC customizing, .45
accurizing. Hand·testing, specialty is re
volvers, complete conversions.

KEN EVERSULL, Box 1766, Alexandria LA
71301, (318) 442-0569-Custom PPC
revolvers, .45 long slide combat autos. *

FISHER CUSTOM FIREARMS (Don
Fisher), 2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora CO
80013, (303) 755·3710-Colt .45
accuracy packages. *

FRED'S GUN SHOP (Fred Schmidt), 5904
Signal Hill Rd., Mechanicsville VA 23111,
(804) 746·9269-PPC revolvers, .45
accuracy jobs. *

K. GENECCO GUN WORKS, 8825 Thorn·
ton Rd., Stockton CA 95209, (209) 951·
0706-General accurizing, and
manufacturing in wood and metal. Works
on customer specifications, builds quality
guns from scratch.

THE GUN SHOP (R.D. Wallace), 320 Over·
land Rd., Prescott AZ 86301, (602) 445·
0568-Complete service including
manufacture of obsolete and specialty
parts and accessories. Specialty is cus
tom grips to fit. Carving and engraving.

GUTRIDGE, INC. (Jack Gutridge), 2143
Gettler St., Dyer IN 46311, (219) 865-8617
-.45 auto and PPC accurizing and
tuning. Popular Quick/ine fast combat
sight. *

H&D PRODUCTS (James W. Hoag), 8523
Canoga Ave., Suite C, Canoga Park CA
91304, (213) 998-1510-Long slide .45
competition autos: 8" & 6" Master Class
Competition Grade pistols. Also full
house revolver work. *

95948, (916) 846·3968-Actions and
accurizing autos and revolvers. *

RICHARD HEINIE, 821 Adams, Havana IL
62644, (309) 543-4535-.45 combat
autos plus all other services. *

HENDERSON CUSTOM GUNS (John Hen·
derson), 5233 Palmer Dr., Ft. Worth TX
76117, (817) 834-8479-Custom bullseye
pistols, autos & PPC. Also works on .22's.

DUANE HOBBIE, 2412 Pattie, Wichita KS
67216-PPC and auto tuning.*

LADDIE V. HOUCK, Box 1071, Monticello
UT 84535-Custom tuning PPC and
autos.* .

JACK'S GUNS & RELOADING (Jack
Abene), 1607 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa,
FL 33606, (813) 251-6914-PPC tuning
and auto accurizing. *

JJL CUSTOMS, 1333 Highland Pkwy.,
St. Paul MN 55116, (612) 690-1333-Full
house combat .45's, also tunes Ruger
revolvers. *

DON JUDD, 3202 W. Dengar, Midland TX
79701, (915) 694-1766-Combatltarget
.45ACP, accuracy work, custom metal
working, rebarreling, action tuning, sight
& rib installation, refinishing. Guarantee.
Catalog & price list.

REEVES JUNKIND, Box 4087, Austiin TX
78773-DA conversions on Colt Python
for competition or service use. *

Brown Custom Guns

LEE JURRAS, J&G Sales, Inc., 442 Miller
Valley Rd., Prescott AZ, 86301, (602) 445·
9650-Custom hunting guns out of T/C
Contenders, some auto/mag custom
tuning. *

JOE K'S, INC. (Joe Kassay & Jim Arbes),
500 High St., Perth Amboy NJ 08861,
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(201) 442-4114-Full house combat,
PPC, NRA.*

KING'S GUN WORKS, 1837, W. Glenoaks
Rd., Glendale CA 91201, (213) 244-6811
King-Tappan fixed sights, accurizing N or
K frame s&W, tuning Colt & Browning
autos.*

REED KNIGHT, 1306 29th, Vero Beach FL
32960-Custom conversions, unusual
jobs.*

LENZ FIREARMS, CO., 1480 Elkay Dr.,
Eugene OR 97404-Custom parts,
conversion, tune-ups on Colt, Dan
Wesson, Mossberg. *

K&R LEONARD, 3353 SE 13th Ave.,
Portland OR 97202, (503) 236-8184
PPC conversions, S&W & Ruger revolvers
for competition and duty, 4" bull barrel
revolvers for duty, Douglas barrels, Aris
tocrat sights.

KENT LOMONT, 4421 South Wayne, Ft.
Wayne IN 48607, (219) 694-6792
Tuning & custom barrels for .44 auto
mag. Accessories. *

MAG-NA-PORT ARMS (Larry Kelly),
30016 S. River Rd., Mt. Clemens MI
48045, (313) 469-6727-Special porting
of barrel on revolvers; custom work on
revolvers. *

RUDOLF MARENT, 9711 Tiltree St.,
Houston TX 77075, (713) 946-7028
Hammerli gunsmith. *

JOHN MARTZ, 8060 Lakeview Lane,
Lincoln CA 95648, (916) 645-2250
Luger and P-38 customizing only. Martz
Custom Luger, P·38 carbines, Martz
custom Baby Lugers, Martz .45ACP
Lugers & P-38's. Luger parts.

ALAN MARVEL, 3922 Madonna Rd.,
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Jarrettsville MD 21084, (301) 557-7270
Accurizing autos, revolvers, including
High Standard, S&W M41. Colt. 45 and
.38 Super conversions, long slides. *

MARYLAND GUN WORKS (Lou Ciamillo),
26200 Frederick Rd., Hyattstown MD
20734, (301) 831-8456-Ruger, S&W, Colt
conversions. *

ROBERT A. MCGREW, 2306 Carmel Dr.,
Colorado Springs CO 80910, (303) 636
1940-Action jobs on s&W, Colt, Ruger,
Browning, autos or revolvers (specialty).

MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC. (John
Post), 214 E. Adrian St. (US-223),
Blissfield MI 49228, (517) 486-4000
Custom Colt .45 autos for competition or
duty. IPSC combat. 45's, revolver action
work.

Duncan Gun Shop

MILLER CUSTOM GUNS (Fred R. Miller),
2620 E. 32nd St., Davenport IA 52807,
(913) 356-6165-Match-grade long slide
.45s. Also shortening. *

W.R. MOORE, Box 17252, Pittsburgh PA
15235-PPC revolvers, combat autos,
individualized service (no package deals).
Will do silhouette guns.

MORAN CUSTOM GUNS (Jerry Moran),
2275 E. Farrand Rd., Clio MI 48420
Browning autos and Auto-Mag, Ruger SA,
tune revolvers. *

NORTH VALLEY GUN SHOP (Charles
Clemens), 179 East Ave., Chico CA 95926,
(916) 345-9364-PPC revolvers, N frame
conversions to .44 Special or .45· Long
Colt.*

NU-L1NE GUNS (Jerry Stevens), 1053
Caulks Hill Rd., Harvester MO 63301,
(314) 441·4500-Auto, revolver
accurizing or action jobs. *

OUTDOOR PRECISION SPORTS &
CRAfTS (Venry D'Aiguillon), 105 W. Pal
isade Ave., Englewood NJ 07631, (201)
569-3450-Accurizing and action work
on autos or revolvers. Full house combat
autos, PPC revolvers, NRA target. Colt
.45, Browning, S&W K & N frames, also
silhouette pistols. See our Gun of the
Month for an example.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, 1220 S. G.rand
Ave., Los Angeles CA 90015, (213) 748
7271-Pachmayr grips, combat and NRA
autos, finishes. *

PATTON'S CUSTOM GUNS (Leroy W. Pat
ton), 612 Chenevert, Houston TX 77003,
(713) 236-9350-Accuracy & action on
revolvers & autos for PPC, NRA, or
combat.*

POWER CUSTOM, INC. (Ron Power), Box
1604, Independence MO 64055, (816)
833·3102-DA PPC revolver work on
S&W, Ruger.*

PRICE COMBAT GUNS (Bud Price), West
ern Gun Exchange, Route 2, Box 92,
Miami OK 74354, (918) 673·2810-Colt
.45 autos & Browning HP for IPSC
competition. Metal checkering. Custom
combat work for accuracy and reliability.

ROBERT RICHTER, 5792 Vista de Oro,
Riverside CA 92509-Mini .45 conversion
from Government or Commander Colts.
Also action & accuracy jobs on revolvers
and autos.*

CHUCK RIES, Box 205, Culver City CA
90230, (213) 837-6858-Autos and
revolvers, tuning, action, accuracy. *

GREG ROBERTS, 726 Water St., Santa
Cruz CA 95060, (408) 426-7630
Revolver work, s&W, Colt. Some auto
work.*

RUPERTS GUN SHOP (John Rupert),
8936 Amsden Rd., Route 2, Fenwick MI
48834-.45 Auto, general revolver, TIC
custom work that stresses reliability over
accuracy for combat or hunting.



WESTRANGE (Spencer Gibbs), Box 225,
Danville IN 46122, (317) 745-4747
Action jobs and tuning on Dan Wesson.

ROYCE O. WEDDLE, 411 24th Ave., NW,
Norman OK 73069, (405) 364-0444
Custom target revolvers, action jobs, sin·
gle or double action trigger smoothing. *

WILSON'S GUN SHOP (Bill Wilson), 101
103 Public Square, Berryville AR 72616,
(501) 423-2982-Acclaimed Wilson
Combat .45 autos, basic to full house
selection with varying price ranges. *

Michigan Ar.mament

WALKER ARMS CO., Rte. 2, Box 73,
Selma AL 36701, (205) 872-3888
~ction, a~curacy, and conversions. *

WALTERS INDUSTRIES (Dave Walters),
6226 Park Lane, Dallas TX 75225
Combat and target NRA .45s. *

VIC'S GUN REFINISHING (Victor Straw
bridge), 6 Pineview Dr., Dover Point,
Dover NH 03820-Action work on Smiths,
Colts, and Rugers. *

STEVE VANIADIS, 4657 E. 57th Pl., Tulsa
OK 74135, (918) 496-2074-Accurizes
and tunes .45 autos and PPC guns. *

VILLAGE GUNSMITH (Wayne N. Hill, Sr.),
310 Sheperd, Port Byron IL 61275, (309)
523-3444-Tune-ups on revolvers, PPC,
S&W specialty. Some auto work, prefers
Browning. Has limited edition M58s.

tional Pistol. Prefers Colt .45s and S&W K
frames.*

C. WARD CONVERSIONS, Box 610,
Raymore MO 64083, (816) 331-3857
ppe supertuning, action work, 3" conver
sions, Python tuning, full custom build
'up on revolvers. Also auto work: S&W 3"
street gun conversion. Distinguished
class.

TRULOCK FIREARMS (George Trulock),
Box 74, Whigham GA 31797, (912) 762
4812-Caliber conversions on N frame
s&W, 'old model Ruger and new model
stainless steel Blackhawks. Custom auto
and revolver work.

TRAPPER GUN, INC. (Lin Trapper), 28019
Harper St., St. Clair Shores MI 48081;
(313) 779-8750-Custom combat autos
and Ruger SA revolvers. Bullseye spring
kits for instant trigger jobs on revolvers. *

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP (Tom Vol
quartsen), 1818 Crestview Dr., Carroll IA
51401, (712) 792-4238-PPC, target, and
silhouette conversions on Colts, Smiths,
and rugers..22 auto conversions on
Rugers, High Standards, and Brownings.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP (Armand Swen
son), 3839 Ladera Vista, Box 606, Fall
brook CA 92028-Any customizing or
accuracy work on .45s. Patented am
bidextrous safety. *

EARL R. STROUP, 30506 Flossmoor Way,
Hayward CA 94544, (415) 471-1549-.45
auto accuracy, rebarreling of Smith K & N
frames, Pythons, PPC NRA, combat. *

SPOKHANDGUNS, INC., East 1911
Sprague Ave:, Spokane WA 99202, (509)
534-4112-Auto and revolver tuning and
accuracy jobs. *

SNAPP'S GUNSHOP, 6911 E. Washington
Rd., Clare MI 48617-Hunting revolvers
and silhouette guns. *

SILVER DOLLAR GUNS (George E.
Sheldon), 10 Francis St., Box 489, Frank
lin NH 03235-Combat custom .45s*

JOHN SPILLBORGHS' JS CUSTOM
GUNS, Box 40529, Santa. Barbara CA
93103-Custom .45s and PPC work. Long
slide and mini .45s.

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN, Route # 7, Ring
gold GA 30736, (404) 937-4495
Complete accurizing of revolvers and
autos. Mascot sight. *

SPORTS WEST, INC. (Ikey Starks), 2200
W. Alameda Ave., Denver, CO 80223,
(303) 934-4466-Combat .45s, NRA
target, PPC. *

Robert McGrew'

SCHONE TOOL & MODEL CO. (Don
Schone), 30913th Ave. West, West Fargo
ND 85078-Heavy barrel PPC revolvers,
rebarrel~ S&W revolvers for hunting. *

SCHNEIDER GUNSMITHING (James
Schneider), 404 W. Garbry Rd., Piqua OH
45356, (513) 773-1417-Accurize PPC
revolvers and Colt.45 Governments. S&W
& Pythons.*

FRED SADOWSKI, 300 GUNSMITH SERV
ICE, 4655 Washington St., Denver CO
80216, (303) 893-2158-Combat & PPC
revolvers & autos. *

L.W. SEECAMP CO. (Larry Seecamp), Box
255, New Haven CT 06502-Shortened
autos, action jobs, most custom
services. *

SHERMAN'S CUSTOM GUNS (Walt Sher
man), 9621 Rose Rd., Tallahassee FL
32301-Specializes in Colt Python actions
but will do S&W K & N frames. *

SDR CUSTOM HANDGUNS (Steve
Rupert), Gateway Shooter's Supply,
10145 103rd St., Jacksonville FL 32210,
(904) 778-2277-Wide variety of services
on .45 Colt and Browning Hi-Power. *

THE SHO GUN SHOP (Richard Nott),
26646 Five Mile Rd., Redford MI 48239,
(313) 535-0819-PPC revolver, .45 and
Browning Hi-Power, NRA Target accuriz·
ing work.*

HAROLD SHOCKLEY, Box 116, Hanna City
IL 61536, (309) 565-4524-Mostly
refinishing, blueing and plating, sights,
parts for Colt and Browning.* .

THE SIGHT SHOP (John G. Lawson),
1802 E. Columbia Ave., Tacoma WA
98404-Restore Lugers or Nambus, DENNIS ULRICH, 2511 S. 57th Ave.,
accurize revolvers or autos, including Cicero IL 60650-Accurizing autos and DAVID R. WOODRUFF, Box 5, Bear DE
Browning. * revolvers for NRA bullseye and Interna- 19701-Revolver and auto conversions. *
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REGIONAL DIRECTORY

ALABAMA
Walker Arms

ARIZONA
Accuracy Unlimited
The Gunshop
Lee Jurras

ARKANSAS
Wilson's

CALIFORNIA
Bain & Davis
Centaur
Cheshire & Perez
Bob Chow
Chris's

Davis
Genecco
H&D Prod.
K. Hamilton
King's
J. Martz
North Valley
Pachmayr
R. Richter
C. Ries
G. Roberts
J. Spillborghs
E. Stroup
A. Swensen

COLORADO
D. Di Stefano
Fisher
R. McGrew
F. Sadowski
Sports West

CONNECTICUT
L. Seecamp
Colt Custom

DELAWARE
D. Woodruff

FLORIDA
Jack's
R. Knight
SDR Custom
Sherman's

GEORGIA
Bullseye
T. Strahan
Trulock

ILLINOIS
Bell's
R. Heinie
H. Shockley
D. Ulrich
Village Gunsmith

INDIANA
Brown Custom
Gutridge, Inc.
K. Lamont
Westrange

IOWA
Miller Custom
Tom's Gun Blueing

KANSAS
D. Hobbie

LOUISIANA
J. E. Clark
K. Eversull

MARYLAND
A. Marvel
Maryland Gun Works

MICHIGAN
Mag-Na·Port
Moran Custom
Michigan Armament
Ruperts Gun Shop
Sho Gun Shop
Snapp's
Trapper

MINNESOTA
Action Works
JJL Customs

MISSOURI
Nu·Line Guns
Power Custom
C. Ward

MONTANA
Cannon's

NEBRASKA
Cylinder & Slide Shop

NEVADA
Accuracy Den

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Silver Dollar
Vic's

NEW JERSEY
Behlert
Joe K's
Outdoor Precision

NEW YORK
Crawford's

NORTH CAROLINA
Duncan

NORTH DAKOTA
Schone Tool

OHIO
Cleveland Blueing
Devel
Schneider

OKLAHOMA
Price Combat
S. Vaniadis
R. Weddle

OREGON
Lenz Firearms
K&R Leonard

PENNSYLVANIA
W. R. Moore

SOUTH CAROLINA
Darlington Gun Works

TEXAS
Henderson
Don Judd
R. Junkind
R. Marent
Patton's
Walters Ind.

UTAH
L. Houck

VIRGINIA
Fred's Gun Shop

WASHINGTON
Sight Shop
Spokhandguns

WISCONSIN
Armament Systems
& Procedures

NEW
PRODUCTS
fOR
SILHOUETTE
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WICHITA ARMS announces production exhibition grade walnut stock with
of four new items: a limited edition hand checkering; engraving is by Ray
firearms ensemble, a silhouette and Veramontez. The Classic Pistol and
classic pistol, and a new sighting the Elegante set feature left-handed
system. bolts for the right-handed shooter.

El Elegante is a pistol and rifle pair Wichita's MK-40 Silhouette Pistol
in a limited edition of 50. Named La is a single-shot bolt-action with d'esign
Silueta Elegante and El Medallon innovations claimed to be conducive
Elegante, the guns commemorate the to speed and accuracy. The pistol
birth of silhouette shooting in Mexico. comes equipped with Wichita's
They come cased with an engraved exclusive Multi Range Quick Change
ownership plaque, and a registered, Sighting System, designed by
numbered certificate. Both guns are pistolsmith Ron Powers. The sighting
built on the same slightly scaled-down system features four positively'
Wichita Classic octagon barreled repeatable range settings. Suggested
action. retail for the multi-range sight is

Wichita's'new Classic Pistol is a $69.95.
scaled-down version of the company's For more information, contact
Classic Rifle, and it too features an Wichita Arms, Box 11371, Wichita,
octagon barreled action, plus Kansas 67211.
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Tast December at the whole
L salers' show in Denver,
Norma Precision introduced a
new handgun cartridge called
".38 Special Norma Magnum."
Claiming a muzzle velocity of
1542 feet per second for a IIOgr.
JHP bullet from a 6" test barrel,
Norma stated that only standard
(not + P) pressure was de
veloped. This amazing perform
ance was due, they said, to a
specially developed Norma
powder.

Great stuff for the fellow with
a 6" Diamondback, but, shucks,
all of my small frame .38's have
2" to 3" barrels. What will it do
for me? For that matter, nearly
all of the small frame guns that
require standard pressure loads
do have short barrels. Will
Norma's new .38 Spl. Mag.
breathe more power into the lit
tle snubbies? How does it
compare with + P loads? (Which
should not be used in these guns,
even though many. folks carry
them for emergencies.) Only way
to find the real answers to these
questions is to get some ammo
and test it, so I set about design
ing the study, and gathering
materials.

Advertising claims being what
they are, I had a natural skepti
cism about the new round. At its

retail price of about
$25 per box of 50, al
most double that of

__---=-special

NOMA
MA NUM
Medium pressure

ammo with
magnum velocities

By Dave Reynolds

other 38's, it needed to perform
very well indeed to justify its
existence. It should be compared
directly against standard and + P
loads using I10gr. JHP bullets,
and also with a IlOgr. .357 load to
give an extra dimension to the
study. A pair of standard and + P
158gr. .38's should add further
insight into the results.

Never before had I thought
that Dan Wesson didn't offer
enough barrel lengths, but for
this test, I wanted 2" and 3" jobs,
so I asked Paul Brothers, Chief
Engineer at DWA, if he could
make them. Couple weeks later
they arrived. DWA makes one
fine gun (actually, two now, and
soon three) for any purpose, but
for the ballistic experimenter, it's
a must. Being able to switch bar
rels on the same revolver cuts out
a bunch of variables, which im
proves the integrity of any study.
With the new barrels in hand, I
was set to test with 2", 2Y2", 3",
4", and 6" tubes. To this I added
the Thompson Contender to see
how the stuff would percolate
with a ten-inch shove.

Proof of the pudding is in the
eating, so phase two of the study
should employ some little guns.
Accordingly, a 2" M36, a 3" M37,
and a couple of unusual old De
tective Specials with 2" and 3"
barrels were tossed gently
into the shooting box,
(Continued on 50)
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S&WN
into top quality
revolvers~ crafted at
Spokhandguns~ and availa
to anyone with money to bid
By Jim Weller

There just isn't too much in the way of standard produc
tion handguns that really trips my trigger anymore.
Custom work though, is another story. By that I mean
good-custom work, not something turned out by quasi
artisans that are all show and no go. However, if some
thing shows and goes, I sit up and take notice
immediately. Such is the case with the guns currently
being given a thorough going over by E. J. Christensen
and Vern Ewer at Spokhandguns, Inc., of Spokane,
Washington.

The original story line here was to be about a certain
conversion being performed by these craftsmen, namely
the Model 19 S&W to 5-shot .44 Special. (Yes,it can be
done, and no, don't even write them and ask about it.
They're backlogged three years on them, the cost is
unreal, and I was told emphatically that no further orders
will be taken for sometime to come, and possibly never!)
When I first contacted Spokhandguns, I was given the
aforementioned statement, and expressed my (see page 59)
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.44 magnum 6" from Model 28
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Spokhand9uns offers two basic hammer styles.
Left, standard S&W. Ri9ht, cut-down version.

•45 Long Colt from Model 58

Photo by Richard J. Singer
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em Juenke
accurizes
TC Contenders
to a point where
they set records
By Tom Shippy

VERN JUENKE is well known nationally in
silhouette circles because of the modifica
tions he performs on Thompson-Center
Contender pistols. He belongs to an elite,
but dwindling group of people, known as
craftsmen, who take pride in the work they
do. This, coupled with an inventive mind,
has made him one of the foremost pistol
gunsmiths in America. In the Contender
he saw a pistol that had a lot to offer but
felt he could still impr*lve it.

A little background on Vern might be in
order to further establish his qualifica-

tions. His interest in guns goes back to his
high school days and a comprehensive
1200 hour machine shop class taught by a
Mr. Crandall, who just happened to be a
gun buff. During these three years Vern
memorized the ballistics of every cartridge
available, received a good background in
metallurgy, and also found time to make
chamber reamers for special calibers.

After high school, Vern found himself in
the army where he and his brother Arnold
qualified expert while posting the two
highest scores on the rifle range. Later,
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7.

6.

5.

3.

after being wounded in action, Vern con
tinued his study of ballistics and firearms
while convalescing in a hospital in Paris.
After his army stint, he and his brother
opened a gun shop where they made all
the reamers for the original I.CL. line
cartridges. During this time they built rifles
for such notables as Gary Cooper, Noah
Dietrich of Hughes Tool, and Jerry Orbach
and Wilbur May of the Orbach and May
department stores.

In 1956 Vern went into electronics and
didn't get back into· gunsmithing until

J: (1 to R).222 Mag. case, .222 Mag.
necked to .270, and the .270 VJ.
2: The convertible rear sight.
3: A light weight .270 bbl. partly
installed. '
4: The heart of an accurizing job-the
eight degree lock.
5: The Kit'n muzzle brake.
6: The machine work necessary to
make an "action stud" from a
standard T/ C barrel.
7: four bases from. J30 grain Sierra
boattail bu.llets recovered from in
front of the ram targets at 200
meters. Note the eight lands on the
lower ones.

1970. His son, Ken and he started a· bench
rest handgun club a few years back and
were able to learn a great deal about
ballistics and the accuracy potential of
handguns. During this time he shot an
official 100 yard, 10 shot group of .336 with
a bolt action .221 fireball pistol that he
built himself, action and all. Shortly there
after Vern turned his attention to the
Thompson Center Contender, which is
probably the most popular single-shot car
tridge pistol ever manufactured.

After doing a lot of experimenting and
(Continued on page 56)
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ITEST REPORT

DETONICS MK VI
I

SPECIFICATIONS

combat sights. They're unobstructive and
easily adjusted with the allen wrench in
cluded.

While the Detonics falls into that cate
gory of firearms that are "carried often,
but fired seldom," it seems important to
give the gun enough of a wring-out to an
swer any questions about reliability. A few
hours spent at the loading bench produced
1,000 rounds of my favorite IPSC load, a
200 grain semiwadcutter on top of 4.8
grains of Bullseye. Along with this, I fired
an additional 200 rounds of assorted fac
tory loads.

Very early in the testing of this weapon,
it became obvious that the trigger pull was
not acceptable for fast, accurate shooting.
A short trip to The ~ho Gun Shop (26646
Five Mile Road, Redford, MI 48239), re
sulted in the trigger pull being reduced
from nine pounds to an acceptable five
pounds. Rick Nott, The Sho Gun Shop's

Reliable one-shot
stopping power in a
concealable package
By Evan P. Marshall

W henever the subject ofconcealability
and the .45 Auto is brought up, the

lightweight Commander is almost univer
sally recommended. In spite of its wide
spread support, it's not the best answer for
those concerned about concealment. Cops

"like myself generally forget that citizens
are considerably more concerned about
the consequences of exposing their carry
gun. It's one thing to tell responding
officers you're "on the job," and relatively
easy to verbally convince them of your po
lice identity. The citizen, however, is on
much more delicate ground.

This concern about concealability leads
to the generally accepted practice on rely
ing on the .38 snub or"pocket auto. While
there have been new developments in the
area of high performance ammunition for
these guns, I'm not convinced of the relia
ble stopping capabilities of any small bore
handgun.

The obvious solution, then, is a large
caliber handgun in compact form. There
are, of course," currently a wide variety of
either cutdown Colts or other brands of
compact .45's. The Detonics has been
around for a few years, but I've been care
ful not to get too excited about new fire
arms. They often either go out of business
or develop severe problems iIi early sam
ples. Detonics was no exception, with some
early versions requiring extensive
modification. They've solved their
problems, however, and current produc
tion Detonics .45s have proven to be relia
ble guns.

When Jerry Rakusan called and gave
me the assignment on the Detonics new
stainless steel version, I was only mildly ex
cited. After all, neither stainless .45s or
compact .45s are new, right? Well, the
combination is, and it's long overdue.
When the temperature crawls above
eighty, both concealment and corrosion
become real concerns.

About two weeks after hearing from
Jerry, the gun arrived. It comes in a rug like
the Browning Hi Power, with a spare stain
less magazine and operating instructions.
The MKVI comes with low adjustable

42

Caliber:
Action:
Magazine:
Barrel:
L.OA
Weight:
Sights:
Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

.45 ACP
SA semi'auto
6·shot
31,4"

6¥!"
29 oz.
Combat type. fixed
Checkered walnut
Stainless steel
$579.00

Detonics .45 enlarged ejection port.
Polished feed ramp is also standard.

custom pistolsmith, informed me that ill
switched to a regular steel Detonics ham
mer, he could take the trigger pull down to
3112 Ibs. safely. Rick specializes in combat
tuning the Detonics, and knows whe~eof

he speaks.
It also became evident that this gun

doesn't care for light loads. It routinely re
fused to feed the last round when match
wadcutters were used. I don't consider this
a real handicap, however, since it's de
signed as a defensive weapon, not a target
pistol. Furthermore, it fed all other loads
without a hitch.

Since I was curious to see how much
performance was lost from the Detonics
abbreviated .45, I took the gun to the
range. Velocity was checked on my Oehler

(Continued on page 64)
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[TEST REPORT I

BROWNING BDA .380

Browning BDA .380 Auto has built-in trigger stop to limit overtravel. Note
ambidextrous safety. The grips are beautifully-finished smooth dark walnut.

SPECIFICATIONS

vious differences, however. The Browning
slide and ambidextrous safety differ sub
stantially. Curiously enough, the Browning
sells for less than the Beretta.

The BDA is beautifully finished with
smooth grips of genuine walnut. The sights
are small, but adequate for close, defensive
purposes. The frame is aluminum to save
weight in noncritical areas: The ambidex
trous safety is small, but serrated for non
slip contact. The extractor also serves as a
loaded chamber indicator. When fully
loaded, a red spot is exposed on the extrac
tor. The magazine has inspection holes that
are numbered on the back of the magazine
to let the shooter know how many rounds
he has left. •

The proof of the gun is in the shooting. I
obtained a wide variety of .380 loads, and
then took the gun and ammo to a local
range. Velocity was checked on my Oehler

chronograph and expansion by firing into a
block of Ductseal. Accuracy was checked
at fifty feet on the B-27 Silhouette. The re
sults are listed below:
Load Velocity Expansion
Remington 88 grain JHP 9S9fps 423"
Super Vel 88 grain JHP 1034fps' 467"
S&W 84 grain JHP 1003fps 471"
W-W 88 grain JHP ··995fps 453"
Frontier 90 grain JHP 933fps 429"
Federal 90 grain JHP 965fps 445"
KTW 90 grain AP 10S9fps none
Glaser 70 grain PF 12S7fps fragments

Glossary: JHP = jacketed hollow point;
AP = armor piercing; PF ~ pre-fragmented

Problems developed early on in the ac
curacy testing, however. With double ac
tion autos one has come to expect long,
gritty double action pulls, witijJair single
action pulls. The BDA, however, had a de
cent DA pull with a horrible single action
-mode. A quick trip to Rick Nott (26646
Five Mile Road, Redford, Michigan) pro
duced a substantial improvement in the
groups fired.

The BDA comes with a magazine safety
that can easily be removed. The magazine
release can be converted for left-handed
shooters. As a southpaw, that's a feature I
really appreciate.

Frankly, I'm not a fan of any small bore
handgun for defensive purposes. I realize,
however, that a lot ofpeople don't share my
sentiments. If you've been looking for a
large magazine capacity in a concealable
pistol, the BDA should meet your needs.
It's reliable, accurate, ~

and reasonably priced. ~

.J80 ACP
DA auto
13-shot
3-13/16"
63-4"
23 oz.
Blade front. windage
adjustable rear
Smooth walnut
Blue
$314.95

Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

Caliber:
Action:
Magazine:
Barrel:
L.O.A.:
Weight:
Sights:

By Evan P. Marshall

Fourteen shots in a
reliable, accurate
handgun

W hat constitutes an adequate defen
sive handgun is a subject of hot de

bate. As a cop, I routinely rely on a.45 Auto
for my plain clothes needs. Ofcourse, in my
case it's not only a matter of carrying a
weapon for personal defense, but the con
tinuing possibility of taking police action
whether on duty.or off. The armed civilian
on the other hand, carries the weapon for
self protection, and is not bound by law or
department regulation to take action
against law breakers.
. Civilian gun carriers, furthermore, are
not generally gun buffs. The weapon they
choose is routinely-purchased and carried
without much practice or training. They
generally choose between the pocket auto
or .38 snub, with the short-barreled .38 the
favorite. I really consider the snub a poor
choice for personal defense. Virtually all of
them as they come from the box have ex
tremely heavy trigger pulls. This coupled
with inadequate sights and grips make ac
curate shooting with them extremely diffi
cult. They're also quite slow to reload and
only hold six rounds at most. I only own
one .38 snub, and it's used exclusively for
second gun purposes. I leave it in my locker
at the precinct, so I'll never be tempted to
carry it off duty.

The pocket auto in .380 caliber is gener
ally superior to the .38 snub for anumberof
reasons. First of all is its increased maga
zine capacity. In comparison to the snubs
five or six rounds, the .380 holds from eight
to (in the BDA's case) fourteen. Secondly,
its grip design gives the shooter a better
hold than the inadequate handles on the
snub. Third, it's much quicker to reload
than the small revolver. Fourth, even with
high performance loads, the snub does not
appreciably outperform the .380 Auto. For
example, Remington's .38 Special 95 grain
JHP load produces 903 feet per second
from my .38 snub, while their 88 grain JHP
.380 Auto load produces 989 feet per sec
ond from the BDA.

If the Browning BDA looks surprisingly
.like another 14 shot .380 Auto, there's an
obvious reason. The BDA is built for
Browning by Beretta. There are some ob-
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TEST REPORT

HIGH STANDARD .22S KIT
Convert to .22 Short for
economy &lower recoil
By Jerry Ahern

A few years ago High Standard discon
tinued its .22 Short auto pistol. It was

a fine gun but had only a limited U.S.
market. Since then, the need for a gun to
shoot the low-recoil, economical .22 Short
round has continued with a small but
significant group of target shooters. As a
result, High Standard has come to offer a
precision fitted .22 Short Conversion Kit
adaptable to their Trophy or Citation.

It was decided to test the .22 Short
Conversion Kit for AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER along with a new production
High Standard 51/2-inch bull barrell Tro
phy in .22 Long Rifle. Since the kits are not
a high volume item, some waiting was
necessary until one became available.
When both gun and kit arrived at Sid
Harper's gunshop in north-eastern Geor
gia, both the assembled gun and the kit
seemed both impressive and practical. The
kit itself comes with a basic magazine and
a spare, obviating from the start one of the
most vexing problems involved with auto
matic pistol use and especially anything of
limited production.

The basic Long Rifle Trophy was taken
out for testing at a neaiby outdoor facility.
Accuracy at fifty feet was quite good, with
tight groups the rule rather than the excep
tion. To genuinely test the gun rather than
the shooter, some strings were run with a
two-hand hold from a modified kneeling
position. Using CCI solids-not a special
match round-the groups tightened
accordingly.

Establishing that the gun itself per
formed well, the next step was trying the
kit. In most cases, installation of such a kit
would be no big trick for someone con
stantly involved with firearms, but what
about the average shooter?

To find out if the average guy who
purchased the .22 Short Conversion Kit
would have difficulties fitting it to his gun,
the author's 22-year-old nephew, George
Smith, was given the gun, the kit, the
instuction sheet and a work space and told
to make the conversion. George has fired
numerous handguns but is by no means
any more versed in firearms than the aver
age shooter. The first" time around it took
George just a little more than twenty min
utes to completely assemble the .22 Short

High Standard Trophy shown
here takes the .22 Short kit
and provides target accuracy.

Conversion Kit to the Trophy'S frame,
including pouring over the instructions.
The only tricky part was findinK a small
enough Allen wrench to attach the muzzle
break. This wrench is not included and
should be-the size is so small it may well
require a trip to the hardware store before
assembly can be completed.

Before rushing out to find a .22 Short
Conversion Kit, make sure your Trophy or
Citation is fitted with the military grip
non-military grip models (a frame con
struction difference) will not accept the kjt.
And, if you have a military Victor, there is
a separate kit just for this gun.

The Trophy/Citation kit includes the
two magazines, the muzzle break, a light
weight slide-assembly with fully adjustable
rear sight and a 5'l2-inch .22 Short bull
barrel, with front si~ht in place.

Before installation of the kit, the gun
itself must be partially disassembled. Put
the safety on, withdraw the magazine and
make sure the gun is clear by working the

slide. With the slide held back, raise, the
slide stop lever and ease the slide forward
on its rails until these engage. Using a
wooden block against a table or other work
surface (and children's alphabet-type
blocks work very well), depress the barrel
takedown plunger at the forward portion
of the receiver beneath the barrel. With
this plunger depressed, pull the barrel up
and away from the frame. Release the slide
stop, making certain to hold the slide all
the while, then draw it forward off the
frame.

If the operation takes twenty minutes or
(Continued on page 65)
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S&W STAINLESS M63

Smith & Wesson's new Model 63 in stainless steel weighs two ounces more than
the standard Model 34, and offers a wider front sight blade with red insert.

most .22's, but well worth it to the real re
volver nut. At one time or another, most of
the various models of this littl;~evolver
have found their way into my hands and
some of my more pleasant handgun mem
ories revolve around them. My family has
always enjoyed big, succulent frog legs and
the little .22's have provided many fine
meals through the years. More for fun
were the turtles, snakes and the larger vari
ety ofjack rabbits once encountered in the
East Texas cotton fields but sadly no longer
around due to pesticides. In my experi
ence, the short, 2-inch barrel has proved to
be highly accurate but the extraction of
fired cases may be a bit tough with some of
them due to the shortened ejector rod on
the shorty. The discontinued Airweight
model was simply too light, for a single
heartbeat could play havoc with a sight

(Continued on page 64)

.22 LR
DA·revolver
6-shot
4"
8"
24V2 oz.
Adjustable
Checkered walnut
Stainless steel
$187.00

Caliber:
Action:
Capacity:
Barrel:
L.O.A.:
Weight:
Sights:
Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

, SPECIFICATIONS

Any .22 caliber handgun must, from
l""\.. sheer necessity, be extremely tough
and durable. Why? Fire 50 rounds through
a .44 'Magnum and you are generally
through for awhile: put the same number
through a .22 and you are just getting
warmed up for the fun to come. For se
rious plinking I try to always have on hand
at least 200 rounds and usually wish I had
brough t along just one more box! For
practical use, I favor the smaller frame .22
revolvers, for recoil is certainly no factor to
contend with, and the lo.ng range ca
pabilities of the little rimfires are
practically non-existent, precluding the
use of a long barrel for added sighting ra
dius. Velocity does suffer slightly in a short
barrel but it is a toss-up as to whether a
frog, turtle or rabbit recognizes this fact
and certainly few paper targets ever com
plain. Portability counts· for a lot in my I

book. .
The small, "J" frame Smith & Wesson

has always seemed to be the ideal size, in
my estimation, and the .22/32 Kit Gun
from the firm has long been one of my fa
vorites, standing the test of time to the tune
of almost 70 years! The original Kit Gun
was based on the old, .32 Hand Ejector
model and was introduced in 1911, sporting
a six-inch barrel and somewhat primitive
target sights. This particular gun sufficed,
with only minor changes, such as recessing
the chambers for the high-speed Reming
ton ammo in the mid-thirties, until 1953. It
was dubbed the ".22132 Kit Gun" in 1935
and the name carried over, along with the
Model 34 designation, on the gun as we
know it today. Variations abounded at one
time such as the M35 Target with a six-inch
barrel, the 3'12 inch barreled M43 weighing
only 14V2 ounces with its alloy frame, the
Model 51 chambered for the .22 Mag
round and the options of either nickel or
blue finishes, 2- and 4-inch barrels on the
standard model and either a square or
round butt. In 1974, the Models 35 and 51
were laid to rest, following the Lightweight
version's demise.

Since the Kit Gun possesses the same
characteristics as the larger S&W
revolvers, i.e. full target sights, slick,
smooth action and beautiful finish, it has
always been priced a trifle higher than

Anew .22/32 kit gun
good for range or field
By Bill Bennington
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MITCHELL ARMS SA .44 MAG

SPECIFICATIONS

above the bull at fifty yards. After bottom
ing the sight, I shot three more rounds with
them printing about 4Y2" above the bull. I
switched to 200 gr. handloads, knowing.
they'd print lower, but it still wasn't
enough. There was no alternative but to
file off some of the bottom of the sight· to
lower the point of impact. After working
on it with a file, there was enough adjust
ment to sight in wherever I desired. I feel
the rear sight should be re-evaluated by
Mitchell Arms and modified to correct this
problem in future production guns. It may
not be representative of other rear sights,
however sufficient adjustment should be
seen to at the factory, not at the range. This
is the only major complaint I have with the
gun.

Finish and fitting of my test gun are v'hy
well done. There are no tooling marks visi
ble except for the sides of the hammer and
they are more like a brush finish than ma
chining marks. The forged steel fraI1)e is
very nicely color-case-hardened and the
backstrap & trigger guard are made of
solid brass, not plated, so it does tarnish.
The barrel and ejector rod housing are
finished in a deep blue. Overall, it's a very
attractive revolver and I'm sure that Wyatt
Earp or Doc Holliday would've gone plum
loco if they were to have had. this piece in
their time.

The one-piece walnut, styled grips are
fitted to the backstrap nicely and feel com
fortable in my hand.

The Mitchell Arms revolver has the tra
(Continued on page 65)

.44 Mag.
SA revolver
6-shot
5V2"
46 oz.
RaPlpfront. rear adjustable
Walnut
Blue
$194.95

Caliber:
Action:
Capacity:
Barrel:
Weight:
Sights:
Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

Author Mike Barach bagged this barbi
roussa ram with the Mitchell Arms SA.

Replica Colt 1873 Army
with natural pointing
By Mike Barach

A s we slipped through the woods at the
.l'"\.. Shawnee Hunting Preserve (Box 13A,
West Fork Rd., Stout, OH 45684) I could
picture a perfect barbiroussa .ram in my
mind. It wasn't too long after, that ram was
lined up in my sights. He was about sev
enty yards b"e1ow where the guide and I
were on a hill. I cocked the hammer of the
new Mitchell Arms .44 Mag. and leveled .
my sights just behind the ram's shoulder. I
started to squeeze the trigger, but some
thing spooked him. I kept the sights on the
ram's shoulder as he started running up
the side of the hill. He stopped, looking
straight at me-a perfect broadside shot!
As I squeezed the trigger, I felt the ham
mer start to fall, but just an instant before
the .44 recoiled the ram bolted forward!
The 200 gr. Hornady slug hit him at a
slight angle approximately six inches
behind his shoulder. Not acting as if he'd
been hit, he tore up the hill and as I was
following him in my sights, ready to let
another shot go, he collapsed. The Hor
nady slug did its job well.

You noticed that I mentioned I used the
new Mitchel Arms .44 Mag. on the hunt.
The revolver is a new offering from
Mitchell Arms Corp., being built around
the legendary Colt Single Action Army
Model 1873. The gun is made for Mitchell
Arms by A. Uberti & C. Gardone of Italy.
It's an exact replica of the original design
with the exception of optional adjustable
rear sights and a hammer block mecha
nism. All other parts are interchangeable
with a Colt SAA. I usually shy away from
im ports because of inferior quality,
however this revolver is an exception.

The gun sent to me for the hunt was a
5Y2" barreled model with adjustable sights
chambered for the .44 Mag. After giving
the revolver a fairly thorough inspection of
fitting, finish, etc., I took it out to the range
to sight it in. Shooting from a sandbag rest,
240 grain handloads struck 6"-7" high at
50 yards. I moved the rear sight down and
put three more into the target. The group
lowered, but it was still high, so I pro
ceeded to move the sight down further. I
was close to bottoming the sight on the
frame and it was as plain as the nose on a
hog's face that there wasn't enough adjust
ment left to lower the group to impact just
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BROWNING BDA .45
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After about 1000 rounds I decided that
Al Carver had made his point, the BDA is
a good gun, good enough for me to use in
the Bianchi Cup match. Shooting after
hours and on weekends around a busy
competition schedule, I managed to get
another 1000 rounds of practice in before
my"trip to Missouri.

Just before departing I tore the gun
down for a complete cleaning-which is no
big deal. The BDA is cleaned as 4 parts,
none of which are small epough for even a
clutz like me to lose. Run the slide back,
turn the takedown lever, run the slide for
ward, takeout the recoil spring and barrel,
and you're done. A really close look shows
absolutely no wear on the alloy receiver
rails. Not a bit of finish was, or is, worn
through. Every other alloy frame' I have
seen has had the finish worn off the rails in
300 rounds, but not the BDA. I don't know
what finish it is, but I wish the U.S. makers
used it. I did find a tiny bit of peening on
the cam slot of the barrel. Not very much;
but just enough.

How good is the BDA? It's good enough
for me to do that much better on a de
milllding course of fire against 219
shooters, some of whom had much more
time and better facilities to practice-on. It's
good enough for me to win at IPSC.
matches, including reloading. In fact the
BDA is good enough that at least one Cal
ifornia Police Department is going to issue
it, as the gun only has two conditions of
load, decocked (double action) or fully
cocked (single action). It allows the officers
to carry a .45 without the bad PR and poli
tics of cocked and locked, with a reliable,
accurate, dependable pistol.

How good is the BDA? Damned good,
and well worth a second look at your local
gunshop, or better yet out on the range. It
may not be as esthetically pleasing in looks
as a 1911, but when you shoot it you will
feel the difference. This is one gun you
decide to buy on the range, not in a gun
shop. Shoot one and you will .....
feel what I mean. ~

.45 ACF
DA semi-auto
7-shot'
41/.1"
8"
29 oz.
6ladefront. Windage'

• adjustble rear
Checkered plastic
Blue
$399.95

Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

Caliber:
Action:
Magazine:
Barrel:
L.OA
Weight:
Sights:

master shooter Jerry Usher, and a bit of
practice, I found it to be no great problem.
In fact I won an IPSC type match with sev
eral reloads in it by 6 seconds, and the man
in second place is no slowpoke.

The very day I started to try it out, I re
ceived my invitation to the Bianchi Cup
Match for 1980. Why not, I reasoned, use
the BDA for my initial practice over the
Bianchi course? I could learn the match as
I tested the gun. Well, the more I shot it,
the more I liked it, and the more I liked it,
the more I shot it. Consistent 2" groups
with match ammo at 50 meters (shot
prone) demonstrated the accuracy of the
piece was more than enough for the match.
Reliability is the key to this match as I
knew from last year, and the BDA shot
ammo so grungy I wouldn't run it thru my
other guns. The BDA would shoot ac
curately dirtier than any gun I've ever
seen-and that's dirtier than you should
ever let a gun get.

Field-tested with
excellent results at the
Bianchi Cup
By Seth R. Nadel

T his episode started with some small
talk between myself and Al Carver,

head PR man for Browning Arms at Mor
gen, Utah. Al began by praising the virtues
of the Browning BDA (Browning Double
Action) in .45 caliber. My response was
that I had seen the gun, and considered the
piece "clunky."

To this derogatory input Al had a simple
rejoinder: "Have you ever shot the gun?" I
had to admit ignorance, and dutifully fol
lowed along to the company outdoor
range, still convinced that I could fire 20 or
so rounds, explain my dislike for the BDA,
and move on to something else. ~fter the
first 20 rounds, I was hesitant. After the
next 20,/1 was interested, and at the end of
a box and a half, I knew this gun deserved
a closer look-much closer. I quickly
arranged for Browning to send me a BDA
in .45 fresh from storage. I particularly did
not want a gun that had been used before,
or one modified or tuned in any fashion.

What I received for test is a typical gun.
Due to its alloy frame, the BDA only
.weighs 29 ounces, and measures 8" long by
5Y2" high with a 41;4" barrel. It has a rather
high profile, and is strictly a holster gun~
it's a bit large to hide under normal
clothes. Using an external hammer, the
gun is double action for the first shot, sin
gle action for (he rest, and is made safe
without using a safety. On the left side of
the frame, just under the thumb, is a "de
cocking lever." When the hammer is
cocked, pressing this lever down takes the
hammer off the sear, and allows you to
lower it to the decocked position. This spot
is about 1/4 cocked, just on the mechanical
advantage side of the double action link
age. Thus, the trigger pull from decocked
is less than from hammer down, a point I
had not realized. The earlier guns drop the
hammer instantly when the decocking
lever is applied, whereas the later version,
like mine, allow you to lower the hammer
slowly.

One of the "problems" with the BDA
for some shooters is the bottom magazine
release, and I admit I was not thrilled with
it at first. But with some expert advice from
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BENELLI B·76 DA AUTO

SPECIFICATIONS

grip frame. There is no barrel bushing and
the barrel merely projects through a hole
in the front of the slide when the gun re
coils in the firing cycle. There is no ques
tion that this provides a more accurate as
sembly than is possible with the floating
barrel, bushing, linkage type units of the
Browning/Colt design.

A machine rest was not used, but the
shooting was over a sandbag rest. The
groups measured 2112" x 3" at 15 yards.
Handloads increased the spread to 3V2" to
4". The factory ammo was lI5 grain FMJ,
while the handloads were hard cast 125
grainers. The handloads, although 10
grains heavier in bullet weight, were
loaded as close as possible to factory ve-
locities. •

The Benelli is quite fussy about the am
munition it digests. Only the loads that
conform to the length of military hardball
seem to go through every time. Sile con- ,

The magazine release of the Benelli
is one of the fastest on the market.

firmed that the gun was designed primarily
for the military stuff and so our tests just
seemed to bear this out. Sile adds that the
main purpose of this gun was for the Euro
pean military and police market.

Tht: fixed sights take it out of the target
category but certainly are big and bold
enough for combat competition that re
quires fast pointing. Speaking of combat
competition, the magazine only holds 8
and there's been a big swing among shoot
ers to go to the 14 shooters like Browning.

We were quite impressed with the over
all fit and finish and some of the innovative
engineering that went in to the Benelli.~it
settles down nicely with a two-hand hold.
When you take it apart it looks like a silver

.mine with all that hard chrome interior. It
looks different than most any other auto
with its square and blocky silhouette.

Where does it fit in? No doubt its best
purpose is what Benelli intended-for the
military and police. It's perfectly adequate
for home defense and if you don't mind
losing some brass. It would be all right for
plinking small game. It could be all right
for combat competition with a few modi-

. fications but target shooting is out without
big changes. As it stands now-it's a
beauty-both in appearance and
construction, and does what it's advertised
to do. What more
could we want?

9mm
DA auto
a·shot
41,4"

8·1/16"
34 oz.
Fixed wIwhite inlays
Fast draw
Checkered walnut
.B1ue
$349.95

Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

Caliber:
. Action:

Magazine:
Barrel:
L.OA
Weight:
Sights:

By Bert Myers

Ahefty 9mm designed
for military and police

W ithin the time frame of the relatively
recent past, a new 9mm double ac

tion, semi-automatic pistol has appeared
on the U.S. commercial market. Desig
nated as the Model B76, the gun is man
ufactured by Benelli Arms ofUrbino, Italy
and is distributed here by Sile Distributors
Inc., 7 Centre Market Place, New York,
N.Y., 10013.

For whatever reason, the advent of the
appearance of this g,un on the American
scene has received but scant attention in
the shooting press and with shooters them
selves. It's time that someone told the
shooting fraternity just what the B-76 is
and what it is not.

We first located a B-76 on the shelf of
our local retailer, Weissers of National
City, California and were provided the op
portunity to test and evaluate the gun on a
lend-lease basis. Later Sile Distributors
gave us a sample for testing and thus we
were in a great position to test two guns
which precluded the chance that we only
had a hand-picked sample furnished by
the factory, even though Sile assured us
that they don't hand pick samples that go
to writers. It was to Sile's credit that we can
report no discernable difference between
the two guns.

The very first impression was favorable.
It has a massive, hefty design that is defi
nitely eye catching and appealing. The
grip angle is good. The sights, while fixed,
are large and outlined in white. The safety
mechanism is good, although by no means
is it combat sized, and moves in a vertical
on/off direction rather than rocking
pivotly forward and down and rearward
and up as is the case with many other au
tos. The gun is all steel, even though the
frame is formed by stamping rather than
being machined from a forging. The use of
a stamped frame in no way affects the op
eration. Our congratulations to the Benelli'
people who didn't go to an alloy frame.

Dissassembly is quite simply performed
without the use of tools, and its interior is
as impressive as h,ell with hard chrome on
most internal parts. The fit and finish, are
to say the least, striking:

A real plus factor is that the barrel is
non-floating, being threaded to the breech
unit, which in turn is rigidly affixed to the
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OMEGA PEEPSIGMT

A close-up of the two-bar range-reference peepsight made by Omega. Although
it could get hung up in some holsters, the sight boosts speed and accuracy.

Don't knock it 'til you
tried it ... they can· be
fast and very accurate
By J. D. Jones

Sounds crazy doesn't it? Well, depend
ing on your ability and personal pref

erence it might be the best thing that you
ever looked through to point a gun. If you
don't go into trying one out with the right
attitude-forget it-it won't work for you.

Early in the Silhouette game,
peepsights-partic~larlycombined with
the SSK ($8.50) crosshair front sight insert
for the Lyman 17A or Redfield 63-64 sight
worked very well for those with good eyes.
I still shoot better 200 meter groups with
this setup than any other iron sight.

Accessory white outline sight blades for
Ruger, Colt, Micro and Interarms have
been available for quite some time priced
at about $6.10 each. They are very simply
installed in less than a minute and are very
popular.

The peep blades fit the same sights.
Three styles are now available. First, a
plain peep blade which works equally well
on revolvers or micro sights for 14" T/Cs or
custom XP-100s. This setup provides a
click adjustable sight that is repeatable and
durable for unlimited silhouette or hunt
ing. It is currently the only peep setup I feel
is accurate and repeatable in adjustment as
well as lightweight.

The plain peep works fine on revolvers.
It's fast and accurate. Simply center the
top of the front sight and squeeze off. It's
easy to see around the front post and lay
the post right on a deer's shoulder when
he's moving in the brush. For me, after a
little getting used to it's faster than a plain
open notch and post because it's easier to
line up.

In addition, a peep with one or with two
range reference bars is available. Person
ally, I prefer the two bar rig. On a .44 Mag
Super Blackhawk leveling the top of the
front sight with the lower bar and sighting
in three high at 50 yards will impact right
at the top of the front sight at about 100.
Split the difference between the bars with
the front sight and the point of impact is on
at 150-175. Raise the front sight to the top
bar and you're dead on at 200-225. This
seems consistent with most magnum am
munition. Obviously, the two bar sight

This white outline blade can be used
on Ruger, Colt, or Interarms handguns.
Easy installation takes only a minute.

A peepsight mounted on a Ruger Super
Blackhawk. The two-bar model provides
repeatable' performances at long range.

isn't as fast as the plain peep but it is as fast
as a plain notch and post. Holding front
sight up over a rear blade will hit a lot o(
long range targets and miss a lot more. The
two bars provide a repeatable reference for
long range shooting.

The sight has only one real disadvantage
that I can see'. It is higher than a blade and
a gun could conceivably be dropped or
bumped and bend or break the blade. It
may present a problem in some holsters. It
might just make up for those liabilities
with increased accuracy and shooting'
pleasure.

No sight is perfect. All of them are
compromises. Jimmy Clark (Rt., 2, Box
22A, Keithville, LA 71047) makes a damn
good click adjustable rear replacement
sight for Rugers that sells for $16.50 plain
and $20.00 with a white outline blade. It is
superior to the standard Ruger product.

White outline replacement blades
($6.10) for Ruger, Interarms, Colt or Micro
or plain peep ($6.50) one or two white line
bars for elevation control ($7.15) are avail
able from Omega Sales (P.O. Box 1066, Mt.
Clemens, MI 48043) or SSK Industries
(Rt. 1, Della Dr., Bloomingdale, OH
43910). Both firms offer other ~
products for handgunners. ~
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Chart No. I shows a summary of the 24,
five-shot strings fired.

Oehler's 33 turns energetic statisticians
into lazy types. After shooting a string of
any given number of shots, it gives a
complete summary of the data. By just
pushing a button on the box 6 times, it
displays low, high, extreme spread, aver
age, standard deviation, and number of
shots in the string. All of these terms are
well understood by most shooters, with the
possible exception of standard deviation.
The SD is a measure of variability of
numerical data that, with the average,
describes the distribution. Sixty-eight per
cent of all readings will fall within ± one
SD of the average, and 99 percent of all
observations will be within ± 3 SD's. As
anyone who can spell "statistics" knows,
the SD calculated from a five shot string
isn't a very reliable measure. However, the
figures for a large number of such strings is
more meaningful. Thus, Chart I shows the
average and SD for each of the recorded
strings. As expected, average velocity re
duced almost consistently with reduced
barrel length. The two SD's of 4 should be

S&W S&W Norma
N383N N38P3N 38 Spl

Std. +P M'agnum
158 SWC 158 SWC 110 JHP

DWA6" 746-23 892-26 1348-52

DWA4" 705-22 849-26 1258-51

DWA3" 725-15 861-35 1190-57

DWA 2'12" 719-7 827-29 1157-30

DWA2" 670-18 798-27 1046-4

NORMA .38 MAG

Chart 1-Average Velocity
,Standard Deviation

First Day Shoot

along with a vintage 4" Model 19 Smith
that has provided benchmark perfor
mance always. Also included were a
few tools, some cleaning equipment,
the Nikon, and Ken Oehler's Model 33
Chronotach.

Cartridges picked for the test included
Speer #3710, std. pressure 1l0gr. JHP,
Federal #38F, +P 1l0gr. JHP, and S&W
#S357-IIOJHP, .357 Mag 1l0gr. JHP. The
.38-158 std. and + P loads selected were
S&W Nyclad #N383N and #N38P3N,
respectively.

On the first available shooting day, only
the Norma .38 and the S&W Nyclad
ammo had arrived. Some of the gear was
new and untried, so we went to the range
for a shakedown cruise. First up was the
Contender with std., + P and Norma, in
that order. Next was the Dan Wesson,
beginning with 6" barrel, then stepping
down to 4, 3, 2Y2, and 2", recording 5 shot

(Continued from page 35)

~
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\ .LEAD BUILD-UP
WIPE AWAY

GUN CLEANING
CLOTH KIT

JJL
CUSTOMS

offers ...
• Complete custom work for all

handguns
• Master engraving
• Deluxe refinishing
• Combat conversions
• Complete line of accessories

Delivery 6-8 weeks

~ Forj~t~USTO~~'OO (j)
~333Highland Pkwy.. SI. Paul. Minn. 55116

Just Wipe Away Lead. Burn Rings, & Carbon Build
up On Handguns. Rifles & Shotguns. Anyone who
has ever cleaned a gun knows lead is the toughest
type of build-up to remove. This amazing cloth
cleans, leaves a sparkling finish, and is inexpensive
& long-lasting. Send $4.95 plus $1.00 postage &

handling to:

BELLTOWN DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 444. Dept. AH
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(203) 348-0911
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

PRACTICAL
FIREARMS TRAINING
Midwestern Handgunners
Train In Your Own Area On the
Famous DuelATron® Target Sys
tem. No Travel Or Added Ex
penses. Law Enforcement and
Civilian Training. Write Or Call
for more information.

JOHN SANDELL
Walker, MN 56484 (218) 547-1599

ANSOM "Master_Series" RES
An International Standard for Accuracy Development

50 Grip Inserts
available ta fit
different Pistol
.and Revolver
Frames

C'ArcoBox 308HG,Highiand, CA 92346
50

groups of each of the three cartridges. disregarded as not representative. Looking
After running out of barrels for the Dan at the rest of them would indicate that the

Wesson, the other guns were tested, begin- standard pressure ammo is more consis
ning with 4" MI9 and ending with 2" M36. tent than + P, and both are more consis
Because of time delays typical of public tent than Norma. Interestingly, though,
ranges (people changing targets, etc.), we the .38 Spl. Mag seemed to be more consis-

. didn't get to shoot all possible combina- tent in short barrels.
tions of gun/ ammo; therefore, a few Second time at the range, everything
blanks exist where there should be some was in order, and all needed ammo had
numbers. arrived. A 3" S&W M36 was subsfltuted

Three shooters tried myoId Contender for the Airweight M37. Recoil on the M37
with original style grips and agreed that it was too tough for any but the most serious
produced greater felt recoil (with Norma shooting. A 2" Security Industries stainless
.38 Spl. Mag) than a lOW' Super Black- .38 took the place of the soft-spring~" Det.
hawk using 240gr. factory Remington Spl. that had failed to fire Norma ammo
loads. The Super B chronographed 1504, first time out. We got to the range late in
incidentally. Shooting Norma Mag in the the afternoon, to take advantage of the
3" Model 37 Airweight was uncomforta- better performance of Oehler's Sky
ble, to put it mildly, even for a shooter who Screens without direct sunlight. By the
cut his eye teeth on a steady diet of Mags. time we had finished Contender and 6"
The 2" Detective Special, with cut-away DWA, it was almost too dark to continue;
guard and bobbed hammer, has the softest not enough light to trigger the screens. I
and smoothest DA pull I've ever ~xperi- loaded the Security with Norma and fired
enced on a small gun, but it misfired a five rounds over the screens. Only the first
couple of times on Norma ammo, indicat- round recorded-1l30-then the light
ing too soft mainspring for Norma's tough failed. This gun handled recoil of the hot
primers. It busted the S&W standard stuff best of all the small ones, due, un
pressure loads without problem, though. doubteclly, to its superior grip design.
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Chart 2-Average Velocity-Standard Deviation for all Gun/Cartridge
Combinations Tested

Norma Speer Federal S&W
38 Spl 3710 38F 357

Magnum Std. +P 110 JHP
110 JHP 110 JHP 110 JHP

1727-51
Contender 10"

2 1749-56 1199-29 1326-16 1808-19

1348-52
DWA 6"

2 1301-93 908-19 1033-12 1310-22

1258-51
DWA 4"

2 1297-44 896-20 979-19 1262-32

1227-49
S&W194"

2 1294-44 975-28 1056-9 1324-34

1190-57
DWA 3"

2 1176-67 888-17 951-15 1191-21

S&W373" 1138-45

S&W363" 2 1231-14 882-14

1157-30
DWA 2Va"

'2 869-15 947-14 1162-27

1060-26
Colt 2Va"

2

1046-4
DWA 2"

2 848-18 932-10 1099-18

Note
Colt 2"

2

1109-18
S&W362"

2 855-13

I-First day test, 2-Second day test. Note: soft spring did not fire Norma ammo consistently.

Moving to NASG indoor range, we set For practical purposes, Norma's new
up again, and continued the test, only to round does indeed produce magnum per
run out of the Norma ammo before shoot- formance in small frame short-barreled
ing the 2Y2" and 2" barrels a second time. guns. Further, it appears that the firm's
During the shoot, the first round of Norma advertised velocities of 1542 for a 6" test

barrel and 1225 "or a 4" vented barrel arefired in 4"; Dan Wesson recorded only 771 I'

d '1 mildly conservative.
fps. Report an recOl seemed normal, so Wet blanket to throw on this has to do
the rest of the string was fired. The result- with expansion-or lack of it. Dallas police
ing summary was so out of line that the ballistics lab chronographed the Norma
string was discarded and redone. It's possi- load in a 4" Model 15, getting results very
ble that the unit was triggered by some- comparable to those shown for 4" barrels
thing other than the bullet passing here. Expansion tests (in water) were dis
overhead. Chart 2 shows combined results appointing. Other media, such as gelatin
of all firings, a total of 64, five-shot strings, or wet phone books were not tried. The
using six cartridges and 12 different gun/ alleged poor expansion can probably. be
cartridge combinations. attributed to the copper plated steel jacket

In summary, I'll have to say Norma's got used on the bullet. Only other disturbing
something there, especially in the velocity note was that Norm;i varied more in ve
department. Lowest individual recorded locity than did any of the other cartridges
vel. was 1015 in the 2V2" Det. Spl., not tested. Perhaps the tQugher jacket was
counting the 771 mentioned above. High- partly responsible here, too. But, even with
est single reading was 1840 in the' Con- these possible shortcomings, I'm im
tender. Neither of the other .38/110 loads pressed. Since. we shot it all, I'll have to go
approa'ched the velocity obtained by out and buy a box of Norma .38 Special
Norma. The .357/110 stayed ahead in all Magnum. I have several little guns that
direct comparisons except the DWA-4" I want to keep loaded .....
second session, but by very small margins. with it. '"
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GUNBOX
MAGNET

Takes no useable space
will hold 10 magazines
in any position. $9.50 ea.

MOLYBDENUM GUNLUB
Oil Based for Protection

MARK I for Warm [, Hot Weather
MARK II for Cold thru Freezing

2 oz. Dispenser $425 ea.-Kit (I & II) $6.95
Now: Gunsmiths 8 oz. Bulk pac-$9.90 ea.

HALF & HALF BULLET LUBE
ALOX and PURE Beeswax Only
6 sticks $5.95 36 sticks $19.90

ULTRA SONIC ClEANERS- writ~f~fnT~tion
GARFOlAS SMflHS' SUPPUES

139 Park Lane, Wayne. NJ. 07470
We pay Postage Ups. land area.,.. ......,....--

THE COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. . . $6.30
AR·15, M·16 ANO M·16A1 (5 56mm Rifles) .. $B.70
INGRAM MAC·10 $550, M1 CARBINE $16.50
The most comprehensive, best illustrated manuals for the use,
maintenance and repair of these eltective weapons.
Money order or credit card onlyoin store or by mail 0 catalog $1.00

SURVIVAL BOOKS (213) 763·0804
Dept. AR 0 11106 Magnolia Blvd. 0 North Hollywood, CA 91601

045 COMBAT SHOOTERS

Ambidextrous Safetys ... , , S28.00
Extended Speed Safetys .. , S17.S0
NEW Trigger Guard Shoes-Squares
- Trigger Guard S14,9S
Extended Magazine Release-Drilled and

Tapped. complete , S21.9S
Extended Slide Release-Blue S16.S0
Extended Slide Release-Stainless Steel, , . S19,9S
Wide Grip Safetys-Blue. specify GOY'I.

or Commander S17.9S
Combat Rubber Magazine Base Pads S I.S0
Pachmayr Grips-GM-4S:GM-4SC '.. S13.S0
Chapman Hi-Ride-Holster. Bell. & Pouch S60.DO
Long or Short Adjustable Trigger [Alumn.j .. S12.00

Add S1.7S for Postage and Handling
Send Cashiers Check or Money Order to:

IfATCHEI SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
P.O. Box 17591-A

Nashville. Tennessee 37217
Phone (61S) 331·0224

0010(1 DO 01.1 (100 {lni! {I {lOt rt1...
D.S.P. ENGINEERING

Full length captive recoil spring
system for Colt Gov. Mod. and

Colt Commander

• IMPROVES FUNCTIONAL RELIABILITY
• /MPROVES HANDLING
• FASTER RECOVERY FROM RECOIL
• REDUCES TOROUE
• NO MODIFICA TlONS REOUIRED

Gov. Mod. 28.50 + 1.00 handling
Calf Commander 33.50 + 1.00 handling

Louisiana residenfs add 5% sales fox

All unifs have a uncondifional money bock guar.

WRITE ..

D.H.? Engineering

7B21 WilLOW St.

New Orleons, la. 70118
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(Continued from page 25)

HUNTIN' HOGS

are "razorbacks," which defy precise defi
nition. They tend to be smaller and rangier
than Northern California or Deep South
feral hogs.

They all offer goo<;l hunting, if you're
willing to take a handgun through deserts,
thorn thickets, scrub, forests, pastures or
wherever pigs lurk for feed and cover. And
they eat well. Dye Creek fed us on wild-pig
steaks for the two days and nights of the
hunt; no one complained or had vapors
from lack of sustenance. The boar I shot
there fed my large family amply, and Ben
Avery's sow did the same for him. Even
javelina meat is edible, although it poses a
challenge to cookery.

The Dye Creek .hunt showed that for
pigs over 150 pounds or so, the .357 mag
num is borderline. My .41 magnum took
two nearly "plumb-center" hits to collect a
220-pound mature boar. Avery found that
the .30 MI-carbine caliber Ruger Black
hawk he grabbed at the last moment was
totally inadequate as a gun, even though
he shot it well.

We'd taken along a Ruger Blackhawk in
.45 Colt caliber as a backup handgun. I
offered it to Ben in lieu of the .30 MI
Blackhawk. Later, after getting his animal,
Ben wore the ..45 in case he got a second
opportunity, but there was none.

Ben scored two neck-shoulder area hits
with the .30 MI, using factory soft-point
rounds. Both hits were well-enough deliv
ered to have at least slowed the I80-pound
sow as she took off in high gear in one of
Dye Creek's open low-level pastures. But
Patten, who guided the two of us (Dorsey
and an assistant took the other six hunters
into the hills), had to touch off a shot from
his .30-06to stop the sow. Ben ran up and
finished her off with a second shot from the
.30 MI Blackhawk.

SCORING HITS ON HOGS
When my tum came, I got off four shots,

scoring two hits in areas very similar to
where Ben hit his pig. The first was with a
factory .41 magnum soft-point round; my
boar, a long way from being "my" boar'
then, hardly grunted.

Patten tried a shot from his .30-06 to
keep. the pig from escaping into the hills'
where trailing with dogs would have been
necessary, but he missed. The pig, after a
IOO-yard-plus spriI).t and the canal cross
ing, was tiring. I caught up and delivered a
second neck-area shot with the .41, this
time a reload using Speer's 200-grain hol
low-point bullet.

The boar squealed, kicked over and .
died. Post-mortems showed Ben's two hits
and mine should have all done the job. But
only the Speer .41 magnum hollow-point
did it, really.

We felt better about our shooting, ifnot
about bullet performance; all but the two
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PISTOLSMITHING
(Continued from page 23)

ten-thousandths longer, and rounded or
possibly square across the top instead of
the usual angle. This is a problem any
good custom 'smith can fix his own way.

THE STOCKPILE
Let's face it: you need a decent stockpile

of parts to custom tune a Smith & Wesson.
In addition to his skill and experience,
that's one of the things you're paying a'
custom gunsmith for when he does your
action. Springs are a similar story. I now
offer Trigger Return springs at ten for
$15.00. They save a lot of time and work,
they're closed on both ends, and while they
feel a bit heavy when first put in, some dry
firing will make them take a set and feel
just right.

Some other things I can help you out
with. ifyou're going to be working on a lot
of Smith & Wessons, include my $99.95
extractor rod straightener, for which you
can get an optional $30 dial indicator from
Brownell's. If you recall our previous in
stallments in HANDGUNNER, you re
member our exclusive yoke endshake
bearing. We sell them separately now, at
$15 for ten. Each bearing is .002",and one
or two will do the trick.

.THE FINISH
We promised to talk about finishes this

. time. Practically speaking, there's not that
'much to say, though a how-to guide for a
good bluing job is another book in itself.
Blue or Metalife are both quite good, but I
find myself favoring stainless, and my cus
tomers are going in that direction, too.
There's a substantial cost saving in never
needing any refinishing beyond a touchup
on the buffing wheel. Admittedly, stainless
guns are a little softer and will go out of
time quicker. While factory guns mayor
may not be a little rougher in stainless, we
find that we can get an equally nice action
out of them in the custom shop.

I hope these articles have been of some
help to you. Obviously, we can't teach you
to build a match-winning PPC gun step by
step. What we tried to show you were the
master touches that you want in your
custom S&W revolver. The Ruger,
incidentally, makes every bit as fine a
competition handgun.

I hope you enjoy building your custom
PPC gun as much as I enjoyed making my
last thousand of them. When the day
comes that I stop enjoying it, I'll quit. I feel
a special pride when someone like Jim
Collins or Ad Clark or Ida McKinney wins
a national championship with one of my
guns, and I try to put that pride into every
revolver that lea.,ves my shop.

If you take enough care, you'll feel the
same pride when the revolver that leaves
your own workbench turns in a IIIIIIIM
fine performance. ~

NAZI·Coliectors M·43 Slyle
Black S-S Caps. Only $15.00
Postpaid. Order' your size
NOW. Our 224·page fully il·
lustraled catalog 'only $3.00
(free with order). .

W.W. #lUd. (Gl_'#206J
St. LouiS. MO.. 63158

OVER 40.000 Items In Stoek

Send stamped. self
addressed envelope .

for sales listings.
Catalog due out soon.

BROCK'S SURPLUS. INC.
Box 33242, Dept. AH.
Decatur, Ga. 30033

with Colt.
Trademark
and name on
blade!

U.S. made for
foreign
sales!

ORIGINAL
COLTAR-15
BAYONET·

with sheath, new

$2995

B'OLT BENDING BLOCKS
Send Mauser. Springfield and Jap bolts with (),JIf
one set of blocks. This newly designed 13350milled·steel block will withstand forging with·
out disforming or breaking. All bolt camming
surfaces and locking lugs are protected from GI t PP.
the heat. A basic necessity for every profes- li4-pag. 'a.nom"h
sional or amateur gunsmith. s.~ C,tliog S2.0'

FRANK M MEIER. INC. (Est.11l31l)
Dept. AH-181 3577 Easl Tremonl Avenue. New York. 10465

~.IIII.II.IIIi1'
- ftullrence '';'',' ..... -
: CUSTOM HOLSTER for your gun '. .. ..._
_ -ex.act fit. Easy Draw! '. _

- KEITH HOLSTER r -
Top grain saddle lealher. Non·

.- bulky. glove iiI. Exposed trigger. -
_ Belt loop and safety srrap. , __

Write for Free Catalog I _
Over 100 holster styles.

_ Also scabbards. cartridge _
_ belts. slides. cases. rifle _

slings. and holster belts.

- The George lawrence Co. -
- Portland. Oregon 97204 -

lIil.iH.II I I I I I Ii. ;111II
TYLER'S GRIP

BETTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
ond S & W MODERN
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or &LACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE'
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W

P01ISHa~6 C:rheBL~~er$3.i~:ols,Gglo FI~IS~oti4~oO
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Postpaid Delivery.
Genuin. Stag-Wood & Synth.tic Gun Grips. L.e
Loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand-mad.
Hol.ters & lelts, Leath.r & Clarino.

- Deal.r Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd., Otdahomo City, Okla. 73114
Call toll·I,.. (800) 654-8415 (ou",,," 01<) .



finishing shots had been on running ani
mals at ranges of 50 to 70 yards. And
Patten felt better. He told us he and Dor
sey had been nervous about turning a
gaggle of people loose with handguns for
pigs on the ranch. Until our hunt, they had
never taken clients out after wild pigs
strictly with handguns. They used .357
magnum and 9mm handguns to cull out
undesirable animals. But these were
mainly sickly sows or other pigs unable to
get away. Dorsey and Patten, while not as
thoroughly trained with handguns as some
of us, are working wildlife professionals
who know how to expertly get near the
animals and birds they manage.

Patten said Ben's sow was the first pig
taken there by a handgun-hunting client,
and mine (shot about 45 minutes later) was
the first boar.

Up in the hills, the other six hunters
fared poorly. Patten had guessed right in
taking us low; the other hunters sweated,
strained, swore and persevered in the Si
erra foothills part of the ranch, but they got
no pigs.

Some had shots. One writer carrying two
handguns suffered first a failure to fire with
his Thompson-Center .30-30 pistol and
then had four misses with his .44 Auto
Mag. Richardson worked cannily in for a

MEET THE MILLETT MARK I
This fixed sight combination' offers you the ultimate in quality and precision, The dual
focus white outline teams up with our positive light deflection system to guarantee
you the finest sight picture ever offered on a fixed sight. The Millett Mark I carries an
UNLIMITED LIFETIME GUARANTEE, and it's available NOW.
ONLY $27.95, plus tax.

Easy to install· combat proven· all steel construction. matte blued finish· fits 1911
series Colt automatic· 9MM Browning High Power· and other autos with standard
3/8" dove tail.

Please enclose cashier's check or money order, with your order, plus $2 for
shipping in U.S. Foreign orders enclose additional postage,

PRECISI~~ 111&&~vv [ID 1II>It'QI(~
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(714) 842·5575
(714) 847·5245'

r~1 , rt ~ 11(3 ,J ,. , .) 16131 Gothard Street Dept,116
"1oI'~J':~6o-I;..-"./ Huntington Beach, CA 92647

. ~Dealer and distributor inquiries welcome.

•• . provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces'
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochur.e and name
of nearest
dealer

"Until our hunt, they
had never taken clients

out, after wild pigs
strictly witll handguns."

coup in the brush on what he thought was
a big boar, but it turned out to be under
sized; the big one he'd spotted before the
stalk had slipped away. The next day, 'a
California gun writer shot a boar with a
guide's rifle, since the handguns-only pre
scription applied the first day only.

Avery and I, Arizonans sqrrounded by
California hunters, kidded o'ur colleagues
about our luck and their discomfort on
their native heath. It was, of course, really
a matter ofluck and good guessing by Dan
Patten. But to get vengeance for past foot
ball and basketball' indignities committed
by Californians on Arizonans, we posted a
score-sheet reading "Arizonans 2, Califor
nians 0." If Bill Ruger had been there, he
could have done a number like "Rugers 2,
all others 0," since only Avery and I car
ried Blackhawks.

But the basic lesson was that when hunt
ing wild pigs with handguns, bigger is
better.

Following is a list of loads I've used on
wild' pigs in Northern California, Arizona
and Louisiana. Much lighter loads and
smaller calibers will do on javelina, but
these are all solid hitters that should flatten
anything porcine that's been around since
man started hunting his .....
fatback. ~
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REFLEX ACTION
Here Lt. Higbie .has made a telling point,

one which Sgt. Newell also calls attention
to. Gunfights don't occur in front of tri
angulated videotape machines, where the
action can be played back in slow motion
from several angles to determine when and
where each bullet struck, after six were
fired in a very short time fr;lme. While this
is a valid argument in some cases where the
.38 Special and similar cartridges are con
demned for impotence, it does not explain
the many documented cases where the cop
killer was hit several times in vital areas
with the round-nose .38 bullet, with
out being prevented from committing
homicide.

As to the argument that policemen had
to be saved from their own incompetence
via the issuance of low-power ammuni
tion, Sgt. Newell told us there were about
40 accidental discharges a year versus an
average 100 gunfight situations. Lt. Higbie
elaborated that of these "accidentals,"
only ten to fifteen a year involved an
officer or bystander actually hit with a
police bullet, and that gunfight statistics
run sixty to eighty encounters annuall.r.
these days, shootouts having been on a
downward trend for the past couple of
years. This gives credence to the point
made by Police Protective League Director
Bitterolf, that the officer needs to worry
about a weak gun pitted against a heavily
armed criminal more than he needs to
worry about a full-power sidearm jeopar
dizing himself or innocents.

likely to be killed because he doesn't have
the firepower to instantly take down a
heavily armed suspect, than because some
one gets his own gun away from him.

LL Charles Higbie, head of the Shooting
Team that investigates all officer-involved
gunfire situations in LAPD, told us that
several policemen have been shot over the
years, after having hit the gunman with
their own round-nose .38 slugs first.
However, he refrains from drawing any
conclusions about the service cartridge's
stopping power. "In the heat of a gunfight,
it is impossible to say where each bullet hit
at each instant," he told us. "The guy you
hear about who was 'hit six times before he
went down' may have been shot five times
in the arms or legs or other nonvital areas,
and dropped when the last bullet him him
in the head. If a policeman who is looking
down a gun barrel fires his own gun as fast
as he can, the suspect might be hit six times
before he falls to the ground even though
the first shot killed him instantly."

A QUESTION OF PRIORITIES
The matter has not been brought before

the courts (as it theoretically could be, if an
officer were injured after solid hits failed to
keep a criminal from firing, because "It is a
question of priorities right now. Do you
su.e over guns and ammunition, or do you
sue over salaries and benefits and disci
plinary actions? Guns and ammo are not
on top of our priorities; close, but not on
top."

There is another obstacle in the path of a
courtroom approach to solving the prob
lem of less-than-potent service cartridges:
the so-called Long Beach Decision. The
case was filed by the Long Beach, Califor
nia, Police Officers Association' in 1976,
with a view toward forcing departments to
issue things like guns and uniforms instead
of m~kingofficers purchase their own. The
court agreed that such necessities should
indeed be furnished by the department,
with the clear implication that the depart
ment could issue whatever it felt was suita
ble. This decision has been felt throughout
Califurnia, and many lawmen in that state
bitterly regret the well-intentioned effort
by their own kind that wound up saving
them money in some cases, but also se
riously limiting their discretion in carrying
high-powered weaponry they felt they
needed, and felt so with sufficient convic
tion that they were willing to buy their own
Magnums and auto-pistols.

Like Sgt. Newell, and everyone else who
argues the LAPD Ammo controversy, Ken
Bitterolf came back to the point about an
officer or bystander being shot with a
police gun. His resp.onse is, "We are
trained expertly in hand-to-hand combat,
and an officer who gets his gun taken away
has made a mental mistake. I feel for him
and his family, I truly do, but that situation
is a rarity, Most officers don't make those
mistakes."

(Continued from page 27)

took the matter of weak cartridges as inad
equate safety equipment to California's
OSHA office. "We got a nice letter back
saying Cal-OSHA didn't have control over
guns and ammunition," says Bitterolf,
"and a week later Cal-OSHA came and
cited us .for numerous violations.

COP TALK

FACING DEADLY ODDS
For every instance where an officer in

eptly uses (or loses) his gun, there are
several cases where a conscientious officer
may face deadly odds with no protection SNATCHED GUN
but a revolver loaded with bullets in- The "snatched gun" argument seems to
famous for poor shock power. Bitterolf be the cornerstone of "their" argument,
agrees. "Very, very few bad guys on the "they" being the term spokesmen use
street use .38s with roup.d nose lead bullets. when they refer to LAPD's decision-
They use things like 15-shot 9mm's and all makers, Who are "They?"
kinds of guns. We're generally outgunned According to all we could gather from
on the street." Bitterolf tends to think, as a both sides of the issue, "they" are former
patrol officer, that a policeman is more LA Police Chief Ed Davis, period. Though
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For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

528.00 plus $1.50 P.ostage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers 510.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
po. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

~
WALLET-HOLSTER

I \ . for Hi-Standard Derringer

~
[ Look~ Like ~ Wallet on the Ounlde

9 /'. Packs a 2-Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $17.SlS POSTPAID

,od

):BE~~~~G~~:'~'=,~~TER
'iJ.:.h::F:=::jH . and other Large·Frame Auto~

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $J.SlS POSTPAID
(Calif resJdenu.add 6Clttall)

BUL~ERS'SUPPlY
Oept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is adivision of the B. E. W. B. Corp.

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Surviva/ Guns"

-:'! ~ Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition
Fast and Secure

Break Front
Holster of Space

Age Plastic

"Pistol Sights'
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M-39 & M-59 .

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mall!

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please Inquire.

No Collecl Calls, Please'!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505-546-2151

For info, send S.A.S.E.
STEYE HE.IGSO.
2049 Kerwood Ave. :it 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit .. An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white-. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fallout, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.
12 INSERT FLUORESCENT '6 COLOR KIT $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . S38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT S59.00 Ppd.

_[Original 12 inse_rt_ opaque 4 color kit· 511.95 Ppd.)
Ask about our luminous pigment

Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

FLUORESCENT COLORS!
\



Metaloy Co.• Inc.
6567 E 21 PI. "E"'Tulsa, OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

Distributor of .
Hogue Monogrips®

Power Custom
GRAND MASTER DELUXE

with Hogue
Monogrips@

The
uMETALOYu

finish

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond-"
will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. '"C') with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against rust
(4) All internal and external parts

processed

POWER CUSTOM, INC.
P.O. Box 1604
Dept.11

Independence, MO 64055

National combat champions rely on the expertise
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms
worthy of the user's potential.

Now Ron Power has extended his services
for the serious competitor one step further
by offering specialized tools and customized
patented parts.

Send $2.00 for an illustrated brochure of
services and Power Accuracy Products.

NOW YOU CAN
COMPETE
WITH THE
POWER AD'VANTAGE

" .. . tlte one vote for
tlte old ammo was Ed

DCfV;S, and "'at was "'_
only vote Ite needed.'"

Davis has a nationwide reputation as a
hard-line law and order man, his own cops
didn't see him in the same adulatory light
as conservatives and pro-police activists
elsewhere in the country. To say that Davis
was a dictator, according to Ken Bitterolf,
"would be putting it mildly. He admitted
he was a dictator." A ranking member of
LAPD told us, "On the guns-and-ammo
issue, the vote was seven thousand to one.
But the one vote for the old ammo was Ed
Davis, and that was the only vote he
needed."

.Since the ne'Y chief took over, the Los
Angeles Police Protective League has been
too involved with other issues to bring up
the ammo controversy again, though it is
sure to resurface in future negotiations.
When that happens, the LA cops will be
resigned to asking for nothing more than
high-performance ammo in their existing
Combat Masterpiece .38s. It will be
nothing more than a concession that well
over half of their brother officers across the
country have won; LAPD's own studies,
conducted by Newell and others, indicated
strongly that expanding bullets were in the
best interests of public safety and officer
survival. It is significant that members of
the LAPD SWAT teams are all issued Colt
.45 automatics.

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
Phone (805) 944·4487. MasterCharge, VISA and COD orders are welcome.
Residents of California please add 6% state sales tax.
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LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95

Also available. the new Lee White
Outline rear sight blade for Colis.

. Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each.
Jobbers and distributors call or
write for quantity discounts.

The original liquid sight kit, highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions. Our
material should not be mistaken by the "Bull·ogna" being offered by some would·be
competitors. - Mini·Kit - 1 color (your choice), 'will do 25 sights - $9.95.
- Deluxe Mini·Kit - all four colors
(red, orange, yellow and white), will do
100 sights - $35.00. - Regular Kit .
1 color (your choice), will do 55 sights
$19.95 - Deluxe Kit - all four colors,
will do 220 sights - $69.50. - Our kits
are very easy to use. Fully illustrated instructions

Our kits are being used by many major law
enforcement agencies and by most major pistol·
smiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems,
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings,
Mathews & Sons, and Pachmayr. With a minimum
of tools, you can have an attractive, functional
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed
by Lee Baker. Send check or money order to:

HOT LOADS-YES
As noted above, CHIP and LA County

(departments every bit as progressive as
LAPD) have gone to "hot load" .38 Spe-
cial ammo. The FBI has adopted the 158-
gr. lead hollowpoint, as has Chicago PD;
neither have had serious adverse public
reaction, and both have seen improvement
in officer morale as well as an increased
ratio of instant one-shot stops. Other
Federal agencies are using the "Treasury
Load," a nO-grain .38 jacketed hollow
point at near .357 Magnum velocities;
shock power improved tremendously, and
ACLU never sued the government, nor
accused President Carter of issuing
"dumdum bullets." Phoenix PD was one
of the first to go to .38 hollowpoints; they
report a high rate of one~shot stops with
the 125-gr. Remington load, though some
of their officers still want more powerful
guns.

Boston and New York City police man
agement defended the round-nose lead
bullet even more vociferously than LAPD,
until the patrolmen's organizations wore
them down; those departments now issue
semi-wadcutter .38 ammo, and while the
flat-nosed bullets have improved the gun
fight performance statistics somewhat,
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HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

P.O. BOX 1066 MT. CLEMENS, MICH 48043

SUBSIDIARY OF MAG·NA·PDRT ARMS, INC.

FOR RUGER & COLT
HANDGUNS

SS!~,
ALSO

Omega (New Improved) Trigger
Spring for all New model

Ruger Single-Action revolvers
lig~ten Trigger Pull ~~O

.(), -. Each

Omega Sales

DEPT. AH-IO, 90 CRICKET AVE.
ARDMORE, PA 19003

lielping Shoote,s Enjoy The;, Sport

BY POPULAR DEMAND

White Or Gold

Outline
RearSight

Blades

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 59¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STARPUB. CO.

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

(Continued/rom page 39)

.270VJ CONTENDER

there are indications that what LA cops
call "hot loads"-and what so many other
progressive law enforcement agencies call
"stand.ard issue"-might be a more
satisfactory answer.

TIME FOR CHANGE
LAPD spokesmen are careful not to say

that their issue handgun cartridge offers
sufficient stopping power gunfights with
criminals. This is because they know such
a statement would be a falsehood, as docu
mented by literally hundreds of official
police gunfight reports from departments
across the country, including their own.
For that same reason, LAPD does not
address itself to questions of ricochet and
overpenetration, undesirable side-effects
that are as heavily and positively linked to
the round-nose lead .38 slug as lung cancer
is to cigarettes.

To American citizens-indeed, to
policemen throughout the world- "Los
Angeles Police Department" is syn
onymous with the concept of progressive
law enforcement. The continued use of the
round-nose lead service bullet, repudiated
by every scientific test and survey as ineffi
cient, and dangerous to innocent bystand
ers as well, is a source of personal and
professional concern to the members of
this otherwise exemplary
law enforcement agency.

bench rest testing it was found that there is
a certain amount of vertical stringing that
occurs in the Contender, more in some
receiver-barrel combinations than others.
In order to get the utmost in accuracy,
Vern found that certain modifications are
necessary. First he fits and installs a
custom-angled locking piece (which has
been modified over the years) to the barrel.
The old lug is discarded. The receiver then
is closely machined to accept the new
locking lug. These two steps don't sound
too difficult but a lot of experimenting
went into finding the correct combinations
and everything is closely scrutinized to
insure a tight "vault-like" lockup. The
hinge-pin holes in both the receiver and
the barrel are reamed to the same size and
a custom pin is installed. Also, the trigger
and sear are worked over and adjusted and
a new heavier hammer spring is installed.
The above process is done for a reasonable
cost of $62, which is far below the going
rate for accuracy jobs on revolvers and

. automatics. The Contender, after under
going the above process, is easily the least
expensive, most accurate handgun that is
available in calibers suitable for big game
hunting and silhouette competition. If an
individual has more than one barrel to be

For hard ridin' an'
rough goin! ...
pack your gun in a
TRAILRIDER holster.

Quality leather hand
crafted to meet all

your hunting needs ...
... crossdraw & straight

•models ... authentic blk.
powder replica holsters

&accessories.
... from $24.95

Illustrated Catalog $1.00
TRAILRIDER PRODUCTS

P.O. Box 2612 Dept. AH
Littleton, CO 80161

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

AC ONWOR S
P.O.Box23028

TI K Richfield, MN 55423

BRASS

CHOOSE A WINNER

.45 ACP-9mm-.38-.357
.44SPL-.223-.308

WE HAVE IT!
Call For Quantity Prices

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

AMMO-NOW
CARTRIDGE STRAP ole

Carry 6 rds. on your wrist or rifle stock. Velcro fasten
ing for adjustability. Constructed of durable nylon in a
variety of popular calibers and a wide range of colors,
including camoflage. $5.50 ea.

CAL DRAKE ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 9217, Marina Oul Ruy. CA 90291

BANKAMERICAROIVISA NO. _

EXPIRATION D~;ECulver Blvd., M"in' Del R,y, C/90=2=9',.-----

Hand c,afted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tieaowns, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

Specify waist $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
size Gun make, check or money or-
bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7'12' bbl.

Send $1.00 for complele catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040
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DEPT. AH Illj~:~15P;:,·~d:.nl'

5832 S. GREEN ST.
CHICAGO. ILL. 60621

SYSTEM
MAUSER
by John Breathed &
Joseph Schroeder

• Complete "Broomhandle"
(M1S96) coverage

• Over 100 variations featured
• More than 400 illustrations
Only $17.50 postpaid

HANDGUN PRESSus.
Funds

THE "BODYCt1AltD"
WITH THE ALL NEW TEFLON LINING

Available in Black or. Brown. The two tone
brown pictured is available with B/W only.
Available for: S&W K·Frame, Gov't Auto,
Commander, Brng H. P., Med. Auto's, Small
Frame D.A. •

~.~ 1-------....,..-------.-.......1
!-,~-------~ The first milior Holster innovation in years. A

perfect combination of Top Grain Leather with
Teflon Lining.
Add $2.00 for B/W plus $1.50 for shipping. California
resillents add 6% sales "tax. Send check or money
or....r. Dealers inquiry welcome.

by Charles Kenyon

• 432 11"ISIh" pages
• OYer 500 big photos
• Covers proof marks,

accessories, mechanisms
• Most complete coverage
Only $20 postpaid

THE TWO TOP WORKS ON

LUCiERS MAUSERS

" ••• a gun that's capalJle
of competing with the

custom XPs costing two
to three times as much."

fit to the same frame, the second barrel is
just an additional $39. To eliminate any
possibility of developing slack in a partic
ular gun many prefer not to interchange
barrels. However, for those who would like
to retain the interchangeability feature it is
easy to drive the hinge pin out with a brass
punch. It should be noted that the trigger
can still be adjusted without removing the
barrel; it just takes a long-shanked .050
allen wrench.

After accurizing, a standard 14" Con
tender is the "best buy" for silhouette
shooting and i~ capable of being a 200
meter chicken gun. The first "40" shot with
a 14" Contender was accomplished back in
February of '78 by Skip Talbot with a .30
Herrett. This was during the short period
that the 14-incher was still classed as a
production gun. Incidentally, that partic
ular gun had been given the "Juenke treat
ment." Standard barrels cannot be used in
a frame that's been accurized unless
they're- given the $39 treatment. Small
price to pay, really, for a gun that's capable
of competing with the custom XP's costing
two to three times as much.

For those who prefer the big bores for
either silhouette sho<;>ting or hunting, Vern
has developed a real effective muzzle
brake that screws on to the end of the
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Unlined
$24.95
$24.95
$22.95
$22.95

Teflon Lined
$38.95
$38.95
$36.95
$36.95

S&W K Frame
Gov't Auto
Small D.A.
Medium Auto

CUSTOMIZE your Colt!
Complete .45 Combat Modifications

Specializing in all Colt A.C.P. handguns

Action jobs on 5& W,
Colt, and Ruger

Custom accessories and
custom re-Ioaded ammunition

barrel. This brake works on the principal
of exhausting the greatest amount of gas
possible for a maximum braking effect.
The barrel still qualifies under IHMSA's
maximum length of 15-" and, if desired, the
brake can be removed and a plastic cap,
supplied als·o by Vern, is turned onto the
threads to protect them. After shooting
two different loads through a .35 Reming
ton with and without the muzzle brake, I
can assure you that it's real effective. I
think it could mean the difference between
winning and losing to a person bothered
by recoil in the late stages of a silhouette
match. It would also be an aid when bench
testing the hard-kicking calibers used in
big game hunting. Everything else being
equal, it's usually easier to get better ac-
curacy from lighter recoiling guns, thus, a ALL WORK
more reliable indication of how accurate UNCONDITIONALLY
one's reloads are. As it adds very little to GUARANTEED
the length of the barrel, a person could
elect to carry it hunting or leave it home
depending on personal preference. CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS AND OUR CATALOG!

There is certainly nothing wrong with MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC.the standard super 14" Contender but any
gun can be improved with a little judicious
tinkering by a knowledgeable gunsmith. Custom Handgun Specialists
One has only to look at how the standard
XP-lOO has been improved by all the atten- 214 East Adrian Sf.. Blissfield, MI 49228.517/486-4000
tion and custom tuning done to it by any Thomas Kohler John Post, Sr.
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"Ken Juenlce s"ot eig"t·
40x40s in AAA silltouette
competition in '979."

shoulder on this case for positive head
spacing. A Williams rear sight was chosen,
but modified to eliminate any slack or
backlash in the threads. A rear sight blade
was then designed to his own liking. As
load testing with a scope was planned,
Vern modified a Williams I" scope mount
to allow the interchanging of iron sights
and scope in a matter of seconds. There is
also no need to re-zero when switching
from sights to a scope if both have pre
viously been zeroed. Tolerances are kept to
such a minimum that the gun will still be
perfectly zeroed. Of course, the gun was
also given his standard six-step accurizing
which was detailed earlier.

designed his own cartridges. The case set
tled on was the .222 Remington magnum
case which he felt would be ideal in ca
pacity, would leave a lot of steel around
the chamber and would provide a little
longer neck and larger capacity than the
.223 case. It was given a 40 degree shoulder
with a minimum of body taper and the
chamber was cut to bench rest tolerances.
(Vern has loaded his cases 25 times with no
cases lost for any reason; this would indi
cate that a snug chamber is the correct
approach.) The caliber chosen was .270
which has a good variety of bullets avail
able with high ballistic coefficients and a
.277 diameter bullet allows a nice-sized

TYPE PRIMER C.O.A.L. VEL. FPS.POWDER

90 gr. Sierra Hp. 27.0 gr. RL7 BR4 2.450 2685
100 gr. Horn. spire 26.8 gr. H322 BR4 2.450 2530
100 gr. Nosier sb. 27.0 gr. H322 BR4 2.515 2575
110 gr. Sierra sp. 26.5 gr. H322 BR4 2.550 2440
130 gr. Sierra bt. 27.0 gr. 4320 BR4 2.550 2200
130 gr. Nosier sb. 27.0 gr. 4320 BR4 2.515 2200
150 gr. Sierra bt. 26.0 gr. 4320 BR4 2.550 2000'

.170 VJ LOADING DATA

(Consider these loads to be maximum. Start a grain or two low and work up. Neither Vern }uenke, the American
Handgunner, or the author, assume any liability for the use of these loads.)

number of gunsmiths. Vern felt that modi
fying a standard Contender to the same
degree that the XP's are, would produce an
ultimate unlimited Contender. An XP with
its bolt arrangement might hold the case
more rigid and certainly the barrel is im
movable, but.a tightly chambered Con
tender with a lockup like a bank vault and
a chamber that allows very little expansion
of the case would make the difference
academic. An XP has more weight in the
action and over the hand while a TC with
the lighter action can afford to put more
weight out front and utilize a heavier,
stiffer barrel.

Another difference that many people
don't consider is that a full-length sized
case in a bolt action is canted slightly to the
side by the extractor spring. With these
considerations in mind Vern set out to
build a better unlimited Contender.

First a custom barrel equal to the ones
used on the XP's would be needed. A 15"
Shilen 8 land barrel was chosen and was
given a straight cylindrical taper out to the
muzzle. The barrel can be left heavier than
most barrels used on the XP action which
certainly can't hurt the accuracy potential.
Vern's barrels run around .915" in di
ameter. Vern cuts off a standard barrel,
bores it out and threads it to receive the
new bull barrel.

Caliber choice was another item that
needed to be worked out. When Vern's
boy, Ken, started shooting silhouettes in
November '78' he used an accurized .35
Remington. With this combination he shot
a 34 in his first match, which is truly
rerparkable, but they both wanted a flatter
shooting caliber. As is typical with Vern, he

Install it yourself. It's
easy. No cutting, filing or
filting and you'lI get
professional results.
Available for all Ruger
Centerfires.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT
$17.95

Complete

Address' _

Handy guide lists dozens of sources for reload·
ing information, most of it free! Includes a
check list to help you keep track of what you
have and what you need for your kind of reload·
ing. Send $1.00 for Source Guide/Check List to
NRMA, Suite 300, 1221 S.w. Yamhill, Portland,
OR 97205. National Reloading Manufacturers
Association.
I enclose $1.00 for Reloading Source Guide/Check List.

Name _

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEH PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

WRiTE~ ~. Box 2496-AHU.I_ Hartford, CT
~ 06101

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new' 79 Catalog.

Jones Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and Crown
City Autos. Completely replaces
the existing release. No drilling or
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. PateQt Pending. $19.95
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax.
JiM·S. FLYE SHOPPE Dept. AHG
Rd. # 1 9518 Rt. 60 Fredonia. NY
14063 .

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS
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ROBERT A. STRONG CO.
DEPT. AH·1
105 MAPLEWOOD AVENUE
GLOUCESTER,MA01930

1·617·281·3300

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

COLT 45ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

NEW QUICKLINE@) COMBAT SIGHT

FIRST CHANCE
HOLSTERS
by STRONG

_ 'GUTRIDGE, INC.
533-214th Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311 ·219-865-8617

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II
Send 30¢ in stamps for information and prices

The BEST concealable holster made.
Ask your dealer why or write us.

With a .270 VJ built by his dad, Ken
Juenke shot eight 40x40's in AAA sil
houette competition in 1979. Seven of
these were official scores with one being
disallowed as he shot the wrong ram. His
load is 27 grains of 4320 with a 130-grain
Nosier solid base bullet at 2200 fps. The
November-December '79 issue of the Sil
houette indicated that this is a record for
an unlimited· contender. The .270 VJ will
shoot well under a minute of angle with a
4X scope from a bench rest. I've shot a
group that measured 7/8" from center to
center at 100 meters with a .270 VJ that
Vern built for me. The load used was 26
grains of H322 with Sierra's nO-grain
spitzer. I can't do this all the time, but the
gun is capable of it and more often than
not, groups cluster around one inch. It is
an ideal cartridge for unlimited silhouette
competition. Kathy Miner of Reno, Ne
vada, won the high lady trophy at the
Phoenix IHMSA Internationals with an
XP chambered to the .270 VJ cartridge.
She shot a score of78 out of80 and she also
has two 40's to her credit thus far with this
gun. Recoil is real mild which would allow
a recoil conscious person to concentrate
more on sight alignme;:nt. It would be real
hard to find a better choice for varmint
hunting. It works well with bullets ranging
from 90 to 150 grains. The .270 VJ is a flat
shooter attaining velocities close to 2700
fps. with 90-grain bullets and around 2000
fps. with 150-grain bullets. Bullets of 130
grains at 21 to 2200 fps. seem to be best for
silhouette competition. Most of the loads
listed develop around 1400 foot pounds of
energy which is way out of proportion ,to
the small case.

Anyone who enjoys pistol shooting with
contenders (and the list is growing daily),
and wants the very best, should contact
Vern Juenke at the Accuracy Den,
25 Bitterbrush Road, ......
Reno, Nevada 89523. ~
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STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION NEW PRICE
1070 Walther pp, ppk/s [New Models] .22Ir., 32acp., 380 $35.00
1073 Browning Hi·Power, Model P·35, 9MM Para 35.00
0972 Colt Bisley Model Single Action 35.00
1075 Colt Single Action Army [Pre-WWII Models] 30.00
0971 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Earlier Models] 28.50
0970 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Latest Models] 30'!00
1072 Colt Peacemaker, New Frontier .22 30.00
0973 Colt gov't. M/1911 auto, comdr., ace, gold cup, etc 24.75
0974 Colt Python, other off. pol. Old model Frames

Magna Ext. Style ··· .. 39.75
0975 Colt Python, other off. pol. [stand size replaces

factory wood] ...... , ... ,............................... 28.50
1071 Ruger Bearcat Single Action .22 28.50
0980 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [New models XR3·RED] 28.50
1074 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [Old models XR3] 30.00
0978 Ruger Super Blackhawk · 33.75
0979 Ruger Security 6, Pol. Servo 6, Square Butt , 30.00
0983 Smith & wesson, "J" Frame-Round Butt 28.50
0984 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Square Butt 28.50
0985 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Round Butt , 30.00
0986 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Square Butt 30.00
0987 Smith & Wesson, "N" Frame-Square Butt 31.50
0988 Smith & Wesson, Model 39 ..... ,..................... 49.50

Bona Fide Dealer Inquires Solicited.
Best Ivory Grips Available

High-quality genuine
STAG once all:ain avail
able and at REASON
ABLE prices! All orders
must be accompanied by
certified check, money
order t or formal request
for C.O.D. shipment. In
clude' $2.50 per order to
all 48 states.

disappointment, but when they asked if I
would be interested in wringing out three
of their newest developments which he
referred to as "camp & trail" guns, I could
hardly tum that down, and the results of
that testing follows.

All of the;: C&T guns are made from the
S&W "N" frame, using both the Model 28
and 58 guns. You can get one in three
choices of calibeI', those being .41 Mag
num, .44 Magnum and the venerable .45
Long Colt. Finish can be had in your
choice of either a deep lustrous blue or
industrial hard chrome. The guns built
from the Model 28's will all have adjust
able sights, while the 58's will keep the
fixed configuration, and all guns will incor-
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P.O.

Complete care for- your finest
pistols. Duraluminum clean
ing rod, phosphor bronze
brushes, silicone cloth, nylon
cleaning tips, wool mops,
patches, Gunslick, oil, solvent
and expert cleaning instruc
tions. Deluxe kits for shotguns
and rifles also available.

£W

The big
new book

on
gunmanship

This is the most comprehen
sive and practical guide to
shooting you can buy. Written
by 23 of the world's top gunmen
and women, it covers every
aspect of indoor and outdoor
recreational and sport shooting
with rifles, shotguns, hand
guns, airguns, and antique guns
("black powder" Shooting). Over
360 how-to illustrations. Size
7,%" x 10".

The Book of

SHOOTING
FOR SPORT AND SKILL

edited by
FREDERICK WILKINSON

A Main Selection of
The Outdoor Life Book Club.

A CrowniHerbert Michelman Book.
$19.95. now at your bookstore. or send check
or money order to Crown Publishers. One
Park Ave .. NY.. NY. 10016 Please add $1.50
postage and handling charge. NY. and N.J.
residents. add sales tax .

_____el~
All Caliber Pistol

Cleaning Kit

.._------~

porate an excellent "Nite-Sight" which
glows in low light like a four lane highway.
Barrels will come in two lengths, those
being either 3" or 5". The barrel on the .45
LC comes from the excellent .S&W 25,
while the AI's and .44's are another horse
entirely, but I'll get into that later. All butts
are cut down to the same size as a round
butt 19, and come with both Pachmayer
Signature Stocks,and a set of custom fitted
wood grips as well.

The 045 Long Colt was finished in the
hard chrome which reminds one of stain
less steel. Sights were standard S&W rear,
while the front end sported a high, square
cut post. The muzzle end was machined to
approximately the same shape as the Colt
Dick Special, and was very pleasing to the
eye. Length on the barrel was 3.3".

The cylinder used on all the 045 LC's
were of S&W make, but they were not 045
LC cylinders. They were all M-29 cylin
ders which had been re-chambered to the
new caliber. A very nice touch, which
should allow the use of any handload
within reason. This one weighed 40
ounces, the trigger pulled at 3 Ibs. on the
nose, and the DA was glass smooth, but a
trifle heavy to suit me.

The 045 LC delivered groups averaging
2V2" at 25 yards. Not too shabby for a 3"
barrel, Winchester and Federal ammo

"The 3" ~451C delivered
groups averaging

2!12" at 25 yards ..."

grouped about equal with a slight edge
going to the Winchester in this particular
gun. My pet rat round for short barreled
.45 LC guns consists of 16 grains of
Hercules Blue Dot and the 200 gr. Speer
JHP for 940 fps and right around 400 fp
energy. This gun was a ball to shoot, and
with a ramp front sight would make a good
choice for plainclothes cops as well as
campers.

The 044 Magnums sent to me had a 3"
and 5" full octagon barrel with round butt.
The barrel on these and the AI's started
life as a 13j.{' Bauska rifled blank which was
then machined to final shape. Everything.
on these barrels was one piece, from the
front sight, right down to the ejector
shroud and ventilated rib. The workman
ship on the barrels was outstanding. It took
over 30 hours of machining to produce
each of these guns, and I can believe it, as
they were absolutely flawless.

The 3" gun .had the standard S&W
target hammer and trigger, but the set-up
that really caught my eye was the com
bination on the 5" gun. The hammer was
cut down, leaving just enough spur to be
both pleasing to the eye and functional.
The trigger started life as the wide target
model, but had been narrowed and
rounded, leaving six serrations in the mid
dle. The rest of the trigger and the hammer
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Lee
, Echols
:45 Nat'lTrophy Wi riner .1941

Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640
Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. R H Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for qU'antity prices.

To order send $24.95 + $2.00 shipping to,

• Ideal for accuracy testing.
• Adjustable for all handguns.
• All steel construdion.

(sandbags nat includedl

THE HANDGUN REST

To help protect your right
to bear arms we all need
more people on our side.
Encourage your friends to

learn more about
handguns and shooting
sports from thepages of

The AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. Send a

friend the enclosed
subscription card.

THE BillER
GRI¥(THE

STRIIIIER
WE lET'••

A BOMBINATION OF
MIRTH! The Funny,
Funny Book Abou
The Pistol
Shooters.
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US Patent #4.208.070

BackJl. ™

)fIlack

The portable, multi-purpose seat that flips to a comfortable cushioned
backrest. The perfect shooter's rest for deerstand, duck blind, or while just
spotting for someone else.

Stacks conveniently, lightweight and sturdy Heovy, washable canvas
duck, water repellant cover with rust-resistant tubular frame. Available in
red, yellow, orange, blue, tan, green, rust. or brown.

Order 1to 10 for $19.95 ea.
(add $2.00 freight for the first
one and $0.50 ea. additional
one)

Specify color. Send check
or money order to.

LA-Z-BOY® CHAIR CO.
1284 N. Telegraph Rd.
Monroe, MI 48161

was then polished smooth. SA pull on the
5" gun was one of the best I've ev.er seen,
breaking at 21h Ibs. with absolutely no
overtravel. When the hammer drops, the
trigger stops, and right now! Weight on the
3" gun is 40 oz., and the 5" stopped the
scales at 3 Ibs. even.

When it came to the shooting part of this
test, the accuracy displayed by all these
guns was phenomenal. I had assembled a
variety of factory ammo for the .44's,
including WW 240 SWC and JHP, Fron
tier 200 and 240 JHP's, and Federal 180
and 240 JHP's. I shot groups at 25 yds with
the 5" gun that averaged 1\12", and that was
with darn near anything I stuffed in it.
Now I'm no paper puncher, but the gun fit
my hand so well, that everything just fell
into place. I've never shot a .44 that I
considered a "fun gun" until these came
along. The round butt with the Pachmayer
grips cushioned recoil until it wasn't any
worse than a lot of .357's that I've fired. All
ammo was comfortable with the exception
of the WW 240 SWc. That was a real bear
in the shorter tube.

For funsies, there was a large rock
against the 200 yard bank which was
roughly the size of ~n IHMSAram. With
any of the ammo I had on hand, it only
took one ranging shot before you could
pop that rock with damn near every shot. I

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for
.22 auto In:Shop bluing, satin nickel,
gold and all types of metal and wood
finishing. Delivery time-3 to 5 weeks.
Write or call for details and prices.
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HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460 Dept. HGR2
Morro Bay, CA 93442

@

MONOGRIP features include:
Hogue's famed orthopedic hand fit. Fully
relieved for all speedloaders with positive
case ejection • Compound ambid~xtrous

palm swells. Proportional finger grooves
• Exclusive COBBLESTONE 1M non-slip,
non-irritating stipple pattern • Strength
and durability of reinforced Nylon-No

cheap plastics .• There's nothing
else like it!

$1695 Check or money order
plus $2.00 postage

handling (California residents
add 6% sales tax).

for RUGER SECURITY-SIX,
S&W K FRAME

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

TOM'S GUN
BLUING SUOP

1818 Crestview Drive
Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792·4238

MONOGRlp®

Models available for Smith &
Wesson square butt K frame
and Ruger Security-Six
(post 1976 serial numbers
151 and above).

"I've never shot a .44
that I considered a fun

gun until these .... "

certainly wouldn't hesitate to give this one
a try at any IHMSA shoot.

I purposely saved the 3" version for last,
as I expected some rather abusive recoil.
Well, I did get some of that, but only from
the WW load mentioned earlier. While the
other rounds let you know you certainly
weren't shooting a .22, they were pale by
comparison to that 240 SWC. Federal 180
JHP rounds were definitely the quickest, at
least judging by bullet strikes, and belched
enough fire to melt your next batch of
wheelweights. I managed some 31/2"
groups at 25 yds with this one, but blame
me, not the gun. I even gave this one a try
at the rock, and four out of six hits were
rather common. Yes Virginia, these guns
do shoot.

The guns I tested were just prototypes
for the final product and not for sale.
There will be 20 guns built for the initial
run-IO on each model. By the time you
read this, the work should just about be
completed on all of them. Spokhandguns
prefers to sell the complete gun rather than
work on the customer supplied piece, al
though that may change. The prototype
guns were completed in just a short time
and as a result there were a couple of
minor things that I didn't like that I have
been assured are not present in the end
products. One was the DA trigger which I
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had suggested was a little stiff, and the
other was the bluing, which, although
good, I did not think it was exceptional.
However, these guns were merely the fore
runners and not for sale.

There are more extras that will come
with these guns, and I'll try and give you a
run-down on them.

First, all guns will have full length ejec
tor shrouds, regardless of whether the
sights are fixed or adjustable. The 3" guns
will have smooth combat triggers, and will
be supplied with one shortened target

" .. . you'll notice , .
haven't mentioned price
and for a good reason."

hammer and one de-horned combat ham
mer, checkered on top, and fitted to the
action. Actions will be a maximum of9lb.
DA and 3 lb. SA. The 5" conversions will
all be equipped with the shortened target
hammer and custom target trigger as was
my test gun.

Through all firing, there was no shaving
or spitting of lead, even with alloy bullets.
The smallest feeler gauge I could find on
my cluttered work bench was .008 and it
wouldn't even begin to fit between the
barrel and cylinder. These guns are tight!
But, even under extended firing with
heavy loads, there was never any tendency
for the works to bind up.

I'm very impressed with the work being
turned out by this outfit. The 5" impressed
me the most, and I fell in love with the way
it handles and shoots. The 3" .44? Well, it
will certainly sell to some, but it's not fOf
me. That's not to say it's not superior
quality, but I prefer something a little
longer in my .44's, thank you.

Through all of this, you'll notice I
haven't mentioned price, and for a good
reason. Quite frankly, if you have to ask
the price, you probably can't afford it
anyway. Spokhandguns doesn't publish a
current price list, and the boys that own it
will readily admit that their customers
have priced the bulk of their conversions
beyond the pocketbook of Joe Average'
Handgunner. Spokhandguns has become
slaves to the rich. When they develop a
conversion like this, the price offered for
the # I gun sets the pace for the rest 9f
them. To give you an idea, the' # 4 C&T
gun on a Model 58 frame has already been
set aside for a customer who offered
$1000.00 for it, so you can expect to have to
shell out at least that for one of the others.

If you've got the bucks and like what
you've seen here, Spokhandguns has asked
me to tell you that the remaining guns will
be sold on a bid basis, first come, first
served. If you are serious about obtaining
one, send your bid to Spokhandguns, Inc.,
East 1911 Sprague Ave. Spokane, WA
99202. Inquiries answered only IIIIIM-
if accompanied by an SASE. ~
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Price includes shipping & handling.
Utah residents add 5% sales tax.

A & B ASSOCIA TES
P. O. Box 552 Sandy, Utah 84070
Dealers Inquiries Invited' 801-255-7934

"Patent Pending, All Rights Reserved."

PRESENTATION
PISTOL CASE

Handcrafted in solid wood. Handrubbed
finish. Heirloom quality. Fits most western
style pistols. Display area with accessory
cabinet with shelf and drawer. Give that

special gun a special place.
Limited Edition - A Real Collector's Item

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

The BUEHLER one-piece pistol
base for Rem. XP-l00 will fit standard

ventilated rib and rebarreled actions. Fits all
1" pistol scopes, including Leupold 4X EER. The

BUEHLER mount may not be the most expensive-just
probably the best. Over 15 pistol, and hundreds of rifle

mounts await you. Complete with 1" rings, $45.00
Send (or Catalog 35H

MODERN

MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS, the
world's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
for 1980, Catalog NO.9
covering a 100 million
parts inventory with in·
formation never before
in print.

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RI N D A, CA. 94~b3

Keep your expensive handgun
Introducing nice and expensive.

THE GUN PROTECTOWM -inert deep-pile lining

For people who are
concerned with protecting
their investment in firearms
Handcrafted from only
the finest components.
THE GUN PROTECTOR
is produced in a wide range
of sizes to fit all popular
handguns up to the 14"
Contender. Custom holsters

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95

P.O. BOX AH ,WEST HURLEY, N.Y. 12491
PHONE (914) 679·2417 TELEX 145331
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NUMRICH NEWARMS CORPORATION

1980 . 20~~~rges
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Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous c.olors, plus Staghorn.

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grnde stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Illustroted broch~re $1.00

ROBERT H, NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos. N.M. 87544

FISHER
CUSTOM
FIREARMS

SPORTS, INC., PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

Specializing in 45 '
'I IPSC conversions;

,__-': Perfect match
of reliability;
Accuracy and
control;
All guns tested
and guaranteed
Recommended by
ROSS SEYFRIED
1918 National
Champion

2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora, Co, 80013, [3031 755-3710

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

l\it~nrb litiutt
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of modifications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, ll. 62644

M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
-VELOCITY TEST LIiJYOUR RELOADS •.__,. •

_FROM $79 ~~ II .• , ~:el.:;.
-WRITE FOR FREE

ll U "'_ ',' _'.. ,- •
TEST REPORT: U

Cust. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

is favored by and provides the longest
possible sighting radius and quick line-up
of sights. The slide was hand fitted to the
frame, tight enough for repeated perform
ance but loose enough to allow for dirt and
lubricants for repeated functioning. The fit
of the barrel to the slide is perfect and
solidly fitted to each: barrel-bushing and
barrel"hood to slide, ensuring a shot to
shot repositioning of same. The action was
brought down to around over three and a
quarter pounds on this gun but lighter or
heavier set-ups are available.

The frame and slide were bead blasted
with the exception of the slab sides of the
slides which were satin brush finished and
the assembly electroless nickel plated for a
rust resisting and striking effect. A red
insert of fluorescent resin was installed on
the front while the rear sight with its white
outline was left in its original blue for a
marked contrast.

Other variations of course are available.
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" ... tight enough for
repeated performance

but loose enough to
allow for dirt... "

gov. grip. safety and Colt gold cup sear
(with its clutch assembly). Grips were ob
tained from Jay Scott, made of smooth
fancy walnut and reshaped and refinished
for individual fit and taste.

The slide is a Colt manufactured Na
tional Match (military NM 7791435 series)
used because of its renown hardness,
weight and pr.oven performance with
hardball. The slide's top was milled flat
and grooved to provide speed "horizon
alignment" of sights which are S&W-K
sight on the rear and our own thin front
red mini-ramp, providing a very low pro
file set up "close to bore" sighting while
allowing for high enough configuration to
give good visibility and adjustment with
out any holster drag or annoyance associ
ated with high sights. This allows for rapid
firing even with the gun slightly canted
without throwing off the shots as signifi
cantly as conventional "ribs" because of
the proximity to the bore of the sighting
line. A mated set o(National Match (mili
tary) barrel and bushing were fitted to the
slide. The ejection port was completely
reshaped and lowered to the extractor
level for improved ejection. Barrel and
frame were throated and ramped and per
fectly matched then brightly polished to
allow for empty cases chambering (or any
shape of ammo). A buffering recoil spring
guide was thrown in for whatever it is
supposed to do. This particular slide set up

(Continued from page' 41)

GUN OF THE MONTH



picture, especially after some' exertion. It
was, however, great for the fisherman or
backpacker. , Modelll with skyscreens, while expansion

At present, only the standard Model 34 was checked by firing into a twenty-pound
is available, along with the newest Kit block ofDuctseal. The results are listed be-
Gun, the stainless steel Model 63. This ::..Io=--w--'--.:...: _
newest version is, without adoubt, the ulti- Recovered
mate in such a .22 revolver. Offered only in Load Velocity Diameter
a 4-inch barreled, square butt W-W 185 grJHP 872fps .593"
configuration, it does offer some other ad- R-P 185gr JHP 823fps .501 "OC
vantages over the M34, other than the ob- SV 190 gr JHP 899fps674"
vious one of stainless construction. First of Fed 185gr JHP 845fps .712"
all, although it weighs approximately 2 Frn 230gr SWC-FMJ 787fps 452"
ounces more than'the standard one, the Frn 185gr JHP 832fps .564"
63's big plus is its sights. The rear is the It's obvious from the above results, that
standard, blued adjustable type but the the Detonics packs sufficient punch for de-
front is a serrated, stainless steel blade with fensive purposes. The Federal load was the
S&W's red insert. This blade's width is 118 most impressive, but all performed well.
of an inch compared to the older gun's The Remington JHP and Frontier SWC
blade width of 1110" and I found this load would probably be best for un-
rather disconcerting before firing the new throated weapons. All these loads fed
63, simply because I had always liked the thr8ugh the Detonics without a problem.
old sigh ts. I need not.ha ve worried, It should be fairly obvious by now that I
however, for the gun's performance is like this new. pistol. It is, however, not per-
every bit as good as the older one's. The fect. There are a number of things I'd like
new sight combination is quite a bit supe- to see changed. I hate to sound like a bro-
rior on dark, cloudy days and non-glaring ken record, but everytime I evaluate a new
in bright sunlight. The red insert serves to semiautomatic pistol I have the same com:
help sight alignment, both horizontally plaint. Why makers continue to offer us
and vertically, giving perhaps a more con- pistols with smooth frames I'll never un-
sistent, sight picture with greater ease. It is derstand. The Detonics frame is an invest-
somewhat easier to locate the front sight ment casting. It should be offered with a
due to this feature, too. finish similar to stippling or checkering 'on

The stainless M63 handles all varieties the front of the frame. I just received the
of .22 ammo and I checked its perform- information that Pachmayr is now produc-
ance with standard velocity long rifles, ing their excellent grips for the Detonics,
high speed long rifles, both solids and hol- so that's one solution to the problem.
low points and fired a few eCI Stingers Furthermore, the trigger on the sample I
through its 4-inch tube. At the time I was . received was unacceptable. After spending
set up to group the little gun, a strong wind big bucks for such a weapon, it should
was blowing with unpredictable gusts. At a come with such matters taken care of.
distance of 30 yards, I was a bit surprised Also, the front sight is gray stainless, and
that performance was'singularly good. The d i ffi cui t t <> al ignu n d e r c e rt a i n
new Kit Gun showed no obvious eccen- cinwmstances. The rear sight is black, and
tricities about its diet, grouping anything the front should be also.
fed it into 21/2 to 3 inche,s and placing its It should be pointed out that the man-
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WELL CAST ~
NARDO
BULLETS
fOr pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra Bonita Ave.-...
Los Angeles, CA 90046 .
(213) 651-2691 • '. AHA

,COMBAT
GRIPS
FOR COLT 45 AUTOS

AND SIMILAR FRAMES

Fingergrooves
eliminate slippage
- give total control
~gun points
naturally at
target

SOLID HAND
WALNUT CRAFTED

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson. Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is adivision of the B.E.W.B. Corp.
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o S~fqAU~I~~:b~~~t7on Honeycombed surface 0
o of fibers developed by traps and removes 0
o MATCH GRADE ORDNANCE foreign matter. 0
o to help you provide the care 0
o your firearms need. Proven results with less 0

effort for those who demand better performance.
o Guaranteed to outperform any ordinary cleaning 0
o patch or your money back. 0

•••••••••••••••••••
• QUANT •
• $2.00 _ 150 patches for .22 caliber •
• FOR YOUR _75 patches for 9 mm/.38/.357 cal.
• CHOICE _75 patches for 44/45 caliber •

• NAME •

• ADDRESS •
• CITY STATE__ •• •
• ZIP.

• •
• MAIL TO: MGO.
• MATCH ™ P.O. BOX 2178-0.
• GRADE ORDNANCE EDISON. NJ 08817.
•••••••••••••••••••
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This particular firearm was designed with
various features incorporated on it for
either I.P.S.c. and N.R.A. shooting. It
shoul.d be able to work with llIllY magazine
built to factory specs, without any altera
tions to same, and with any type of bullet
shape. (So long as cases are properly re
sized.) The same gun is available in Stain
less Steel using various components, more
notably Essex frames and slides, but we
will use any components as specified by
the customer either as they come or after
modification of the same.

I am glad to be able to provide some
"lucky feller" out there with a nice thrill
and pride of ownership, and .......
hopefully a long and enjoyable one. '"

S&W M63 KIT
(Continued from page 45)

shots into the same section of the target. Its
action was a bit stiff but after one good
plinking session, it smoothed up in a hurry.
Trigger pull was just what you would ex
pect from S&W; smooth even in double
action shooting.

Ata list of$187.00, this feature will scare
off some shooters, especially after most
dealers add the usual extra for a, "hard to
get" item. This new Kit Gun will be a fa
vorite with devotees of the rimfire at any
rate for it is perfect for the shooter that uses
a .22. Just as it has been a tackle box favor
ite for many years in the older versions, its
new stainless construction should enhance
this position even more. For the serious
small game hunter, the plinker or the fish-
erman, this would seem to be ~
perfection in a small package. '"

DETONICS MINI .45
(Continued from page 42)



North Valley Gun Shop
179 East Avenue / Chico, CA 95926 / (916) 345-2928 or 345-9364

Get a $7.50
REBATE on
the Tempest
until Dec. 15,
1980. Ask your
dealer for details. _.-

Call or write today for 92
page ADULT AIRGUN
CATALOG/GUIDE to 100
airguns, 40 pellets ($1.50
or FREE with mention of
code HG1. Add $1 for
RUSH first class in U.S.
Add $3 for ALL overseas
requests),

47-HG1 Paul Drive
San Rafael, Calif. 94903
(415) 472-7121
At your dealer or direct.

Custom Combat .38 special
* 6" Douglas or Apex barrel

* Ejector rod lock
* Bo-Mar or Arisocrat rib

* Trigger job
* Chamfered cylinder for fast loading

* Stipple back strap
* Narrowed thumb piece

**Each gun individually built

POWER AND
ACCURACY
FROM
BEEMAN'S
Adult Air Pistols-from Economy to Ultimate($90 to $600)!

Beeman's world famous air
pistols offer all the great advantages
of spring-piston power: top velocity,
quietness, quick easy cocking, durability .....
No pumping-No C02-No valves.....plus
accuracy to beat the finest firearms!

Webley Tempest-economy: 470 fps/0.81 etc

so for someone only modestly knowl
edgeable of firearms in general and never
having even handled a High Standard
auto of any persuasi~n before, it can read
ily be seen that subsequent re-installations
of the .22 Short Conversion Kit, cleaning,
etc., are relatively si~ple and would take
no more than a few moments with prac
tice.

Testing with the .22 Short Conversion
Kit installed produced roughly the same
type of accuracy as obtained with Long
Rifle, with noise and the previously almost
non-existent recoil further diminished.

The basic 5Y:z-inch bull barrel Trophy is
an attractive gun,with gold-plated trigger,
grip frame stippling and highly attractive,
stippled walnut grips. The rear sight tends'
to be a little sharp at the edges, this not a
problem for a gun used solely for target
work or even carried in a field holster. Yet,
when manipulating the slide try to remem
ber those sharp edges and avoid a nasty
cut. Capacity with either unit is ten rounds
in the magazine and magazine loading is
easily accomplished by lowering the fol
lower with the external button.

Whether for a Trophy or Citation-the
kit tested here-or for the prestigious
Victor, High Standard's .22 Short Conver
sion Kit is simply installed and works
perfectly well. The basic Trophy retails
currently at $278.85, while the Kit is
$121.00. The combined total, with today's
prices, isn't bad at all for two guns-both
of them potential .....
champion makers. ~

(Continued from page 44)

agement at Detonics has shown genuine
interest in customer problems and com
plaints. I know of several incidents where
early models were replaced at no expense
to the customer. They stand behind their
product, which is a refreshing departure
from what seems to be the norm these
days.

If you've been looking for a concealable
pistol that's corrosion resistant and offers
reliable one shot stopping power, there's
no reason to look further ....
than Detonics MKVI! ~

HIGH STANDARD .22S

(Continued from page 46)

MITCHELL ARMS SA

65

North Valley Gun Shop
179 East Avenue / Chico, CA 95926 / (916) 345-2928 or 345-9364

ditional half-cock notch & full-cock
position with an extra notch that engages
the hammerblock mechanism. Drawing
the hammer back approximately 1/4" will
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{Pu\>Ucatlon)

Name _

1. Present address
Attach address label from a recent
Issue or· print your name and ad
dress exactly as shown on the
label plus your I.D. number which
appears directly above your name
on the label.

Mail this form to:
PUBLISHERS'

I' 4i PEVELOPMENl' CORP..
• 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 2'00

San Diego, CA 92108 ..

City __ State__ Zlp__

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER i:
SATISFACTION ========='.
GUARANTEED ". 1.1,.
$9.75}\ '"

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Bra•• cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order., or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

SPECIAL ADAPTERS FOR THOMPSON CONTENDER
nUl '" .22 HO'".1 TC 22lA," 223 Fle", TC 25ACl"ill 2st Will M.,
22lAIII 221 Fir.bell TC 22W.... ill .22JA.", TC aACP III .25·35
nw.... ," 221 Fi,.bell TC nlA III .22 J.I TC 30 C.rb'"e ill .30·)(1
nLA," 222 Fle", TC nW"A;n .22 Jet TC nACP;II.300 He"en
nW"A in 222 Ae", TC nLR;n 211'_ TC .351," ,351 He".n

$14.95 each Postpaid. No FFL Required. May be mailed directly.
Phone orders: (213) 961·0502 if no answer, call (213) 968-5806

Harry Owen, Box 5337, 'AH-1, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745

ADAPTERS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING:
22LA I" .220 S.ill nWMA '" 222 Rem 30Ml Cerb ;11 301 Will
nUl III ,221 Firebell nw..,. '" 223 Aem lO.. l Cerb ill 300 W'" ..
nLA I" n2Ae", 22W..A III 22·250 J2.1lCPi" .lO·JO
nlA ill 222 Aem ...... 22 Horll.1 ill 220 S.,11 32.1lCP ," 300 Will ..
22lA It, .223 "e'" 22 HO,lIet i" .22·250 32ACP i" JO·Of

n~~~ i,~22~~0 S.,1l ~:i g:;:~: ;; .::: ~~:g: :~ ::: sew

.•••••••••.............•.••..•...••..
: DREADNAUGHT ;
: 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of. S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. .•.......................•............

ALL PARTS WARRANTEED
The warranty and all parts are backed

by Armalite, known for their AR-180 car
bine. For more information write:
Mitchell Arms Corp., 116 East 16th Street,
Costa Mesa, California 92627.

After firing a good many rounds of
ammo through the Mitchell Arms Re
volver and using it on the hunt, I've come
to like it. Although my test gun had its
bugs, I'm pleased with the accuracy, finish,
fit, and quality of materials used·in it's con
struction. If you lik,e to mix a bit of
nostalgia with your sixguns, look it over.
You might just walk out of your local
gunshop with a new handgun ......
tucked under your arm. ~

engage the safety device allowing it to rest
against the inside of the frame, well below
the firing pin hole, preventing the firing
pin from resting on a live round. The gun
may be carried fully loaded with the ham
mer in this position. To disengage the ham
mer-block, the hammer is merely drawn
back to either half-cock or full-cock
positions.

The front sight is ramped with horizon
tal serrations and the top of the ramp is
dovetailed to accept the sight blade. The
blade is staked in place but mine worked
its way loose under recoil and slid forward
about 1/4". If you're not careful you could
easily lose it and be out of business until a
replacement is obtained. The sight blade
should be secured to the ramp in such a
manner that would keep it in place regard-
less of recoil, a knock, or whatever.

FIRING ACCURACY GROUPS
In testing the 5lf2" barreled gun, I

immediately noticed that it was well bal
anced and pointed naturally. It weighs in
at 46 ounces; an ounce lighter than a 6'/2"
Model 29.

In testing the gun for accuracy, all
groups were fired from a sandbag rest at a
distance of fifty yards. Using the Frontier
line, manufactured by Hornady, the 200
gr. JHP slug printed a 3%" five shot group
and the 240 gr. JHP bullets stayed in 33!<1"
for five shots. Remington's 240 gr. JHP
ammo placed five shots in a 5" group.
Speer's Lawman ammo in the 200 gr. of
fering also shot a 5" five shot group and the
240 gr. Lawman fodder put four shots into
3", with the fifth shot being called a pull
and not included in the group. Federal's
180 gr. JHP ammo was the most accurate
of the lot clustering five shots into 2%",
which is accurate in my book. The 240 gr.
Federals yielded a 331<1" five shot group.
Using the Sierra 180 gr. JHC bullet, backed
with 30.0 grs. of H-IIO produced a 4'14"
group, which isn't too exciting. Switching
to Hornady's 200 gr. slug and backing it
with 16.0 grs. of SR4756 was even worse,
shooting five shots into 5". This is an over
the book max. load, so if you'd decide to
try it, start out at around 12.0 grs. and work
up slowly, watching for signs of excessive
pressure.

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

MAGNIFICENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

For"novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Send check or M.O. to:

BEST
SPORTS-SUPPLIER

po. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

$7.95 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.
Postpaid

WONDERSIGHT
I";'}' A fully adjustable rear sight
~.• " that requires no alteration to
.....the older five-screw saw

"C "K" and "N" frame revolvers.
Also adapts to current

l/j models and many others
.P!4 using one tapped hole in

frame. 18 95
CA Res. Add Tax •
Factory Orders Postpaid
FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LAB

511 YOLO AVE., DEPT. Aft
OROVILLE, CA 95965

H1/3 MOON CLIPS
Rudily available A.? APC ammo can be used
in your U.S. 1917 Model oInd newer models of
Auto Rim Type .45 Caliber Revolver. This new

• clip holds two cartridges dnd has many .idvan
!dges over the ndlf-moon clip. For .l. FREE
sample. send stamped. self-addressed envelope.

Clip Prices: 25 for 53.95; 50 for 56.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS, PO 80x 145, Malinta, OHIO 43535

t:::::::::::::OOll NEW! ~ll=:::\
"WINNER '44"

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8-3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

xEl~ 7%"
.....OlS~£fl.S

For complete info,
send selfaddressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472
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GEORGE VON ROSEN
Publisher

$28.50

$29.50

$24.50

$25.50

$28.50

U.s. Patent
0-247855
0-252694

215 GR SWC 44 cal

240 GR SWC 44 cal

185 GR SWC 45 cal

200 GR SWC 45 cal

230 GR RN 45 cal

$28.50cal

"'1'1n,
,,~ .~

• .Q..CI111·"f Il1"I"f Send $1.00 for catalog.
l!llJ ~ " "" Dealers. please inquire.

306 North First, Kent, Washington 98031

$19.50

$20.50

$20.50

$21.50

$21.50

225 GR SWC 41

As the name implies, our "Dual-Angle Munter" was
specilically designed with the hunter in mind.

This Innovative holster Incorporates two separale belt
slots In the belt loop, thus allowing the holster to be worn
at two different angles.

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" Is unique because the wearer
has the option to wear It as a "conventional hip holster" or
"radical cross draw." Both positions afford accessibility and

complete security to the wearer. The "radical cross draw"
position Is especially ellectlve when using a large hunting
weapon in a seated position.

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" Is currently available lor most
popular handguns.

Retail price Irom: $29.95 (All Auto's 4"-6" BBl)
$34.95 (7'12"-8" BBl)
$39.95 (10'12" BBl)

lining add $8.00
When ordering, state make, model, BBl, length 01 hand

gun, whether right or lell handed. Add $2.00 per holster lor
handling & shipping, New York residents add apsroprlate
sales tax. Send check or money order (Foreign or ers add
15% shipping, U.S. lunds only).
Send $1.00 lor color catalog illustrating our lull line 01

125 GR 9mm .

141 GR BBWC 38 cal

141 GR DEWC 38 cal

158 GR SWC 38 cal

158 GR RN 38 cal

Dealers call or write
lor liberal discounts

On volume pur.chases.

ALL PRICES ARE PER 1000
SHIPPING COLLECT-FAST (1-216-951-1854)

SERVICE-TOP QUALITY (Prices subject to change)

NATIONAL BULLET CO., INC.
1585 E. 361 St., Ea.tlake, OH 44084

THE GRIP THAT FITS

DeSantis Holster and Leather Goods Co. ~'E-
Dept. AH-1. 1601 Jericho Turnpike ."lr

New Hyde Pork. NY 11040 (516) 354-6211 antis

Thompson/Center Contender
Grip or forearm 523.50 each
(walnut)

Colt· Mark III. Python
Smith & Wesson - K & N frames
Ruger - Speed Six, Security Six,

Super Blackhawk, 533.95
(Goncalo Alves and walnut)

Two-handed stocks give correct recoil distribution.
Right or left hand models available, please specify.
Give make. model and caliber with order.
Send check or M.O.; also VISA or Master Charge.
give expiration date and number on bank cards.

Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

NATIONALBULLETCO., INC.
CAST LEAD BULLETS .

Never point a hand
gun at anything you

don't intend .to shoot.
11-' .

~~~

_.l- ~.

MAKE 110
MISTAKE ABOUT IT!

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
AND CIRCULATION

(Act of October 23, 1962: Section 4369, Title 39,
United States Code)

1. Date of filing: September 17, 1980.
2. Title of Publication: American Handgunner.
3. Frequency of issue: Bi-Monthly.
4. Location of known office of publication (Street, city,

county, state, zip code): 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA 92108

5. Location of the headquarters of general business offices
of the publishers (Not printers): 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

6. Names and addresses of Publisher, Editor, and Manag
ing Editor:

Publisher: George E. von Rosen, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

Editor: Jerome Rakusan, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108

Managing Editor: Mike Packard, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

7. Owner (If owned by a corporation its name and address
must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of stock. Ifnot owned by a corporation,
the names and addresses of the individual owners must be
given. If owned by a partnership or other unincorporated
firm, its name and address, as well as that of each individual
must be given.)

Publishers' Development Corp., 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

Stockholder: G. E. von RoSen, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and other security
holders owning 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities (If there are none, so state):
None.

9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in case where the stock
holder or security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other judiciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs show the
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security hold
ers who do not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner. Names and addresses of individuals
who' are stockholders of a corporation which itself is a
stockholder or holder of bonds, mortgages or other securities
of the publishing corporation have been included in para
graphs 7 and 8 when the interests of such individuals are
equivalent to 1 percent or more, of the total amount of the
stock or securities of the publishing corporation.

10. This item must be completed for all publications
except those which do not carry advertising other than the
publisher's own and which are named in sections 132.231,
132.232, and 132.233, postal manual (Sections 4355a, 4355b
and 4356 of the Title 39, United States Code)..

A. Total No. copies printed (Net Press Run): Average No.
copies each issue during preceding 12 months-149,957, Single
issue nearest to filing date-157,278.

B. Paid Circulation:
L Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors and

counter sales: Average No. copies each issue during preceding
12 months-56,699. Single issue nearest to filing date-52,468.

2. Mail Subscriptions: Average No. copies each issue dur-
ing preceding 12 months-39,Oll. Single issue nearest to filing
date-49,OI4.

C. Total Paid Circulation. Average No. copies each issue
during preceding 12 months-95,710. Single issue nearest to
filing date-101,482.

D. Free distribution (including samples) by mail, carrier or
other means: Average No. copies each issue during preceding
12 months-1,208. Single issue nearest to filing date-l,640.

E. Total Distribution (Sum of C and D): Average No.
copies each issue during preceding 12 months-96,918. Single
issue nearest to filing date~103,122.

F. Copies not distributed:
1. Office use, left over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing:

Average No. copies each issue during preceding 12 months
3,188. Single issue nearest to filing date-627.

2. Returns from new agents: Average No. copies each issue
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filing date-53,529.
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and complete.

FIREARMS SAFETY
IEPEILIS III YIU
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Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00·5:00. Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to do something
for your local club or range, and for>
handgunning. Our offices here have
been getting calls and letters asking
for the whereabouts of handgun
shooting ranges and clubs-all over
the U.S. There are apparently a lot of
shooters out there that don't know
where to go to shoot. We thought it
would be a good idea, then, to put
together a list of ranges and clubs and
publish it in our magazine. And we
could use your help. Just send us
names and addresses of your local
clubs and ranges as soon as possible
and we'll get out a direc~ory. Your
club could profit from increased
membership. Send to: AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER LIST, 591 Camino
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego,
CA 92108.

,

Firearms engravers
establish new guild
to promote the craft

Local clubs & ranges
send name & address

TWENTY ENGRAVERS met together at
the Las Vegas Sahara Gun Show on
June 29, 1980, to begin what is hoped
will be a guild of American arms
engravers.

A steering committee was
appointed, which is to inform other
engravers of the proposed guild and
begin plans toward establishing the
guild as a non-profit, benevolent
organization.

Points also agreed at the Las Vegas
Show meeting were that the guild
should act as a vehicle for a more free
exchange of engraving information

,and ideas between members. This
exchange would improve sources for
learning, appreciation and
'acknowledgment of arms engraving
skills and knowledge within the
United States.

It was also agreed that the guild
should establish and acknowledge
various skill levels among member
engravers and assist and encourage
members to progress to higher. levels
of skill and proficiency.

It was also expressed that the guild
should engage in an active public
awareness program and also serve as
a medium whereby the public could
become better informed about the
relative merits of arms engraving.

Engravers or other persons
interested in obtaining more
information should contact Frank
Hendricks, Route 2, Box 189-J, San
Antonio, Texas 78229.

NOW $7.95 ppd

NYLON
COMMANDO

WALLET

Rugged nylon packcloth wallet with
Velcro® closure, 5 inside pockets for bills,
1.0" and credit cards, Water repellent,
washable & comfortable. A must for any
outdoors person, Choose Olive,
Camouflage. Black, Brown, Blue, Green or
Divers' Red,

Send chelk or money order to:

~ Brigade Quartermasters, Ltd.
• ® Box 108-AH, Powder Springs, Ga. 30073

Phone: (404) 943-9336

SEND FOR OUR 64 PAGE CATALOGUE

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

•• Tile"'~~llyPully~!
Long Traditional with British Services

100% Virgin Wool Sweater
British-made with matching rugged twill
reinforcing patches, Mens, womens sizes 32
to 48,

Get yours postpaid for only $49.95.
ORDER TODAY! Prompt Delivery,

A great ribbed knit sweater for backpacking,
boating, hunting and all cold weather
activities, Extra long body prevents "ride
up", Reinforcing patches over shoulders and
elbows for nearly "everlasting" wear, Home
washable, Choose from Olive Green, Navy,
Blue-Gray, Forest Green and V-Neck, Tan.

OLIVE GREEN AUTHORIZED BY U.S. MARINES FOR OPTIONAL WEAR

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Colt,
Remington, S&W, SAKO, TIC, Winchester, Armallte,
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover J & G S I I
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your' a es nc:o
dollar is refundable on firs.t order over $100,00, 442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT Prescott, Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1-602-445-9650

REASONABLE MARKET PRICES. '

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS' S

IN STOCK

Indestructable Nylon Web
Exclusive Crystal Cover Strap'
Ideal for Divers' Protect valuable wrist
worn watches, gauges & instruments, Resin
treated 1-23/32" Web with Hook-n-Loop
closures for cover and unique double lock
strap, Super secure. Send -wrist
measurements to nearest 1/4", Color choices
of Olive, Black, Navy, Sage, Best invest
ment you can make $5.50 postpaid
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By Mike Barach

Handy ammo
wristband makes

that back-up
shot possible

CARTRIDGE
WRISTBAND

69

The wristband comes in four sizes that
will accommodate just about all the popu
lar TIC & XP calibers, even the .22LR. I'm
sure that if you happened to hltve a caliber
that wouldn't fit into the bullet loops avail
ble, one could be made up on a special
order, however I have no idea of the price.

The four test samples sent to me were all
well constructed. The stitching is of the
heavier type and doubled on the ends of
the bullet loops. The velcro tabs are sewn
on each of the four sides to insure it doesn't
come loose. They should last for many
years, even through hard use.

My first test with the wristbands were
somewhat frustrating as they were stiff and
held the cartridges too tightly to be easily
removed and loaded in the TIe. I gave
them a good dousing of neatsfoot com
pound and placed fired cases in the loops.
The next session was better. The cases
came out of the loops easier resulting in
faster time in reloading the gun. My best
time was around four-seconds. James
Whittaker, owner, of J. W. Industries told
me he can reload a TIC in 2.5 seconds.
That's quick! He emphasizes practicing
reloading from the wristband before using
it in the field. To date he has taken two
head of deer with his scoped TIC and the
wristband combo.

The wristband was designed to be worn
over the cuff of a long-sleeve hunting shirt
or coat in order to be readily accessible and
also to reduce sliding up and down the
wrist. It can be worn in any position on the
wrist that's comfortable to the shooter. I've
found that positioning the wristband with
the bullet loops on the inside of my wrist
with the case heads facing towards my
hand to be the most comfortable. This is
especially true with the larger cartridges
such as the .30-30 and .35 Remington. The
wristband should be worn on the hand you
shoot with so that the grip on the gun may
be maintained. This seems to be the most
natural way to wear it as it takes a mini
mum amount of movement to reload
from the wrist to the gun.

The major drawback of using· a single
shot pistol is being able to get off a quick
second shot when needed. Now that J. W.
Industries has made the cartridge wrist
band available to the single-shooters, I
believe the problem's been taken care of.
At least it has for me.

All orders and inquiries should be sent
directly to J. W. IndUStries, P.O. Box 73,
Mt. Ephraim, New Jersey 08059. The car
tridge wristbands cost $7.95 each pius
$1.00 for postage and handling.
State caliber when ......
ordering. ~

I f you hunt with aTIC Contender, XP,
or Merrill pistol chances are that you

have, at one time or another, needed a
quick backup shot and you had to fight
and fumble to get the round out of your
pocket or cartridge belt. J. W. Industries
has a piece of leather, appropriately called
a cartridge wristband, that'll greatly speed
up loading the single-shots without the
problems of finding the round and cham
bering it.

The J. W. cartridge wristband is a very
simple and practical accessory, yet unique
in that none of the big leather crafters had
come up with the idea sooner, at least not
that I know of. It took a single-shot pistol
shooter to come up with a solution to a
problem due to his need for a product that
wasn't offered. Of course that's what
makes men great and benefits us.

As can be seen in the pictures, the
wristband is made of split cowhide and cut
twelve inches long, one and one-half
inches wide, and one-eighth inch thick.
The six bullet loops are sewn on as are the
two str.ips of velcro on the underside. The
velcro tabs are used to hold the wristband
in place and also allow for some adjust
ment according to the size of your wrist. I
think the use of velcro is a very good idea
as it's just about impossible to wear out
and isn't affected by water or mud.
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GUNS, MILITARY

INTERNATIONALLY COMPETITION

PROVEN DESIGNS by JAMES W. HOAG

Postage &
handling
$1.00
Outside U.S.
$2.00
California
residents add
6% sales tax

Competition Magazine
IIese _ $2.15

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(sand sase for prices)

BOOK CATALOG
Best catalog of its type 'in the world.

1700 titles $ 2 Big 200 Pages
Profusely illustrated.

Fairfield Book Co. Box 289, Dept. AH-1
Brookfield Center, CT 06805

Browning High Power
Speed Safety

Blue $23.00
Hard Chrome $25.00

Colt .45 ACP
Extended Slide Stop

Blu $19.50
Hard Chrome $21.50

Colt Extended Spe8<t Safety
Blue $19.50
Hard Chrome $21.50

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight

$14.00 rear sight only

Haag Improved Ramp
Front Sight ..... $4.00

Wide Grip Safety . . . $26.00
~ue or Stainless Steel

I am a deputy sheriff in my home town.
I particularly enjoyed the September!
October issue with the police section. If
you have a favorable response from
enough of us perhaps this could become
a regular feature.

Fred H. Loving
Amherst, VA

WANTED BY POLICE:
MORE POLICE ISSUES

No problem, Fred. Our "Cop Talk" is a
regular column-watch for it. And, our
Police Issue will be out every year, on top
of various articles of interest to police
throughout the year.

WHERE DO YOU FIND
YOUR SPEED-LOADER?

SPEAK
our(i)

\mmDJS
\ Swaged

\ ~i::
Bullets

Send $1.00 to

THE ALBERTS CORPORAfION
P.O. Box 157. Franklin Lakes, NJ. 07417

70

MILES STAiR
P.O. BOX 1818 ROSEBURG. OR 97470

YOU CAN SURVIVE!
$10.95 plus $1.75 postage & handling

ORDER TODAY.

Send money order or cashier's check to

'OF TOP INTEREST
TO ALL OFFICERS'

Recently, I purchased a Rossi Model 68
.38 Caliber special, with 3" barrel. Since
the'.1- I have tried to find a speed-loader
to fit my weapon. I have had no luck in
this endeavor and I was hoping you
could help me.

Your magazine is most informative.
Miles Adams

Do it yourself action jobs
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits

...... .. $10.00
RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK
III, S&W M-36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Specify Kit.. . ... $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit
for all COLT .45 autos and Browning
Hi-Power.
Specify which model $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjusta-
ble rear sights. Specify $6.10
SECURITY SIX
Adjustable Kit . $11.00
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK-4 Spring Strength $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring, Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring

...................... $16.00
NEW MODEL S.A. RUGER TRIG
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50% $7.10 ~

S.A. RUGER Mainspring, Fast
Hammer Fall $6.50
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING.
17 through 50 cal from $140.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink
Front Sight $15.00

The HANDGUNNER for September! 2 CAVITY MOLDS, 265 & 315
October 1980 is J'ust great. Of course I GR..44,225 & 275 GR . .41, 182 &

200 GR. .357 .. $30.00
turned first to the Police Section. The CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES
usual straight talk from Massad Ayoob $27.50

d . Rechamber T I C-30-30 to 30-40
ma e sense as usual, and the topics were Krag, .41 to .411 JOJ, .44 to .430
of current interest. Your Editorial JOJ, 35 Rem & 351 H to
presented some excellent arguments, .358 JDJ $30.00

Solid rib for Super
Jerry, and I couldn't agree more. You Blackhawk . $60.00
and I have been in the business of guns Dealer Inquiries Invited

for a long time, and I'know you will SSK INDUSTRIES
agree that I have just a little more than a Rt. 1AH, Della Drive
modest interest in the subject. Bloomingdale, OH 43910

I have marked the extra copy for the (614) 264-0176
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You might try writing the following: Dade
Machine, 2319 NW 7th Ave., Miami, FL
33127; Kubik Products, 631 Catherine St.,
Warminster, PA 18974; Safariland, Ltd,
1914 S. Walker, Monrovia, CA 91016;
Second Six, Box 215, South Laguna,
CA 92677.

OYER 300 PAGES'
* Knives
" Reloading Rifle

& Pistol Ammo
,;, Complete Manual

of Loading Tables
* Bullet Casting
" Bullet Swaging
" Sample Armories

for Every Budget!
* AND MUCH MORE!

" Ammunition
" Assault Rifl"s
" Survival Rifles
,;, Handguns

" Shotguns
,;, Rimfires
,;, Special Use

Weapons
" Maintenance &

Modification

FEATURES:

SURVIVALIST
WEAPONS
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For tun details wrile Dept. 0-1
and include your d8aler"s name and address.

Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Police Combat Revolvers

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
• CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more Information write: Lou Ciamillo - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. / 26200 Frederick Road / HyaUstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16" round or square barrel, Bo-Mar, Davis. Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth trigger w /
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on mosl Call, S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1/16" Barrel (Blue) $215.00
Square Barrel w/ejeclor rod shroud $275.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

·Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL•.

Min . Cal. 22 short. Overall Len . }1'4W',
Length {jfbarrel 2W' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shotll ...
Thumb Safety Half cock safety

Jetfire-Cal. 25 Overall Length4~" Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
Safety ...Half cock safety

Distributed exclusively by

J.L.GALE. &SOIIIC.
85 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y. 10007

At your' favorite sporting firearms dealer.

No extractor
blow back action
onl)t pistol with
instant breech cleaning
'dsafety features

For informal target shooting, your 1911Al
needs only "light customizing" which
consists mostly of tightening the slide, a
trigger-job (smoothing out the sear and
lightening the trigger pull), and replacing
a few springs for proper balance. Check
with your nearest custom pistolsmith listed
in the Directory in this issue. As for loads
and accessories, it's best to wait and see
what your needs are. Don't go out and buy
a lot of expensive gear that you may end
up not needing or find out something else
would do better. The Bianchi is a good
rig. However, it's no good ifyou can't put
it to use. After reading a couple of issues
of our magazine you will have a much
clearer idea of all the options available.
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Sheriff's library, with an additional note
on the Routing Slip, saying: "Of top
interest to all officers."

As just one handgunner, 'I\though I
know I speak for many, thanks for a
grand magazine.

Lyman P. Davison
Vice President, American Law
Enforcement Officers Assoc.

Recently I subscribed to your fine
magazine and have received the Guns
Annual BOOK OF HANDGUNS as
well as the July/August and September/
October THE AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. While I am not a
newcomer to the firearms scene, I have
only recently become seriously interested
in handguns. Therefore, I am asking the
staff of your magazine to please help me
through the maze of ammo, accessories,
leather and other so-called goodies so
perhaps I may become a more proficient
handgunner.

The weapon I currently own is a
Government Model 1911Al, strictly GI
issue. For personal reasons, this is what I
would like to use for my shooting.
Presently, this will be of the Target
variety, with combat style possibly in the
future.

Now for my questions. I realize you
aren't me, but I would appreciate your
opinion on the modifications I should .
make on this auto. I should mention at
this time my target shooting will be
informal. Also, I would appreciate your
thoughts on loads and shooters'
accessories I should have. I am
considering buying the Bianchi outfit
tested in your September/October issue;
however, your comments on this subject
will also be welcomed.

Thank you very much for taking time
from your busy schedule to help me, and
I hope to hear from you soon.

John Dale
West Farmington, Ohio

ADJUST YOUR PISTOL
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS



All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the
best coverage of the firearms scene ever
assembled. Whether you own a giant
killer or a plinker, you'll get a lot more
enjoyment from it when you gain a
thorough knowledge of all types of guns
and their uses.

If you're a sportsman who wants to
know more about reloading, competition
shooting, or even have black powder in
your blood, you'll be able to pick the
brains of some of the most
knowledgeable experts in the world,
right from the pages of GUNS magazine.
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of
color stories and features, come your way
when you become a regular subscriber to
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of
money over the 52.00 single copy price,
plus a trip to the newsstand.

For a SUbscription to GUNS, use the
attached postage-paid card or send your
check or money order for the term you
select: 3 years 533.45 (you save 538.55),
2 years 524.85 (you save 523.15), I year
514.95 (you save 59.05). FREE BONUS if
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for
jacket or hat ... a 53.50 valuel

Write to: GUNS Magazine,
SUbscription Dept. 108, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

•



The "FOREVER" Remington!

ADVENT SALES CO. ~~rB:X~1795, Ft. lauderdale, Fla. 33339

Guaranteed three-week (3) turn around service on prepared work from the
time it is received at our plant to the time it is returned to the customer.

DEVEL CORPORATION INTRODUCES . ..

A SPECIALIZED
PLATING SERVICE

Designed exclusively/or:
S&W CHIEFS SPECIAL
(round butt)
S&W "K" Mi9, MiD
(round butt)
No modification to your
gun is neccessory.

(Fla. add 4% sales tax)

STAINLESS STEEL
makes this legendary Army 44 cal. by
famous Armsport a step above the best.
Also in standard blk. steel $96.50. Send
check or M.O. Add $3.00 ea. frt.

3441W.BRAINARD RD.
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44122
Phone: (216) 292-7723

(Sug. list $175)

$13750

Full line Black Powder Catalog $1.00

FOR DEALERS. GUNSMITHS AND INDIVIDUAL GUN OWNERS

Because of numerous inquiries regarding plating finishes for cu~stom
handguns. we have initiated a new service. Devel Corporation now offers
non-reflective finishes in Hard Chrome and Matte Nickel for the following
pistols only:

COLT GOVERNMENT AUTOMATICS
and

SMITH & WESSON M-39 & M-59 AUTOMATICS

. .. .

~
CORPORATION

Smith & Wesson Service Department
2100 Roosevelt Avenue
Springfield, MA OllOl
Smith & Wesson Service Center
7112 Darlington Drive
Baltimore, MD 21234
Smith & Wesson Service Center
7710 North 30th Street
Tampa, FL 33610
Walker Arms Co.
Rt. 2, Box 73
Selma, AL 3670l
Walker Arms Co.
l27 North Main Street
Joplin, MO 64801
Smith & Wesson Service Center
136 East Walnut Street
Monrovia, CA 91016
Bolsa Gunsmithing
9196 Bolsa Avenue
Westminster, CA 92683
Pacific International Service Co.
P:O. Box 3
Janesville, CA 96114
The Cop Shop
3707 Woodland Drive
Anchorage, AK 99503

New NRA police rule
sets target at 7 yds
for realistic training
THE NRA HAS CHANGED the course of
fire for Police Match # I Standing to
reflect actual shooting situations more
closely. The new rules state that two
12-shot stages, one at 7 yds. and the
other at 15 yds., will be fired double
action from the standing-without
support position. Each stage will
allow 20 seconds, beginning with a
holstered, loaded gun, including
reloading time.

The new rules were adopted by the
NRA's Law Enforcement Assistance
Committee following a review of a 10
year study of actual police shooting.
The study showed that 80 percent of
the firing was done at 6 feet or less.
The committee changed the rules to
concur with this finding.

It is the NRA's intent that police
competition be an "extension of
training" for the police shooter.

At the 7 yd. stage, the gun must be
held in one hand only. At the 15 yd.
stage, one- or two-hand hold is
allowed.

This change is a step in the right
direction for those who agree with
Lucy Chambliss (Sight Settings,
Sept./Oct. '80) on the need to bring
current PPC rules in line with reality.

-=-lYe new wan_..., shops
open for Smith & Wesson
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New Shok-BuH for .45
stops cracks in frame

R. D. Wallace maintains a gunshop
called, appropriately, The Gunshop.
They do carving, checking, inlaying of
wood, metal, or precious gems, and work.
such as shown in the photo here. This
Ruger .45 SA sports a heavy Tiffany in
house design by Wallace. The Gunshop
also makes specialty parts such as the
leafwork hammer shown.

For Tiffany grips and other work
contact: The Gunshop, 320 Overland
Rd., Prescott, AZ 86301; (602) 445-0568.

Silver TiHany grips
by Wallace's Gunshop

The new Wilson Combat Shok-Buff
shock absorber kit for 1911 style .45 autos
was designed to stop frame and slide
cracks, stop excessive battering of contact
areas, and stop malfunctions due to
underpowered slide return.

Manufactured of new space age
materials designed to withstand
tremendous shock without damage, the
kit consists of two poly-fiber buffers and
one special HD recoil spring for a flin
2,000 rounds protection.

And it is currently priced at $5.50.
The idea came from Armand Swensen,

the design out of Wilson's Gun Shqp,
and the manufacture by Rogers Holster
Company and W. C. Wolff Company.
Wilson is the sole distributor at this time,
but he is inviting dealer inquiries.

The Shok-Buffkit is compatible with
the standard spring guide, full-length
guides, or the Dwyer Group-Gripper.
The shock absorber is available for the
Government Model, the Gold-Cup, or
the Commander.

Order the new Shok-Buff from
Wilson's Gun Shop, 101-103 Public
Square, Dept. AH, Berryville, AR 72616,
for $5.50 prepaid.
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Charter Arms Corporation, a leading
American firearms manufacturer,
presents the Pathfinder .22 Magnum 3",
a six-shot revolver with a 3" barrel
length loaded with many of the design
and performance features of the Charter
Undercover .38 with a special snag-free,
fully adjustable rear sight. Made of
aircraft quality chrome-moly steel, with a
virtually unbreakable beryllium copper
firing pin and with a transfer bar safety
between hammer and firing pin, the
police blued-finished gun is
complemented by a hand-checkered
walnut grip. Weighing a light
20 oz.; with an overall length of 73/.1";
and a height of 43/.1", the Pathfinder .22
Magnum 3" is available from Charter
Arms Corporation, 430 Sniffens Lane,
Dept. P, Stratford, CT 06497;
(203) 377-8080.

Charter Arms announces
new Pathfinder .22 mag

M-S Safari Arms now provides its
stainless steel "commander" style
hammer for use on combat conversions,
an application designed to eliminate the
possibility of snagging on clothing.

According to Don McNabb, president,
this hammer is designed for use on
"Colt" type automatics and enough
metal is provided in the sear engagement
area to allow for professional fitting and
tuning. The hammer sells for $14.95 from
M-S Safari Arms, Box 23370, Phoenix,
AZ 85063.

Stainless steel hammer
for combat conversions

WHAT'S NEW

PISTOL

MODERN

PRACTICAL

SHOOTING

IS BEING TAUGHT
AT THE CHAPMAN
ACADEMY RANGE
IN COLUMBIA, MO.

Ray Chapman, former \/\/orld Practical Pis
tol Champion. is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor, outdoor. moving tar
get. and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic, intermediate and ad
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have been praised by shooters from
novk:es to World Class competitors. They Include
the Safe andEffective Use ofHandguns uSing the
CHAPMAN METHODS. for Information write·

/
i

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia. MO 65205

1~'
~. (~C)·

\~ \~ .1)

~
CCI know what I want for
Christmas Mr. Claus"

~
SouthWest

~
Metallic

~
Silhouettes

\' POBox 476/Uvalde, TX 78801
cJL v (512) 278-5454

. Means Fme Metal/lc Silhouettes'

For more information, send 2M and I
a self addressed stamped envelope. _
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DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING
FIREARMS FOR COllECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 29 4" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Ciass A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
~ngrv. S/W 66 4" Class AEngrv. S/W 66
2W' Class AEngrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

GENCO

STD. Width, Hard-Chrome, Bar-Sto
Barrels, Bo·Mar Sights

COMPLETE LINE
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL & ACCESSORIES
~.

Heckler & Koch #91 & 93's
Nice Selection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Devel 39 Conversions

JW. HOAG® IPSC AUTO

GUNS CURRENTLY
IN STOCK

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S

/\QLJHE ss _

NAM' _

I have enclosed $ PleJse rush me

_ COPY(I) of,

Walther P·38 Pistol

by Major George Nonte

A complete volume on the famous
P·38. All facets are covered. from the
history, development, variations and
technical dope, to all the practical field
use and maintenance techniques, right
on through to complete rebuilding, reo
pair and conversion installation. PLUS
a full section on other contemporary
double-action military autos such as
the S&W M39 and M59, Colt M7I,
H&K P9S, the VP70 ful.l-auto double·
action pistol, the SIG·Sauer P220 and
the Seecamp M1911 comversion.
Book No. 127. . . .$4.95------III DESERT PliBLICATIONS
IV Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325
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PHONE (704) 274-4570 (24-Hour Answering)
530 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza South

I P.O Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803 )
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Handgun Hunters Int'l
limited edition knife
The Handgun Hunters International
Charter Member Commemorative
Limited Edition Knife-designed by
noted custom knifemaker R. W. Wilson
and J. D. Jones, HHI founder-will be
each custom ground by Wilson himself
and scrimshawed on one side of the
ivqry marcarta handle with an HHI
inscription and the customer's name. The
other side of the handle is customer's
choice of any handgun with any animal
head in scrimshaw.

Sheathed in a supplied black belt
sheath and cased on a walnut display
case, the 8V2 inch knife will be priced at
$210. Write HHI, Box 357 Mag,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910; (614) 264-0176.

"",l-,
''''~."~'~~ "" "

.. :4 ,: '*!k&o~"-, "

Full length solid rib
for 14" TIC Contender

New Cross Draw holster
by Bianchi Gunleather

SSK Industries is pleased to announce
the introduction of a full length solid rib
for 14 inch TIC Contender barrels.

The SSK Rib is constructed of
aluminum, and satin finished. It provides
a pleasing contrast with the excellent

This one's made in 20 different sizes for TIC blueing.
2" to 8:Vs" double action revolvers. In Installation of the rib is simple and
automatics the range is .380 to .45 with accomplished by utilizing five existing
barrel lengths from 4%" to lOW' in single sight screw holes in TIC barrels.
action revolvers. Covered trigger, hand Customarily, SSK mounts a Micro
boned and full silicone-suede lining. The rear sight on the rib in conjunction with
belt loop is unique ... it pulls the holster a large variety of front sights, suitable for
against the body for perfect concealment. silhouette and hunting, as well as .
The angle of carry and ride height have recreational shooting.
been carefully thought out for comfort Suggested retail price of the SSK Rib,
and correct draw. It's just as good for complete with.front and rear sights, is
field use as it is for law enforcement. $80. Dealer inquiries are invited. SSK
Write Bianchi Gunleather, 100 Calle Industries, Rt. I, Della Drive,
Cortez, Dept. AH, Temecula, CA 92390. Bloomingdale, OH 43910 (216-264-0176).
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New super-slip Tufoil
protects & lubricates
Tufoil gun-coat, new scientific cleaner,
lubricant and all purpose weather
protection for firearms, works from
-60°F to +500°F. Tufoil gun-coat
contains PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene)
in micro-miniature particles (less than
0.5 micron) that impregnate microscopic
voids and form a boundary layer
protection on gun metal that improves
action and guards against corrosion.
PTFE, popularly known as "Teflon" or
"Fluon," is the same super-slippery, nOI
stick substance used on cookware.

Guaranteed and patented (nos.
3,933,656 and 4,053,443); distributed
nationally by Fluoramics, Inc., 103
Pleasant Ave., Upper Saddle River, Ne\
Jersey 07458.



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance:
. Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date Mar.!Apr. issue (on sale January) is November 14. Print
carefully and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES
MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder. VG, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Kenneth Lane (AHG),
Sulz (Vorarlberg), Austria.

AMMUNITION
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON QUALITY RE·
LOADING, BULLETMAKING TOOLS/SUPPLIES.
BEGINNERS/COMBAT SHOOTERS OUTFITS. STAR
UNIVERSALS, C·H AUTOCHAMPS IN STOCK. FITZ
PISTOL GRIPS/AMMO BOXES, FACTORY DIRECT.
"HOW TO" BOOKLETS. NEW "1980 DISCOUNT
CATALOG"-$5.00-CONTAINS "HOW TO"
INFORMATION ON BRASS CLEANING, TUMBLING,
TAPER CRIMPING, BULLET LUBE FORMULAS,
COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PROGRESSIVE
RELOADING MACHINES. PAUL JONES, BOX 1087G,
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340. FREE EXPERT ADVICE.
213/365·4450.

CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feel $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 2M. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

Will your Ammunition be ready if you need it? Military type
sealer for primer. Kit with 4 fluid 'ounces, enough for several
thousand rounds. $8.95 prepaid. Southwest Ammunition,
P.O. Box 92, Mesquite, TX 75149.

MILITARY BRASS: .223 $25.00 per 1000, 308 $45.00 per
1000, .45ACP $65.00 per 1000. COMMERCIAL BRASS:
Rifle: .270,243,308,30-06, .375 Win $13.00 per 100, $60.00 per
500.30-30,32 Win. special $10.00 per 100, $40.00 per 500. 7mm
Mag, 300 Win. Mag 375 HH $15.00 per 100 $70.00 per 500.
Pistol: .25ACP .32ACP $35.00 per 1000, .38 spec. $45.00 per
1000. All once fired and POSTPAID. Prices good through
Jan. 1981. FFL required for shipment. Wideners, 2309 Nave,
Johnson City, TN 37601. Phone: 615-282·6786.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST· WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora·
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* **

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
$16.95 + 50¢ post. HANDGUNNER BOOKSIDept·CA, 591
Camino Heina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw·
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound
& $14.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod·
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino

,Reina, San Diego, CA 92108***

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

NEW BOOKS FOR THE EIGHTIES FROM PALADIN
PRESS: survival poaching, getting even with your enemies,
unusual combat methods, surviving a nuclear war, FBI
handbook, knife fighting, explosives, self·defense, scouting
techniques, police tactics, detective home study manual, plus
much more. Catalog $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307.AHC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.

Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG: B-PEC, DEPT. AH580,
9889 ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CA 90706.

SURVIVE AND PROSPER in the coming crash!!! Our
NEWSLETTER shows you how ... Free details. Reliance
Press, Box 2503·B, McKinleyville, CA 95521.

FAST & Fancy Revolver Shooting by Ed McGivern, the
Dean of Revolver Shooters; $14.95 postpaid; Sportbook, Box
776H, Barrington, IL 60010.

INGRAM·MAC MI0 & Mil .380, 9mm, .45. Operation &
Maintenance Manual. Contains 35 illustrated, detailed
pages. Info on Operation, Disassembly, Cleaning, Mainte·
nance, and Silencer, $5.75, MO or Credit Card only. Catalog
$1.; Survival Books,lll06 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood,
CA 91601. (213) 763-0804. In store or by mail.

SURVIVAL RELOADING FOR HANDGUNS. Explains
valuable principles of improvised reloading. Send $3.00 to:
Dept. A.H., P.O. Box 1119, Oracle, AZ 85623.

-----
RARE, scarce, out·of-print books on Firearms, Edged Weap
ons, Hunting, Fishing. Catalog $2. refunded with order;
Melvin Marcher, 6204 N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK
73112.

"THE INTELLIGENCE LIBRARY": Technical Secrets,
Books on ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, LOCK
PICKING, DEMOLITIONS, EXOTIC WEAPONS, etc.
One Dollar (refundable): MENTOR PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. HZ, 135·53 N. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354.

Dead on target."Handgun manual by police, NRA instructor
discusses holsters, sights, grips, Magnums, auto vs. revolver,
much more. Illustrated. $4.50; Wilde Co., 150 Glenwood Ave.,
No. 302, Jersey City, NJ 07306.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
START GUN BUSINESS TODAY! Part·time O.K. Proven
placn! Cash in on fantastic demand! FREE INFORMATION
(S.A.S.E. appreciated). MESA, Drawer9045·NR, Steamboat
Springs, CO 80477.

COLLECTORS
COLT Collectors: Reproduction 1941 Colt Catalog, $4.75;
The Back Shack, P.O. Box 49197, Los Angeles, CA 90049.

COLLECTORS: Lists No. I and No.2 now available at $2.
EACH (refundable). Hundreds of Curios, Relics, Oddities,
and Militaria; Myers War Museum, 16521 Akron St., Pacific
Palisades, CA 90272.

FINEST REPRODUCTIONS-1881 full dress Cavalry
helmet, $40; CIVIL WAR KEPIES, Bummers, $16.95; Jeff
Davis, Jeb Stuart, Civil War brass; U.S. Krag 45-70 parts and
misc. list .30c; Successor to W. Stokes Kirk; Ross Kircher
Trading Post, 107 E. Middle St., Gettysburg, PA 17325.

SMITH·WESSON COLLECTION. The finest in the
country! Over 50 models, over 200 Smiths, many more guns,
many engraved ones, some with gold, ivory grips. Also
included, Famous Smith "Rocket Gun." Large 8 page list.
$5.00, plus LARGE stamped envelope. Smith, Box 6293, West
Palm, FL 33405.

EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

FIREWORKS
BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete inf~rmation and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061. .

FOR SALE.
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber·
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

Order your "Life Insurance by Smith & Wesson" T·shirt
now! Only $5.95 plus $1 Postage. Colt also available. Specify
make and size. Shadowshirls, Box 55045, Dept. AH, Little
Rock, AR 72205.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST." TOP QUALITY
LEATHER FOR GUNS. FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00
FOR OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER. OLD
WEST INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

HANDCUFFS! Peerless nickel or blue $18.95. Great Gift!
ORDER NOW! Deco Products "M," Box 42808 #151,
Houston, TX 77042.

M-65 Field Jackets, Olive Drab & U.S. Leaf Camouflage. New
in Sizes X·Small to X-Large, $41.00 ppd. American Heritage,
P.O. Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. M.C. & Visa Accepted.

Bianchi Gun Leather and Buck 'Knives at 20% Discount.
Send $1.00 and a SASE for Catalogs. J.E.B. Enterprises,
RD # 2, Box lA, Moville, Iowa 51039.

FOR SALE: Japanese, German, U.S., etc. Swords & Daggers.
8 page list $1; Need same; Fredericks, P.O. Box 926, Mid·
lothian, IL 60445.

GUNS FOR SALE
GUNS I CONFIDENTIAL SUPPLIERS LIST. $5.
HORTON, BOX 08332AH, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53208.

GUNSMITHING
Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

MAXIM Silencer Rebuild Kit for .22 cal., contains all parts
except the casing (tube), $50; Muzzle Couplings for most .22
Rifles $10. (specify Gun); D.A.Q., Box 40269, Cicero,lL 60650.

INSTRUCTION
THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-I or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, M80, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. New
Jersey·N.Y.C.·Philadelphia Area Only. N.P.1. is now accept·
ing applications for the instruction of qualified students in
the Basic Practical Skills of Modern Defensive Pistolcraft.
For information and application send $1.00 to: NORTH·
EAST PISTOL INSTITUTE, P.O. Box H,453, Union, NJ
07083.

Belt-Grinder-Buffer. Make your own knives, stocks, grips,
guns. Do your own polishing, blueing, plating. Literature 25¢.
Speed·cut, Box 399·H, Ephraim, Utah 84627.

BASIC HANDGUNNING INFORMATION for the begin·
ner or novice for self-defense and/or combat. Important
concise detailed material discusses all primary sub~ts.

Moneyback guarantee. 52.00 postage paid, or just send ad·
dress if you're broke. Bosselman, P.O. Box 135, Chino Valley,
AZ 86323.

KNIVES & SWORDS
RANDALL MADE Knives, Il2 Variations stocked. Teft week
delivery on special orders. Bagwell, Crawford, D'holder,
Pardue, Ruana, catalog $1., list prices; Lay-away plan; Doug
Kenefick, 19 Leander, Danielson, CT 06239.

"Knives-Most major brands-Wholesale prices. Send 51.00
for Brochures with prices. Simons Cutlery, 1567 Bille Rd.,
Paradise, CA 95969."

MILITARY SURPLUS
S-U·R-P-L-U·S J-E-E-P-S-$19.30!-C-A-R-S-$13.50!
650,000 ITEMS!-GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE
TELLS HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUR AREA-$2
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF·l,
BOX 99249, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

AMAZING-NEW OFFER-COULD $AVE 400%
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BIDDERS IDENTIFICA·
TION CARD. WE PROCESS YOUR BIDDERS CARD-
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30097 Via Velez PI., Dept. AH-1-80 Temecula, CA 92390
(CA res. add 6% sales tax) (Foreign orders add 25% postage)

Fred Schmidt
Tel: (llO4) 74&9269
5904 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

• Men's T-shirts. Hea"""",ight. 100%
cotton. Pre·shrunk and colotfast. Machine
washable. Reinforced knit, hi-erew neck
collars and hemmed sleeves. $7.50 ea.

• Ladles V-Neck in 50% cotton, 50% polyester. Machine
washable, color fast. $8.50 ea.
• Black imprint on either Yellow, Bone or Powder Blue shirt.
• Sizes in 5, M. L, and XL.
• Indicate size, quantity, color, design, and full mailing address.

timeTef design eXl?erience in

--'~~

.~'iU ~r-r~tt.~ .~ Available from your dealer.
»~t- t- ~ For catalog send $1.00
~ 5;toCki]. ~;;;; P.O Box 741-Hl
~ :.:::/ Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 U.S.A.

lJ1rr~a ~un §l1np
Custom Gun Work 45, P PC

Shooting confidence with your personal
handgun starts with stability under heavy re
coil and that iS,what I have designed into the

new Shooting Master stack. Carved in matched
traditional walnut to tolerances that exceed the

gun frame itself. With smooth line rounded butt,
speed loader clearance, and combat style finger

grooves. Designed for identical right or left hand hold.
It is the ultimate for combat or silhouette shooting.

This is quality to match your professionalism.

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger, Colt and S&W,
DA revolvers.

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion (pal Pend)
Douglas 1·10 twist BBt 1,Q8O" Oia. 6" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.B.w.e. only

• Reduced Leading
• No bullet jump
• Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

Matchl#5,A&B
Stage A . 7 yards 12 ADs. 25 sec.
Stage B - 25 yards 18 ADs. 90 sec.
6 ADs. Kneeling
6 ADs. Standing Barricade, LH.
6 ADs. Standing Barricade, R.H.
25)(,5-10

(This design
for caps
too)

• SHOOTERS Ball Caps. One size fits all. Foam lined.
Choice of Dark Blue or Green. Available in designs shoo.m.
$3.95 ea.
• Attention Gun Clubs! Custom design \A.IOrk available with
minimum order. Write for details.
• o.,aler Program AvaJla.ble.
To order send check or M.O. to:

SHOOTERST-SIURTS

REAL ESTATE
"ALASKAN HOMESTEADS: 160 Acres at $1.25 per acre.
For Federal Regulations send 82.00 to Homestead, P.O.
5741AH, Yuma, AZ 85364."

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp. Hardened
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER. BRITISH MADE,
UP TO 175 Ibs. DRAW. CNrALOG $1.00. B & I' BARNETT
(CANADA) DEPT. A.H. P.O. BOX 968, LAMBETH, 0:-1
TARIO NOL ISO..

LASER HANDBOOK with burning, cutting, Ruby Reds,
Co's, complete with plans, books, and parts. Send 8,1.00 to
Famco, Dept. G, Box 1902, Rochester NH 03867.

WHY PAY HETAIL PRICES? Buy your rifles, handguns,
shotguns, scopes, and related equipment at a fraction above
wholesale. Most people don't know about this method of
saving money, but if you invest 81.00 now you will save much
more in the coming year. For details, send S.A.S.E. and $1.00
in cash or M.O. to: SMALL ARMS SERVICES, P.O. Bex
722, Sterling Hts., MI 48078.

AUSTRALIAN DIGGERS' SLOUCH HATS. As worn by
Australian soldiers during \V\VII. Limited opportunity to
obtain a piece of history: $39.95 (Price includes hat band and
badge.) Send name and address, and payment by check,
M.O., or bank draft to: AUSTRALIANA PRODUCTS,
T.e.A., 24 Dromos Street, Eight Mile Plains, Queensland,
Australia. 4123.

COLT, LUGER. RUGER WALNUT PRESENTATION
CASES, high quality, USA Mfg. Also available in kits for the
handyman. Details 5Q<t. Replica Products, 61057AH, Vienna,
WV 26105. Dealers wanted. 1-304-295-7239.

YOUR PERMIT TO HAVE AND CARRY GUNS, GUAR
ANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION. WALLET SIZE.
SEND $2.00. EQUIPAGE AH, BOX 1487;1, LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA 89114.

DEERWEAR-Luxury in Deerskin. Dress coats, moccasins,
buckskins, purses, vests. 36 page color catalog $1.00. Mari
Sene Trading, Box 6AH, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

Increase the value of that gun you have. One of a kind.
Choose your special design that will beautify that gun. Able
Ornamental, 36 Heine Ave., Meriden, CT 06450. 2031
237-6450.

"LEARN HOW TO LEGALLY" POSSESS, CONCEAL
AND USE FIREARMS IN THE U.S. SEND $3.00 TO:
TIMOTHY MARKOWICZ, 3912 N. CHRISTIANA, CHI
CAGO, IL 60618.

WANT TO SURVIVE? Then send for our "Survival
Collection" catalog. Contains an unbelievable array of
clothes, camping, caving, diving, tools, blades, gun, motorcy
cle supplies ... more. Everything you'll need to fight the
battle of life. Only $2.00' Axis Surplus Sales, Dept. AHU, Box
9933, Atlanta, GA 30319.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO PURCHASE
COLT Commemoratives wanted. Single pieces and Collec
tions. Will travel to pick up larger Collections: Larry Jones,
2210 Parklake Dr., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30345. (404) 934-0129.

FLARE GUNS-FLARES WANTED. Send description,
price, cash will follow: HYMARK, P.O. Box AJ, Denton, TX
76201.

DEER HUNTER'S COOKBOOK. 35 mouth-watering veni
son recipes. Make the most of your hunt. You'll be pleased.
Only $4.95. SPICY JERKY RECIPE. There is none better.
Delicious spicy flavor and aroma. Jerk any game easily and
expertly. Only $2.95. Both for $6.95. HERITAGE RE
PHODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 382, Dyer, IN 46311.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243·AH, Se Paul,
Minn.

"Lonely, troubled, depressed"? Friendly personal counselling
by Rev. Peggy Williams, Box 6392, San Diego, CA 92106. ($10
and stamped addressed envelope please.)

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

BREAK FREE CLP Space Age Lubricant. Operates -65 to
+475F. Cleans, Lubricates, Preserves. Prevents Rust. For
Guns, Reels, Industrial, Auto and Home Applications. $2 for
1 oz. Sampler and Literature. Dealers Invited. Distributed by
Lubrico, Box 788AH, Windsor, CA 95492.

NO RED TAPE. PLUS YOUR NAME IS RECORDED ON
THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SURPLUS BID
DERS LIST. ENTITLES YOU TO FREE SURPLUS
LISTS. JEEPS $19.50-CARS $16.00, WEAPON
ACCESSORIES, FIELD GEAR, AGRICULTURE
EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONICS, CLOTHING-50,000
ITEMS-PROCESSING $5.00. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE, LEGAL PROCESSORS, HG-JFT, 707 S.
WASHINGTON, NEOSHO, MO 64850.
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Name :....- _

Please send me my advance copy of COMBAT HANDGUNS.
Enclosed is $17.95 per book plus $1.00 each postage/handling
for books.
$ check or money order enclosed.
Please charge my credit card No. Expiration date _

DBA/Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Amer. Express

Learn what the professionals
demand in a weapon for self
defense.

Just owning a handgun
is not enough ~~.':.

Here is the experts' guide to selection, loading,
tuning, customizing and maintaining a handgun.
The first defensive work of its kind, this is a
complete reference volume on handguns, revolv
ers, and autoloaders plus their ammunition and
accessories.
Evaluation of 25 production models,
including 6 with a perfect score. Full
specifications, detailed illustrations
and/or exploded drawings of each
handgun.
George Nonte could not have left a
finer legacy. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery.

Address _

City ---::-::----- =- State Zip _
Mail to: Handgunner Books, Dept. 31-Hl

591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108

Name ~-------___,------------------~

A bookyou'll be proud to own.

Send $60.00 plus $2.00 shipping and handling. (Al-
low 4 to 6 weeks for delivery) .

Techniques used in Engraving
Styles of Engraving .
Engraved Pistols and Revolvers

A NEW LIMITED EDITION. Trans
lated from the original Italian edition.
HARDBOUND - OVER 280 PAGES
by Mario Abbiatico, founder ~and co
owner of Famars.

A masterpiece of the engraver's art, for the
collector, gun lover, connoisseur and those
who love beautiful things.

Hundreds of outstanding full-color and
black and white reproductions of the works
of twenty-three master hand engravers
from the famous firm of Famars in Gar-
done Val Trompia, Italy.

Contents include:
Engraving on Sporting Guns
Implements and Tools
Drawing, Tracing

MOdern FirearmJ
Engraving

----~-------------------------~GUNS BOOKS, Dept. 107- H1
591 Camino de la Reina
San Diego, CA 92108

Please send me copies of MODER FIREARMS E GRAVI G
@ $60.00 each, plus $2.00 each for shipping and handling. (Calif. residents add

$3.60 sales tax each copy)
D Check or Money Order enclosed 0 Charge my credit card D BAC/Visa D MasterCard

Card LD. No. Expiration date Initial

Address _

I City • State Zip _I .J





Four times the quality in
rugged, well built, finely
finished, accurate " "
revolvers for all types
of blackpowder
handgunners.
The Rogers & Spencer Standard Model ...
Authentic reproduction of the late~Civil War .44
caliber revolver.
The Target Model Rogers & Spencer ... Same"""
great handgun with special target sights for
X-pert shooting.
The Nickel-Plated Rogers & Spencer ... the
R & S with a nickel finish that has been polished
to a brilliant, rust resistant shine. -
The Rogers & Spencer Revolver Kits ... same
overall design in either pre-assembled and
pre-blued for ease in reconstruction and to
prevent rusting in shipment; or, disassembled
for tho~e who really like to bDild from the
ground up.

r--------------,
: Name: I
I

I ~
Address: I .

I "
I Cl~: :

I State: I·I' 0

i~~ ~
IPhone:1
I IL' ...J

See for yourself how the winners do it
... send $1.00 for a fully illustrated

catalog to EUROARMS OF AMERICA
1501 Lenoir Drive, Winchester '

0" Virginia 22601. •
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